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Abstract
This thesis studies issues in dynamic analysis and design of interconnected DC-DC
power supply systems. The history of the dynamic analysis dates back to the 1970s,
when the modeling method for an individual switched-mode converter was introduced.
Later on, the methods to analyze stability and performance of interconnected systems
have been widely discussed in literature. However, a full understanding of many issues
regarding the impedance interactions within the systems still seems to be missing.
Therefore, the main objective of the thesis is to show that the minor-loop gain, which is
commonly used in the interaction analysis, contains perfect information on the stability
of the interconnected system but not necessarily much information on the robustness of
the stability and the interactions taken place inside the converters. As a consequence of
this, the second objective is to introduce techniques with which the interactions can be
reduced or totally removed, thus making the dynamic analysis and design of the systems
deterministic.
The thesis utilizes two-port networks and the concept of dynamic profile introduced
recently in the analyses of converters. Comprehensive formalism is derived to analyze
also the effect of output-voltage remote sensing on converter dynamics. Such formalism
is not found in literature, although remote sensing is widely used to improve voltage
regulation of a converter. The effect of source and load interactions on the converter
dynamics are discussed by the general interaction formalisms and the minor-loop gains
defined at the input and output of the converter.
Peak-current-mode, input-voltage feedforward and output-current feedforward controls
are treated in the thesis as an example of the methods with which the interactions can be
reduced. It is shown that a converter under peak-current-mode or input-voltage
feedforward control can have ideal input-voltage noise attenuation. Dynamically, this
means that the converter would be invariant to source interaction and the converter
would act as a buffer within a system preventing the interactions from propagating
through the converter. It is shown that the output-current feedforward control can
improve the load-transient response of the converter. However, the converter can be
more prone to source interaction if the implementation of the feedforward is not made
for a converter which has high invariance to source interactions. In addition, the ideal
reverse current transfer function is introduced to be an important parameter of the
dynamic profile defining the ideality of output-voltage feedback or output-current
feedforward control. Extensive experimental measurements are provided to support the
theoretical findings with conventional buck converters under different control methods
and a fourth-order step-down converter known as superbuck under peak-current-mode
control.
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1 Introduction
This chapter presents the essential background of the thesis and explains the motivation
for conducting the research. The prevailing methods and ideas proposed by other
researchers to model and analyze switched-mode converters and the systems composing
of them are overviewed briefly. Finally, the structure, objectives and the scientific
contribution of the thesis are stated.

1.1 Overview of DC-DC Power Supply Systems
Efficient and reliable conversion of electric power from distribution network or other
sources such as solar arrays to a variety of DC electric loads has become more and more
important in ensuring the functioning of modern society. The rapid evolution of power
electronics and development of semi-conductors have enabled more sophisticated
methods to performing the necessary conversion [1]. Consequently, the high-frequency
switched-mode converters have substituted the linear regulators – commonly used
earlier in implementing the conversion – with improved efficiency and reduced space
and weight. A multitude of topologies and control methods have been developed for the
AC-DC and DC-DC conversions, especially for telecommunication, automotive and
information technology applications during the past decades [2]–[4].
Modern electric loads usually require multiple different voltages ranging from 15 V to 1
V or even lower [2]. In addition, the current levels and the rate of change of currents
that the loads draw are increasing [5]: For example, the load current of a modern
microprocessor can change from 0 A to over 100 A within a few tens of nanoseconds
while allowing only 100-mV voltage deviation at the point of load [6]. These kinds of
requirements have made the design of switched-mode converters and power supply
systems extremely challenging and prone to dynamic problems.
During the past two decades, distributed architectures have substituted the traditional
centralized power system architectures, where the rectified mains voltage is converted
into multiple different load voltages directly by a single DC-DC converter [2]–[4], [7]–
[11]. In the distributed systems, multiple conversion stages are used instead of one to
produce the point-of-load voltages. Fig. 1.1 shows the typical configuration of a
distributed system based on intermediate bus architecture (IBA) [2], where a front-end
rectifier supplies an isolated bus converter, which in turn supplies multiple point-of-load
(POL) converters via the distribution bus.
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Distribution
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POL converters
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rectifier
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Isolated
bus converter

48 V
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=

3.3 V Load 1
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1 V Load i

12 V

=

=

Fig. 1.1 A distributed power supply system based on intermediate bus architecture.

The bus converter is used to provide isolation and to convert the rectified voltage (e.g.
48 V) to a lower voltage level such as 12 V. The bus converter can be fully regulated,
semi-regulated or even unregulated depending on the requirements set for the bus
voltage accuracy [2], [8]. If the bus voltage is used only to power other POL converters,
the requirements can be loosened substantially and the cost of the bus converter can be
reduced by omitting the feedback control circuitry. The unregulated bus converter
operates at fixed duty-ratio and, consequently, does not provide either line or load
regulation. The semi-regulated bus converter usually regulates the variations in the
rectified voltage adequately, but does not provide load regulation [9]. The POL
converters within the IBA system are used to convert the bus voltage to actual loads
with tight line and load regulation. The POL converters are usually non-isolated to
reduce cost and to increase efficiency. The IBA system can also contain a storage
battery connected in parallel with the front-end rectifier and additional EMI filters at the
input of converters.
The use of distributed systems seems to be very easy due to the modular structure, and
therefore they are an attractive choice for system designers. However, their design
processes are not easy and straightforward despite the many advantages they provide
over the centralized systems. Many design issues such as power and voltage
coordination, beat frequencies and impedance interactions between the converters need
to be carefully considered [12]. The individual converters used in distributed systems
are usually commercial power supply modules designed for general usage. Their control
systems are designed to be stable and to provide excellent transient dynamics in standalone operation with the laboratory supplies and loads. This means that their transient
dynamics and stability in the final system are not necessarily guaranteed, when the
converter modules are connected in cascade and/or in parallel as an interconnected
system.
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The analysis and design methods of the interconnected power supply systems have been
widely discussed in public and scientific literature during the past two decades.
Different converter topologies and optimal bus voltages to implement the systems as
well as methods to analyze their stability and performance degradation are proposed and
discussed widely. This thesis concentrates on the methods to analyze the interactions
taking place in the systems and proposes actions with which those interactions can be
eliminated or substantially reduced. The theoretical formulation used in the analyses is
general in nature and, therefore, applicable to any electrical device or system. However,
the theory is applied only to DC-DC voltage converters and DC-DC distributed power
systems in this thesis.

1.2 Overview of Existing Methods to Model Converters and
Systems
The foundation for power-supply-system modeling and analysis is the appropriate
modeling of switched-mode converters, which originates from the mid 1970s, when Dr.
Middlebrook and Dr. Ćuk developed the state-space averaging (SSA) technique and the
canonical equivalent circuits [13], [14] for the direct-duty-cycle or voltage-mode (VM)
controlled converters. In SSA, the circuit equations representing the dynamics of a
fixed-switching-frequency converter during the different sub-cycles are averaged over
one switching cycle yielding a non-linear averaged model. The model is usually
linearized by developing the proper partial derivatives to obtain linear-time-invariant
(LTI) small-signal models. Therefore, the extensive variety of mathematical methods
developed for LTI systems can be utilized. The method is shown to give accurate
models up to half of the switching frequency in continuous conduction mode (CCM)
[15]. The SSA method was also modified to model the discontinuous conduction mode
(DCM) with additional constraints [16], which resulted in reduced-order models
predicting only the low-frequency behavior correctly [15]. Different methods to develop
full-order models for the DCM operation exist as discussed in [17]. Since the seminal
work done by Middlebrook and Ćuk, there have been wide discussions concerning the
modeling of switched-mode converters. A comprehensive overview of different
modeling techniques such as the large-signal averaging and the sampled-data modeling
can be found in [18].
Typically, the switched-mode converters are modeled by using resistive loads [14],
[19], which results in load-affected dynamic models. The practical loads are very
seldom resistors as depicted in Fig. 1.1 and, therefore, the actual dynamic representation
should be that both the load and the source effects are removed [20]–[22]. This means
that the analytical modeling and experimental frequency-response measurements should
be made by using an ideal constant-current sink as a load and an ideal constant-voltage
source as a source [22]. The load and source effects can be removed computationally by
applying the methods given, e.g., in [22].
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The use of linear two-port networks [22]–[25] may be the most consistent and practical
way to analyze large power supply systems containing multiple switched-mode
converters and other system elements. In the two-port representation with the modified
g-parameters [25], a switched-mode voltage converter is represented with Norton’s
equivalent current source as its input port and Thevenin’s equivalent voltage source as
its output port [22], as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 inside the dashed line. Similarly, other
electrical subsystems such as EMI filters, loads and other passive components can be
represented by similar two-port networks. Consequently, a large system can be divided
into smaller subsystems and the interactions caused by the subsystems can be solved by
applying basic circuit theory as explained in [22] and [26]–[28].
iˆo

iˆin

ZT
ûin

ZN

ûT

iˆN

iˆo

ûo

Fig. 1.2 A general two-port network with Norton’s equivalent current source ( Z N , ĵN ) as its input port
and Thevenin’s equivalent voltage source ( ûT , Z T ) as its output port.

Recently, a concept of dynamic profile [26], [29] has been introduced to uniformly
characterize the different types of switched-mode converters based on the small-signal
transfer functions constituting the g-parameter set at open and closed loop as discussed
above. In addition to the six open-loop transfer functions, two special input admittances
are defined based on the transfer functions. These two sets form the foundation for
understanding the dynamics of the converter, designing their feedback controllers, and
analyzing the external interactions caused by the impedances in the other source and
load subsystems. The applicability and usefulness of the different control methods such
as voltage-mode, peak-current-mode (PCM), and average-current-mode (ACM) control
can be compared by studying the changes the control methods cause in the
corresponding dynamic profile. On the other hand, the dynamic profile can be utilized
to point out or reveal the vital elements or factors in the profile with which the
beneficial consequences such as source and load invariance [27], [28] can be achieved.
The invariance means that the load and source impedances do not change the converter
dynamics from the nominal or internal dynamics.
The methods to analyze stability and dynamic performance of power supply systems
have evolved simultaneously with modeling techniques of the individual switched-mode
converters. Middlebrook introduced the concept of minor-loop gain in the 1970s, when
developing the EMI-filter-design rules for a switched-mode converter [30], [31].
Actually, an EMI filter and a switched-mode converter form a cascaded system.
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Therefore, it is natural that the design rules and analysis methods applied for the EMIfilter design are also applicable for the other interconnected systems. The basic analysis
tool, which Middlebrook developed, is known as the minor-loop gain constituting of the
ratio of the output impedance of the source subsystem and the input impedance of the
load subsystem. It is stated in [30] that the minor-loop gain must satisfy the Nyquist
stability criterion [32] for the cascaded system to be stable. Actually, Middlebrook did
not prove scientifically that the minor-loop gain contains the desired information on the
stability of the cascaded system. That was later proved in [33]. Middlebrook also
presented additional criteria, which are more restrictive than the stability criterion that
needs to be satisfied in order to ensure that the transient dynamics remain unaffected. In
[30], he introduced a practical design rule by a region in the complex plane in which the
minor-loop gain should stay for stability and good transient performance. This region is
defined as a circle having radius equal to the inverse of a certain gain margin, i.e., the
radius has to be sufficiently less than unity. This will ensure stability for sure, but it
does not necessarily guarantee that the transient performance of the converter is
unaffected, if the margin is too small. The stability of the converter with an EMI filter
can be easily evaluated with the minor-loop gain, but the performance degradation can
not be analyzed without more detailed information of the inner properties of the
converter.
Before proceeding further with the overview of the system-level analysis, the terms
stability and performance are discussed briefly. There are a number of ways to
determine the stability of a feedback system. Applying the Nyquist stability criterion for
different loop gains within the converters and systems may be the most convenient way
to determine stability. The terms phase and gain margins – PM and GM – are used to
measure the relative stability of feedback systems in control theory [32] and are
therefore important parameters in defining the level or robustness of stability. Similarly,
the phase and gain margins are used to define the relative stability of different minorloop gains.
The performance of a feedback system can also be evaluated in different ways
depending on the type or purpose of the system. Usually, the reference signal of a
switched-mode converter is kept constant and it may even be unavailable as physical
input. Therefore, the time (i.e., transient dynamics) and frequency-domain (i.e.,
disturbance rejection) methods can only be applied to the input and output of the
converter containing information both on the feedback loop and the internal open-loop
dynamics related to the corresponding variables [32], [34]. In this thesis, the term
performance means the transient dynamics and disturbance rejection of a system.
However, the requirements for adequate transient dynamics and/or disturbance rejection
can vary from one application to another, and therefore it is difficult to define the term
performance explicitly. Consequently, if the converter is originally designed to have
adequate performance and that is verified by laboratory experiments, then the
application of the converter as a subsystem is assumed not to change the overall
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performance from the original too much. The reality is, however, that the performance
of the individual converters can change and it usually deteriorates due to impedance
interactions.
The minor-loop gain can be utilized more generally in the stability analyses than its
application in the EMI-filter design may imply [30], [31]. It can be equally used to
study the stability of a large system at an arbitrary interface between two general
subsystems [23], [33], [35]. In power supply systems based on the IBA concept, the
common practice seems to be to define the minor-loop gain at the interface between the
bus converter and POL converters [36]–[40]. Hence, the analysis concerns the bus
converter. Although the criterion for system stability is well treated in literature, there
seems to be a number of viewpoints for the relative stability and performance
degradation of the converters and systems based on the information obtainable from the
minor-loop gain. As a result, different forbidden regions have been developed, out of
which the minor-loop gain should stay to ensure stability and adequate performance.
Middlebrook’s forbidden region does not allow impedances at the interface to overlap
(i.e., the resulting minor-loop gain is required to stay inside a circle that has radius equal
to the inverse of gain margin at origin), which is usually considered to be too restrictive
and conservative. Therefore, other forbidden regions have been defined, which allow
the impedances to overlap with certain restrictions. A variety of such regions are
defined, such as GMPM [36], [37], opposing argument [38], [39] and ESAC [41], [42]
regions based on the different argumentations or criteria as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. A
comprehensive summary of the existing forbidden-region-based criterions can be found
in [43], where also a new criterion is proposed based on the allowed peaking of a
complementary sensitivity function defined by the minor-loop gain.

Fig. 1.3 Different forbidden regions developed for the minor-loop gain.

The forbidden region defined by Middlebrook [30] is the area outside the circle with the
radius 1 GM . The opposing argument criterion defines the forbidden region to be left of
the vertical line at − 1 GM on the real axis. The GMPM criterion [37] defines the
forbidden region as an area formed by the intersection of Middlebrook’s criterion and
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two sectors defined by the phase margins and the negative portion of the real axis. The
ESAC criterion [42] also defines the forbidden region by the gain and phase margins
occupying less space in the complex plane than the corresponding GMPM criterion, as
shown in Fig 1.3. The ESAC criterion is declared to be insensitive to component
grouping within the system, which actually means that the minor-loop gain defines the
stability regardless of the interface at which it has been defined. However, the
discussions in [42] concentrate only on stability analysis and do not consider the
possible performance degradation at all even if the gain and phase margins clearly have
a role in the definition of the forbidden region. It should be pointed out that the minorloop gain defined at different interfaces within the system will have different stability
margins as briefly discussed in [42]. Hence, a question arises: what are the key
interfaces and what should the margins be in order to ensure robust stability, adequate
transient performance and input-voltage noise rejection of the converters within the
system? The common practice seems to be to use the same margins that are typical for
the voltage-loop gain, i.e., the phase margin of 60 degrees and gain margin of 6 dB [37],
[38], [40].
It should be pointed out that the goal of Middlebrook’s forbidden region is to ensure
both stability and also adequate performance, whereas the ESAC and opposing
argument criterions are derived to ensure stability with certain phase and gain margins,
without considering the performance degradation. Only in [36], the relation between the
gain and phase margins of the load-side minor-loop gain and the peaking of certain
transfer functions of the corresponding converter are analyzed. However, the analysis is
not extended to other frequencies than those where the phase and gain margins are
determined and therefore the obtained design rules are actually incomplete. Although
the system stability is a very important aspect, the lack of discussion on the performance
degradation is difficult to understand because of the stringent supply-voltage-accuracy
requirements [6].
In [44], the load interactions are discussed for a specific type of converters with the
assumption that the load is a negative resistor, which is usually only a good
approximation of the input impedance of a regulated converter at low frequencies.
Therefore, the analysis results are not general and can not be generalized. In [36], the
load interactions are treated based on the minor-loop gain defined at the output of a
converter. An equation is derived to analyze the effect of a load on the internal voltage
loop of the loaded converter including the minor-loop gain. However, some of the
conclusions are vague and can not be generalized directly. Another group of researchers
[45]–[47] have also derived the same equation for the load-affected voltage-loop gain of
a converter as a function of the minor-loop gain defined at the output of the converter.
Similarly, as in [36], the same incomplete conclusions are made. Some of the vagueness
of [36] is corrected in [48], where it is also claimed that the minor-loop gain directly
determines the crossover frequency and phase margin of the load-affected voltage-loop
gain. However, this is not evident based on the experimental results provided in [48].
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The seminal work reported in [30] is the basis for the source interaction analysis for
converters under voltage-mode control (VMC) in CCM. Middlebrook’s analysis method
is extended to the current-mode-controlled converters in [49]–[51] by applying the twoport representations based on the y-parameters [25] for converters that have the current
loop closed and outer voltage loop open. The converter operates then at open loop. It
was noticed in the experiments in [49] that the traditional design rules did not give the
expected results regarding to the stability of the converter. The reason for that was
however not found. Later in [52] it was shown that the increased attenuation of the
input-to-output transfer function caused the unexpected behavior of the converter. A
general formulation to analyze the source interactions on converter dynamics is given in
[22] without the restrictions of [30] and [49]–[51].
The authors of [53] propose an experimental method to analyze performance
degradation under the influence of arbitrary source impedance. Basically, the equations
characterizing the influence are the same as defined in [30], but the method is applied to
a system consisting of a PCM-controlled converter that has internal and external input
filters. The analyses are done at the interface between the two filters and not at the
actual input of the switched-mode converter. Therefore, the validity and meaning of the
obtained results are not clear. In [54] and [55], the formulation to analyze source
interactions is derived by the extra element theorem (EET) [56], which naturally
complies with the formulation presented in [22] and [53]. However, the experimental
evidence is provided in [55] with VM and PCM-controlled boost converters, which are
modeled with resistitive load and, therefore, the true internal dynamics of the converters
are not discussed. Similarly, the analyses are done with PCM-controlled buck
converters in [53] and [54] without considering the effect of the slope of the
compensation ramp used in duty-cycle generation. The slope is known to affect the level
of source interactions substantially.
A common deficiency of contemporary methods to analyze and predict accurately the
load and source interactions on the dynamics of a converter is that information on the
inner properties of the converters is lacking. The power supply manufacturers do not
usually provide such information and the measurement of the required open-loop or
special transfer functions is usually impossible to make afterwards. There are, however,
methods with which the internal dynamics of a switched-mode converter can be made
deterministic and their interaction sensitivity can be reduced [57]. Consequently, the use
of such converters would also make the system behavior deterministic and its analysis
more accurate and also straightforward. The application of these methods has to be done
in the design phase of converters and, hence, can not be applied to commercial
converter modules afterwards.
The stability analysis and performance prediction are vital tasks in the design of
efficient, reliable and competent interconnected power supply systems. One can always
choose the analysis method which fits best for a certain design phase. It is important
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that the formalism or the analytical equations the method provides are general, easy to
apply and explicitly provide the necessary information. The approach to treating the
converters and systems used in this thesis is based on the dynamic profile introduced in
[26] and the two-port linear model characterized by g-parameters [25], which together
provide a powerful tool for the intended usage.

1.3 Control of Switched-Mode Converters
Commonly, switched-mode converters need to be equipped with feedback circuitry to
precisely control the output variable at the predefined value (i.e., usually output voltage
or current) under different disturbances constantly affecting the operation of the
converters. Basically, the feedback from the regulated variable is provided with an error
amplifier constituting the controller. The design of the controller determines the basic
control dynamics, i.e., the crossover frequency and the phase and gain margins of the
feedback loop. In reality, controller design has its limitations in terms of robustness of
stability and transient dynamics, which are determined by the internal dynamics of the
associated converter. The external interactions affect the converter via open-loop
parameters and can change its dynamics despite perfect controller design. Therefore, the
rest of this section mainly concentrates on the open-loop internal dynamics of voltageoutput converters and the methods to change them for obtaining beneficial effects for
preserving the designed control dynamics. In the end of the section, the output-voltage
remote sensing is briefly covered because of the surprising effects it can provide.
The most basic control method is known as direct duty-cycle or voltage-mode control.
The duty-cycle generation under VMC is established by comparing the control signal to
a constant ramp signal repeating at the switching frequency [19]. Characteristic to the
dynamics of the VM-controlled converter is its resonant nature in CCM [14], which
actually makes the converter sensitive to the source and load interactions [30]. The
DCM operation damps the resonances and makes the converter somewhat more
insensitive to the interactions [26]. The implementation of the control mode is easy and
cost effective. It usually provides fast response to load current disturbances. Therefore,
the POL converters are usually VM-controlled buck converters.
Peak-current-mode control (PCMC) was introduced in the late 1970s [58]. In PCMC,
the ramp signal in the duty-cycle generation is made proportional to the up slope of the
inductor current or to the up slope of sum of many inductor currents. This changes the
dynamics of the converter profoundly, i.e., the converter behaves as a current source at
open loop and the resonances characteristic to the VMC operation are totally or partially
damped depending on the order of the converter and the type of the inductor current
feedback. The first attempt to model the dynamics of the PCM-controlled converter was
introduced in [59]. Since then, there have been numerous attempts to accurately model
the dynamics of current-mode-controlled converters. However, no generally accepted
modeling method exists yet. The model presented in [60] and [61] is based on an idea
that the origin of the peculiar behavior observed in the PCM-controlled converter is
9
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resonance taken place at half the switching frequency due to the sampling of the
inductor current. Commonly, these models are considered to be the most accurate
models although their accuracy has been argued [62]. Another method is introduced in
[63], where the small-signal model of the VM-controlled converter is modified by
replacing the perturbed duty-ratio with the duty-ratio constraints derived from the
inductor-current waveforms to obtain the state space representation of the corresponding
PCM-controlled converter. This modeling method is applied in the thesis.
The main advantages of the PCMC are the cycle-by-cycle current limiting of the active
switches, greatly increased input-voltage noise attenuation as well as first-order control
dynamics. The load transient response of the PCM-controlled converter is typically
slower than the response of the corresponding VM-controlled converter [28] due to
rather high low-frequency open-loop output impedance. Characteristic to PCMC is also
the limited duty-ratio range, which can be extended with a proper compensation of the
feedback current signal [63]. When the slope of the compensation ramp is made equal to
a certain value in a PCM-controlled buck converter, the input-to-output voltage transfer
function (i.e., audiosusceptibility) can theoretically become zero yielding perfect inputvoltage-noise attenuation and invariance to source interactions [57].
In control theory, a typical way of improving the system dynamics is using feedforward
from the disturbance or input variables in addition to the feedback from the regulated
variable [32]. For a voltage-output switched-mode converter, the disturbance variables
are the input voltage and output current. Actually, the goal of applying the feedforward
from the input voltage and output current is to obtain zero open-loop input-to-output
voltage transfer function and output impedance. The research on the feedforward
schemes for the switched-mode converters started in the 1970s and it was observed that
the use of input-voltage feedforward (IVFF) can substantially ease the EMI-filter design
[64]. The feedforward schemes for the current-mode-controlled buck converter are
introduced and discussed in [65]. It is stated that the hysteretic-current-mode-controlled
converter provides inherently perfect IVFF and the load-transient behavior can be
significantly improved by using unity feedforward from the output current.
The ideal IVFF gains that yield nearly zero input-to-output transfer function at low
frequencies are derived explicitly in [66] for basic buck, boost and buck-boost
topologies and in [67] also for topologies having quadratic conversion ratios. Different
pulse-width modulation techniques to implement the IVFF are discussed in [68]–[72].
In a VM-controlled buck converter, the IVFF control can be implemented by making
the PWM ramp signal proportional to the input voltage [68]. In a boost converter, the
ramp signal is made proportional to the control voltage, which is compared to the scaled
input voltage [70].
The application of IVFF and PCM controls can significantly ease the design of
distributed systems by providing deterministic input impedance of the converter and
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immunity to the source interactions as discussed in [57]. Characteristic of IVFF control
is that it maintains the small-signal output dynamics identical to VMC. There are,
however, several aspects such as the limited duty ratio, which can deteriorate the
expected dynamic improvements, if not carefully considered [73].
As demonstrated in [65], the proper output-current feedforward (OCF) can significantly
improve the load transient response. Basically, the OCF control is implemented by
summing a signal proportional to the output current with the control signal produced by
the feedback controller. Therefore, the changes in the output current instantaneously
affect the duty ratio. Dynamically, this is reflected as a significantly reduced open-loop
output impedance [74], [75]. It is claimed in [75], that the zero output impedance can be
implemented in every converter by means of the OCF control, but the claim is not true,
because some of the converters would require using feedforward gains with unstable
poles. The experimental evidence provided in the paper is based only on the use of
buck-type converter, which actually implies the deficiency of the theoretical treatment.
In [74], the effect of OCF control is theoretically analyzed for the PCM-controlled
converter by using the unity-gain-feedforward scheme proposed in [65], i.e., the
measured output-current-based signal is directly used without any additional
compensators in the feedforward loop. In principle, the conclusions presented in [74]
are correct, but the open-loop output impedance of the OCF-controlled converter is
never the same as the output impedance of the corresponding VM-controlled converter
as shown in [76]. The implementation of the OCF control in a boost converter is treated
in [77] and [78]. It is shown that the OCF control produces a slight improvement in the
load-transient response. However, the zero output impedance can not be obtained in a
boost converter by using the OCF control method as described above, because of the
non-minimum phase nature of the converter [76]. The technique proposed in [77] and
[78] actually utilizes a non-linear control technique, where the feedforward scheme
contains feedforward from the input voltage and the output current as well as feedback
from the output voltage.
The open-loop output impedance of the VM-controlled converter is known to be small
except at the vicinity of the resonant frequency [19]. When the same resonance also
affects the voltage-loop gain, the closed-loop output impedance is quite small. A
method to improve the load-transient response of a VM-controlled buck converter is
reported in [79] based on the use of a current transformer. However, the current
transformer only provides information on the transients of the output current and,
therefore, the zero output impedance can not be implemented. The paper treats the
optimum design of the transformer by minimizing the integral of output-voltage squared
error and does not discuss the zero output impedance conditions. The experimental
responses show clear improvements in the load-transient response, but the sensitivity of
the frequency-domain dynamics on the operating point, current transformer parameters,
and power-stage component variations are not analyzed.
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It is claimed in [80], that the feedforward from the output current is not actually
feedforward when the load resistor is included in the model of the converter, because
the control-to-output transfer function is affected by the feedforward signal. The
conclusion is, however, misleading, because the control-to-output transfer function
changes due to the load interactions and not due to the feedforward. In [81] and [82], the
authors introduce methods with which the closed-loop output impedance can be
designed to be a pure resistance by applying direct output-current feedforward.
According to [82], the required feedforward gain for the VM-controlled buck converter
is a high-pass filter and for the PCM-controlled buck converter a low-pass filter,
respectively, where the filter elements are the inductor and output capacitor of the
converter and the derived resistor. The OCF is used to improve the load transient
response of a power-factor-correction boost converter under ACM in [83], where also
the ideal OCF gain is derived for steady-state operation.
Significant improvements in the input-voltage-noise attenuation of a buck converter can
be obtained by applying either IVFF or PCM control. The operation-point dependent
maximum duty ratio caused by the application of IVFF control leads to a significant
reduction in the load-transient dynamics [57]. This means that the technique may not be
feasible to apply in the practical converter even if significant improvements in the
source interactions can be obtained. The PCM-controlled buck converter with optimal
compensation and unity-output-current feedforward can provide both high source and
load invariance as well as improved load transient dynamics [76].
The switched-mode converters are sometimes equipped with remote sensing terminals.
These terminals are used to alternatively take the output-voltage feedback directly from
the output of the converter or from the point of load (e.g., from inside a
microprocessor). The remote sensing, when connected into the load terminals, can
introduce an additional impedance network (e.g., due to cabling and capacitor banks)
inside the feedback loop. Consequently, the dynamics of the converter can change and
deteriorate significantly, if not carefully considered and analyzed. The use of remote
sensing is obvious in many publications such as [84]–[86] and [89]. The explicit
formulation to completely analyze the effects of remote sensing on the internal
dynamics of converters is not, however, presented in literature. A stability analysis tool
is proposed in [85] and [86], where the use of remote sensing is clear and its effect on
voltage loop gain is calculated. However, the methods to analyze its effect on the other
parameters characterizing the dynamics of a switched-mode converter such as input-tooutput transfer function, input impedance and short-circuit input impedance are not
presented. Therefore, the real characteristics and importance of the application of
remote sensing is not known.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
In addition to the introduction presented in Chapter 1, the thesis contains 4 chapters,
which are summarized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the basic formalism to model individual converter at open and closed loop
and to analyze load and source interactions are presented. The effects of different
control methods as well as the output-voltage remote sensing on the dynamic profile of
a converter are derived via the consistent formalism. The interaction formalism of
arbitrary cascaded systems is presented.
In Chapter 3, theoretical and experimental system-level interaction analyses are
presented. Stability as well as performance degradation of the systems and individual
converters are discussed under load and source interactions. The chapter reviews the
key findings of [P1], [P2] and certain items presented in previous publications by other
authors. It is shown that the minor-loop gain contains information on stability, but does
not necessarily contain information about performance degradation and robustness of
stability. Hence, the usefulness of the minor-loop-gain-based forbidden region criteria
in interaction analysis is argued. The effect of output-voltage remote sensing on stability
and performance is discussed in view of [P3].
In Chapter 4, the techniques with which the interactions can be reduced are discussed. It
is shown based on the theoretical and practical evidence presented in [P4]–[P6] that the
proper control methods and feedforward schemes facilitate the system design
significantly by reducing the possible interactions and performance degradation and,
therefore, making the system design more deterministic. The PCM-controlled fourthorder step-down converter known as superbuck introduced in [P7] is used to contrast the
possible peculiar dynamics of a higher-order converter with the conventional buck
converter.
Chapter 5 concludes and summarizes the thesis. Short summaries of the publications
[P1]–[P7] are presented. Final conclusions and the scientific contribution of the thesis
are recapitulated and future topics are discussed.

1.5 Objectives and Contribution of the Thesis
The history of the dynamic analyses of interconnected regulated systems dates back to
the 1970s, when Middlebrook developed the SSA method for individual converters [13]
and the input-filter-design rules including the minor-loop gain concept for the cascaded
system [30],[31]. More than thirty years have elapsed with a multitude of publications
covering the dynamic issues, but a full understanding of them still seems to be missing.
Therefore, the main objective of the thesis is to show that the minor-loop gain contains
information only on the stability of the interconnected system but not much information
on the robustness of the stability and the interactions taken place inside the regulated
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converters. The presented forbidden regions constructed by using the phase and gain
margins may turn out to be useless, when the adequate load-transient response has to be
guaranteed and the variety of different interfaces within the system are considered. As a
consequence of this, the second objective of the thesis is to introduce techniques with
which the interactions can be reduced and the design can be made more deterministic.
The thesis utilizes and extends the concept of dynamic profile introduced in [26] and the
two-port networks [25] in the modeling and interaction analyses. The same consistent
formalism is used throughout the publications [P1]–[P7].
The main scientific contribution of the thesis can be briefly summarized as follows:
•

It is shown that minor-loop gains can be used to determine the stability of
systems but not necessarily to quarantee adequate performance.

•

A criterion is derived for the minor-loop gain with its sensitivity function to
prevent excess peaking of various closed-loop transfer functions of a converter.

•

It is shown that the inverse relation between the load-side minor-loop gain and
the voltage-loop gain of the corresponding converter holds only at frequencies
where the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is very high.

•

It is shown that the performance degradation of a converter due to source
interactions can be accurately analyzed only with certain input admittances of
the converter and not with the minor-loop gain.

•

Comprehensive formulation is derived to analyze the effect of output-voltage
remote sensing on converter dynamics.

•

Theoretical basis for obtaining source and load invariance is established. It is
shown experimentally that the theoretical findings hold also in practice.

•

The concept of ideal reverse current transfer function is introduced. It is shown
to be an important parameter in defining the ideality of the output-current
feedforward.
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2 Dynamic Modeling and Analysis Formalism
In this chapter, the formalism to uniformly characterize and analyze the voltage-input
voltage-output DC-DC converters and the systems based on them is briefly introduced.
The characterization process is reviewed based on the dynamic profile of a switchedmode converter and general two-port networks at open and closed loop. The interaction
formalisms to analyze the effects of arbitrary source and load impedances as well as the
effect of the output-voltage remote sensing on the converter dynamics are reviewed.
The effects of different control methods–i.e., VM, PCM, IVFF and OCF-control–on the
dynamic profile are discussed. Finally, the general system-level analysis method of
cascaded systems is reviewed and discussed.

2.1 Characterizing Switched-Mode Converters
The switched-mode converters are non-linear in nature due to the rapid switching
between different subcircuits within one switching cycle and due to the use of nonlinear components such as diodes and MOSFETs. The dynamic modeling is usually
done by applying state-space averaging technique described in [14], which is directly
applicable only under direct duty-cycle or VM control in CCM. Modeling of DCM
operation requires the use of different approaches as explained in detail in [17], [87].
However, the resulting average models are still non-linear and, therefore, they are
typically linearized at the desired operation point by developing the proper partial
derivatives yielding linear small-signal models, which describe the mappings between
the input, output and state variables.
In general, a linear model can be expressed in state-space form shown in (2.1), where
x(t ) is a state-variable vector, u(t ) is an input-variable vector and y (t ) is an outputvariable vector. The dot over the state-variable vector in the upper equation in (2.1)
represents the time derivative of x(t ) . The matrixes A , B , C and D are coefficient
matrixes defining the mappings between the variables at the desired operation point.

x ( t ) = Ax ( t ) + Bu ( t )

(2.1)

y ( t ) = Cx ( t ) + Du ( t )

The mapping from the input variables to the output variables can be solved from (2.1)
by expressing it in frequency domain by means of Laplace transformation and using
basic matrix algebra. That gives (2.2), where G represents the transfer function matrix
−1
from the input variables U( s ) to the output variables Y( s ) . The matrix ( sI − A ) B in
(2.2) represents the mapping from the input variables to the state variables X( s) .
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(

)

Y ( s ) = C ( sI − A ) B + D U ( s ) = GU ( s )
−1

(2.2)

The physical signals of the memory elements, i.e., the currents of inductors and the
voltages of capacitors, are typically taken as the state variables in (2.1). The natural
input variables are input voltage ûin , output current iˆo and control signal ĉ . Similarly,
the natural output variables are input current iˆin and output voltage ûo [25], [26]. At
open loop (i.e., without any feedback of the output voltage), the control signal ĉ
typically represents the duty ratio d̂ (i.e., under VMC) or control current iˆco (i.e., under
PCMC). At closed loop (i.e., when the feedback from the output voltage is used to
control the converter), the control signal represents the appropriate reference signal for
the control system.

2.1.1 Dynamic Profile
Eq. (2.2) can be expressed as shown in (2.3). The input and output variables as well as
the transfer functions are functions of the Laplace variable s, which is omitted here for
brevity. The set of transfer-functions in (2.3) is known as the modified g-parameter set
[25], [27]. The use of g-parameters is advantageous, because they can be proven to
always exist for linear systems [25]. The minus sign in front of Z o in (2.3) represents
the true physical direction of the output current flowing out of a converter. According to
the original g-parameter set [25], the direction of the current would be into the
converter. Therefore, the word “modified” is used to distinguish the sets from each
other.
⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ Yin
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio

Toi
−Zo

⎡uˆ ⎤
Gci ⎤ ⎢ in ⎥
iˆ
Gco ⎦⎥ ⎢ o ⎥
⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦

(2.3)

The bottom row of the transfer function matrix in (2.3) describes the output dynamics.
Similarly, the upper row in (2.3) describes the input dynamics. The output dynamics are
determined by forward or input-to-output-voltage transfer function Gio , output
impedance Z o and control-to-output-voltage transfer function Gco . The transfer
functions determining the input dynamics are input admittance Yin , reverse or output-toinput-current transfer function Toi and control-to-input-current transfer function Gci . In
this thesis, subscripts “-o” and “-c” are used to distinguish the open and closed-loop
transfer functions: For example, the open-loop output impedance is Z o −o and the
corresponding closed-loop output impedance is Z o −c .
The voltage-output converters are intended to regulate their output voltage at constant
level. Therefore, the reference signal for the feedback system is usually kept constant,
i.e., cˆ = 0 . As a result, the closed-loop operation can be described solely by four
transfer functions and, consequently, Gci and Gco are omitted in (2.3) for the closedloop g-parameter set. Consequently, the subscripts “-o” for the control variable related
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open-loop transfer functions are also omitted for brevity. This assumption is made in
publications [P1]–[P7], when presenting the transfer function sets for converters at open
and closed loop.
According to the definition of the dynamic profile [26], the dynamic properties of a
converter should be defined in a way that only the power-stage components and the
necessary control circuitry are included in the corresponding transfer functions.
Therefore, any additional components such as loads, input capacitors and the other
subsystems shall be considered as external elements and not as parts of the converter
and its dynamic profile. The matrix descriptions in (2.3) represent the dynamic profile
of a switched-mode converter, when it is derived as follows: The transfer functions in
(2.3) are derived or measured for a converter, which is supplied by an ideal voltage
source and loaded with an ideal current sink [26], i.e., the internal impedance of the
voltage source and the internal admittance of the current sink should be zero.

2.1.2 Two-Port Networks
The modified g-parameter set in (2.3) can be equally represented as a linear two-port
network shown inside the dashed line in Fig. 2.1. Note that the two-port network is
supplied by an ideal voltage source and is loaded with an ideal current sink implying
that the two-port network represents the internal dynamics. The input port of the
network is Norton’s equivalent circuit comprising of the input admittance Yin (i.e. the
inverse of input impedance Z in ) and the current sink Toiiˆo + Gci cˆ . Similarly, the output
port is Thevenin’s equivalent circuit comprising of the output impedance Z o and the
voltage source Gio uˆin + Gco cˆ .
Zo

iˆin

iˆo

Gco cˆ
ûin

iˆo

Yin

Toiiˆo

Giouˆin

Gci cˆ

ûo

ĉ
Fig. 2.1 The two-port network representation of a converter at open and closed loop.

2.1.3 Output-Voltage Feedback
The output-voltage feedback is necessary for good dynamic performance. It improves
steady-state accuracy of the output voltage as well as the transient responses to inputvoltage or output-current variations by means of a controller, which compares the
measured output voltage to the reference value and changes the duty ratio accordingly
to compensate the variations. Although the feedback increases the system complexity
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and cost, the benefits are usually much more valuable than the disadvantages. The effect
of output-voltage feedback on the dynamic profile and the modified g-parameters can be
analyzed from the control block diagrams shown in Fig. 2.2 for output (a) and input (b)
dynamics, respectively. In Fig. 2.2, H v is the output-voltage sensing gain, Gcc is the
controller transfer function and Ga is the modulator gain. The perturbed reference signal
is denoted as ĉr to distinguish it from the open-loop control signal ĉ . In control theory,
the input voltage and output current are considered as disturbance inputs of the system
[32]. The closed-loop transfer functions can be found from Fig. 2.2 by solving the
mapping from the input variables of the closed-loop system (i.e. ûin , iˆo , ĉr ) to the
output variables (i.e. ûo , iˆin ) as shown in (2.4), where Lv = H vGccGa Gco −o is the outputvoltage loop gain. The characteristic equation of the feedback system is 1 + Lv and,
therefore, the stability of the system can be studied by applying the Nyquist stability
criterion to the voltage-loop gain Lv [32].

ĉr

Gcc
Hv

ĉr

Ga ĉ

ûin

iˆo

Gio -o

Z o -o

ûo

Gco -o
open-loop

a)

Gcc

Ga ĉ

Hv

ûo

ûin

iˆo

Yin -o

Toi -o

Gci -o

iˆin

open-loop

b)

Fig. 2.2 Control block diagrams for output (a) and input (b) dynamics.

⎡uˆ ⎤
Gci −c ⎤ ⎢ in ⎥
iˆ
− Z o −c Gco −c ⎥⎦ ⎢ o ⎥
⎢⎣ cˆr ⎥⎦
Gio −o Gci −o Lv
Z G
Lv
⎡
Toi −o + o −o ci −o
⎢Yin −o − G
Gco −o 1 + Lv
1 + Lv
co − o
=⎢
⎢
Gio −o
Z
− o−o
⎢
1 + Lv
1 + Lv
⎣

⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ Yin −c
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio −c

Toi −c
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Gci −o
Lv ⎤
⎡uˆin ⎤
⎥
H vGco −o 1 + Lv ⎢ ⎥
⎥ iˆo
⎥⎢ ⎥
1 Lv
⎢ cˆ ⎥
H v 1 + Lv ⎥⎦ ⎣ r ⎦
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2.2 Interaction Formalism
The two-port networks can be conveniently used to develop adequate formalism to
analyze the load and source interactions of a converter. The formalism to analyze the
load and source interactions is presented in various publications such as [P1], [P3]–[P7],
[22], [27], [28] and [57]. Therefore, it is only briefly reviewed in this section.

2.2.1 Load Interactions
Fig. 2.3 shows the general two-port network of a converter (operating either at open or
closed loop) and a non-ideal load (i.e. Z L and ĵo ). The load-affected transfer functions
can be found by solving the output current iˆo in Fig. 2.3 and substituting it in (2.3). The
resulting load-affected description of the converter with the effect of load impedance is
shown in (2.5), where the superscript “L” means that the corresponding transfer
function includes the effect of the load impedance. The transfer function set in (2.5)
describes the two-port network for the circuit inside the dashed line shown in Fig. 2.3.
Zo

iˆin

iˆo

Gco cˆ
ûin

ĵo

Yin

Toiiˆo

Giouˆin

Gci cˆ

ZL

ûo

ĉ
Fig. 2.3 The general two-port network for load-interaction analysis.

⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ YinL
⎢ ⎥=⎢ L
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio

ToiL
− Z oL

GioToi
⎡
⎢Yin + Z + Z
L
o
⎡uˆin ⎤ ⎢
GciL ⎤ ⎢ ˆ ⎥ ⎢
⎥ jo =
Gio
GcoL ⎦ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦ ⎢
⎢ 1 + Zo
⎢⎣
ZL

Toi
Z
1+ o
ZL
−

Zo
Z
1+ o
ZL

GcoToi ⎤
ZL + Zo ⎥ ˆ
⎥ ⎡uin ⎤
⎥ ⎢ ˆj ⎥ (2.5)
⎥⎢ o ⎥
Gco
⎥ ⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦
Z
⎥
1+ o
⎥⎦
ZL

Gci +

According to (2.5), the effect of the load impedance on the output dynamics is minimal
if Z o << Z L . However, the input dynamics are affected even if the previous condition is
met. The input admittance ( YinL ) stays intact, if Gio or Toi can be made equal to zero.
Similarly, the control-to-input-current transfer function Gci stays intact, if Toi = 0 . The
open-loop control-to-output-voltage transfer function Gco −o is an essential part of the
voltage-loop gain Lv . Therefore, the effect of the load impedance on GcoL −o will also
directly affect the voltage-loop gain as shown in (2.6).
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Lv
Z
1 + o −o
ZL

(2.6)

According to (2.6), the load impedance affects the voltage-loop gain via the open-loop
output impedance Z o −o – not via the closed-loop output impedance Z o −c . Therefore, it is
important to derive the load-affected transfer function set in terms of open-loop transfer
functions in order to analyze the real load effects on the converter dynamics. The other
load-affected closed-loop transfer functions can be found by replacing the nominal
transfer functions in (2.4) with the corresponding load-affected transfer functions.

2.2.2 Source Interactions
Fig. 2.4 shows the general two-port network of a converter with a non-ideal source (i.e.
Z s and uins ). The effect of the source impedance on the dynamics of the converter can
be found by solving the input voltage ûin in Fig. 2.4 and substituting it in (2.3), which
yields the source-affected transfer functions shown in (2.7). The superscript “S” means
that the corresponding transfer function includes the effect of the source impedance Z s .
The special admittances Yin −sc and Yin −∞ are the short-circuit and ideal input admittances
and are defined in (2.8). Similarly to the load interactions, the transfer function set in
(2.7) describes the two-port network for the circuit inside the dashed line shown in Fig.
2.4.
Zs

iˆin

Zo

iˆo

Gco cˆ
ûins

iˆo

ûin

Yin

Toiiˆo

Giouˆin

Gci cˆ

ûo

ĉ
Fig. 2.4 The general two-port network for source-interaction analysis.

⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ YinS
⎢ ⎥=⎢ S
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio

⎡uˆins ⎤
GciS ⎤ ⎢ ˆ ⎥
⎥ io
GcoS ⎦ ⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦
Toi
1 + Z sYin

ToiS
− Z oS

⎡ Yin
⎢1 + Z Y
s in
=⎢
⎢ Gio
⎢
⎣1 + Z sYin

−

1 + Z sYin −sc
Zo
1 + Z sYin

⎤
⎥ ⎡uˆins ⎤
⎥ ⎢ iˆo ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
1 + Z sYin −∞
Gco ⎥ ⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦
1 + Z sYin
⎦
Gci
1 + Z sYin
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Yin −sc = Yin +

GioToi
Zo

(2.8)

G G
= Yin − io ci
Gco

Yin −∞

The physical meaning of the short-circuit ( Yin −sc ) and ideal ( Yin −∞ ) input admittances can
be derived as follows. The short-circuit input admittance represents the admittance seen
at the input of a converter, when the output is dynamically short circuited, i.e., the load
impedance Z L is equal to zero. The ideal input admittance represents the admittance
seen at the input of a converter, when the controller of the converter has infinite
bandwidth and gain. Dynamically, this means that the perturbed output voltage is equal
to zero, which can be obtained with the control signal shown in (2.9). When this control
signal is substituted to (2.3), the input admittance is equal to the ideal input admittance
shown in (2.8). The short-circuit and ideal input admittances are specific for a converter
topology, but they can be shown to be the same at open and closed loop and also
independent of the load [28]. Moreover, the ideal input admittance can be shown to be
independent of the control method [22], [28].

cˆ = −

Gio
Z
uˆin + o iˆo
Gco
Gco

(2.9)

When the source-affected output impedance Z oS is expressed as shown in (2.7), it is
actually assumed that output impedance Z o is not exactly zero. If Z o = 0 , the shortcircuit input admittance Yin −sc would be infinite according to (2.8) and, hence, the
source-affected output impedance Z oS would not be mathematically defined, i.e., the
infinite Yin −sc would be multiplied by the zero Z o . The equation for Z oS shown in (2.7)
is derived from the expression
Z oS = Z o +

GioToi Z s
,
1 + Z sYin

(2.10)

which gives the correct source-affected output impedance, when Z o is zero as it can be
theoretically for an OCF-controlled converter. However, in practice Z o is not exactly
zero due to the non-idealities and parasitic effects and, hence, the use of notation shown
in (2.7) simplifies the source interaction analysis.
The source-affected voltage-loop gain can be represented as shown in (2.11) indicating
that the effect of the source impedance is reflected via the ideal and open-loop input
admittances on the loop gain.
LSv =

1 + Z sYin −∞
Lv
1 + Z sYin −o

(2.11)
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2.2.3 Output-Voltage Remote Sensing
Switched-mode converters can be equipped with remote sensing terminals [84]–[86].
These terminals are used to alternatively take the output-voltage feedback directly from
the output of the converter or from the point of the load. The remote sensing – when
connected into load terminals – can introduce an additional impedance network inside
the feedback loop possibly deteriorating the dynamics of the converter. The general
formulation presented here is published for the first time in [P3].
Fig. 2.5 shows the cascaded system consisting of a switched-mode converter and the
connection-impedance block. Interface A1 at the output of the converter represents the
typical interface from which the feedback signal is taken for the feedback network.
Interface A 2 represents the remote-sensing interface from which the load voltage is
used as feedback signal. The connection-impedance block is represented by the general
two-port network inside the dashed line.
iˆin

C
o
n
v
e
r
t
e
r

ûin

ĉ

iˆo

Z oc

iˆinc

ûo

iˆoc

Giocuˆinc
ûinc

Yinc

Toiciˆoc

A1

iˆoc

ûoc
A2

Feedback
Network
Fig. 2.5 Cascaded system consisting of a converter and a connection-impedance block represented by the
two-port network inside the dashed line.

The transfer functions for the cascaded system shown in Fig. 2.5 are found most
conveniently by first solving the transfer functions for the cascade of the open-loop
converter and the connection-impedance block. The effect of the feedback can be then
added as described in Section 2.1.3. The g-parameter set for the connection impedance
block is defined as

⎡ iˆinc ⎤ ⎡ Yinc
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆoc ⎦ ⎣Gioc

Toic ⎤ ⎡uˆinc ⎤
.
− Z oc ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ iˆoc ⎥⎦

(2.12)

The transfer functions for the cascaded system can be found by solving the output
current iˆo and input voltage ûinc from Fig. 2.5, which yields
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Y G uˆ + Y G cˆ + Toiciˆoc
iˆo = inc io −o in inc co −o
1 + Z o −oYinc
G uˆ + Gco −o cˆ − Z o −oToiciˆoc
uˆinc = io −o in
1 + Z o −oYinc

(2.13)

and substituting iˆo in (2.3) and ûinc in (2.12) with the new formulas in (2.13), when the
original transfer functions in (2.3) are the open-loop transfer functions of the converter.
The resulting transfer function set for the cascaded system is shown in (2.14), where the
short-circuit input admittance of the connection-impedance block Yinc−sc is defined in
(2.15). The superscript “RS” denotes “remote sensing” although feedback is not
connected yet.
⎡uˆin ⎤
GciRS−o ⎤ ⎢ ˆ ⎥
⎥ ioc
GcoRS−o ⎦ ⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦
YincGio −oToi −o
ToicToi −o
⎡
⎢Yin −o + 1 + Z Y
1 + Z o −oYinc
o − o inc
=⎢
⎢
1 + Z o −oYinc−sc
GiocGio −o
Z oc
−
⎢
1 + Z o −oYinc
1 + Z o −oYinc
⎣

⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ YinRS−o
⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ RS
⎣uˆoc ⎦ ⎣Gio −o

Yinc−sc = Yinc +

ToiRS−o
− Z oRS−o

YincGco −oToi −o ⎤
⎡uˆ ⎤
1 + Z o −oYinc ⎥ ⎢ in ⎥
⎥ iˆ
⎥ ⎢ oc ⎥
GiocGco −o
⎥ ⎢⎣ cˆ ⎥⎦
1 + Z o −oYinc
⎦

Gci −o +

GiocToic
Z oc

(2.14)

(2.15)

According to (2.14), the connection-impedance block can change all the internal
transfer functions of the converter profoundly, making the converter more prone to
external interactions or even to be unstable. When Z oc is zero, as it can theoretically be
for an impedance block consisting of a pure shunt impedance (e.g., a capacitor), the
short-circuit input admittance of the impedance block ( Yinc−sc ) is equal to infinity and the
output impedance Z oRS−o of the cascaded system needs to be computed with a different
equation, i.e., Z oRS−o = Z oc + GiocToic Z o −o (1 + Z o −oYinc ) as discussed in Section 2.2.2 in the
case of source interactions. The remote-sensing-affected voltage-loop gain can be given
as shown in (2.16) showing that the input-to-output transfer function of the connectionimpedance block also affects the feedback loop in addition to the impedance Z o −o and
the admittance Yinc .
LRS
v =

Gioc
Lv
1 + Z o −oYinc

(2.16)

2.3 Effect of Different Control Methods
The modified g-parameter sets and two-port networks considered so far have been in
general form without considering by any means the effects introduced by different
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control methods. These can be analyzed most conveniently by first developing the statespace model for a converter under direct duty-cycle control, because the other control
methods usually change the way the duty ratio is generated and thus the dynamics
associated to the perturbed duty ratio. The control methods considered here are voltagemode, peak-current-mode, input-voltage feedforward and output-current feedforward
controls.

2.3.1 Voltage-Mode Control
In VMC, the general perturbed control variable ĉ is directly the perturbed duty ratio d̂ .
The duty ratio is constructed by a pulse-width modulator by comparing a control
voltage uco to a constant sawtooth-ramp signal repeating at the switching frequency
[19]. When the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sawtooth-ramp signal is Vm , the transfer
function of the modulator can be simply presented as Ga = dˆ uˆco = 1 Vm [14]. Therefore,
the dynamics of the VM-controlled converter can be characterized by the state-space
averaged and linearized small-signal model of the power stage, the modulator gain Ga
and the feedback network (i.e. Gcc and H v ), as discussed in Section 2.1.3.

2.3.2 Peak-Current-Mode Control
Different modeling techniques have been used to model the PCM-controlled converters
as discussed in Chapter 1. The modeling technique presented in [63] is briefly reviewed
here to illustrate the main consequences of the PCM control on the converter dynamics.
In PCM control, the up slope of the inductor current or sum of many inductor currents is
used in duty-ratio generation in such a way that the control current ico is compared to
the inductor current to establish the duty ratio at the time when the measured inductor
current reaches the control current. The effect of PCM control on the small-signal
dynamics can be found for a two-memory-element converter by the duty-ratio
constraints shown in (2.17), where the perturbed duty ratio is expressed as a function of
perturbed control current iˆco and state and input variables [63]. In (2.17), Fmss is the
duty-ratio gain, qc and qo are the feedback gains from the inductor current and the
capacitor voltage, respectively, and qi and qio are the feedforward gains from the input
voltage and the output current, respectively. The superscript “ss” refers to state space.
The procedure to determine the gains shown in (2.17) is well covered in [26] and [63]
and, therefore, it is not discussed here. The duty-ratio constraints can be easily modified
for higher-order converters under PCMC as done for a superbuck in [P7].

(

dˆ = Fmss iˆco − qcss iˆL − qoss uˆc − qissuˆin − qiossiˆo

)

(2.17)

The new state-space model for a converter under PCMC can be found by replacing the
perturbed duty ratio in the small-signal state-space model of the converter under VMC
with the expression in (2.17) and by rearranging the terms. The transfer functions in
(2.3) can be solved as discussed in Section 2.1. The general control variable under
PCMC is iˆco . However, the error amplifier constituting the controller works in voltage
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domain (i.e., the control signal is the voltage ûco instead of the current iˆco ) and,
therefore, the modulator gain Ga becomes 1 Rs1 , where Rs1 is the equivalent inductorcurrent sensing resistor [26].
The duty-ratio gain in (2.17) can be expressed as shown in (2.18), where M 1 and M 2
are the inductor-current up and down slopes, respectively, and M c is the slope of the
compensation ramp used to extend the duty ratio beyond 0.5 [26]. According to (2.18),
the duty-ratio gain is infinite, when no compensation is used (i.e., M c = 0 ) and the duty
ratio is equal to 0.5. The compensation-ramp slope also has a special role in a PCMcontrolled buck converter in reducing the source interactions and attenuating the inputvoltage noise by making the input-to-output transfer functions theoretically zero [57].
Fmss =

1
⎛
⎞
D −D
Ts ⎜ M c +
( M1 + M 2 ) ⎟
2
⎝
⎠

(2.18)

'

2.3.3 Input-Voltage and Output-Current-Feedforward Controls
Output-voltage feedback is necessary for good dynamic performance of a switchedmode converter. However, the feedback has its limitations in terms of sensitivity and
stability, and even a well-designed feedback controller may not be fast enough to meet
the transient requirements of modern-day loads [6]. Hence, feedforward from the
disturbance or input variables are used to improve the system dynamics in addition to
the feedback from the output variable [32].
For switched-mode converters, the input variables are input voltage and output current.
Hence, the IVFF and/or OCF controls are typically applied to an open-loop converter
and the feedback from the output voltage is then used to correct the inaccuracies of the
feedforward controls. As a consequence, the transient performance of the converter can
be substantially improved or, theoretically, even made ideal [65]. The ideality means
that the variations in input voltage and output current do not affect the output-voltage
regulation at all. Dynamically, this means that the perturbed output-voltage should be
zero under the perturbations in input voltage and output current.
The ideal feedforward gains resulting in the ideal transient dynamics can be found by
studying the control block diagrams shown in Fig. 2.6 for output (a) and input (b)
dynamics. Note that the notation in Fig. 2.6 is in general form, meaning that the
feedforward controls can also be applied to a closed-loop converter. In Fig. 2.6, Go and
Gi are the general feedforward gains from output current and input voltage,
respectively, and Gc is the gain from the control variable ĉr to the general control
variable ĉ . If only the IVFF control is used, Go = 0 and, similarly, if only the OCF
control is used, Gi = 0 .
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Go Gi
Gc

ĉ

ĉr

ûin

iˆo

ûin

iˆo

Gio

Zo

Yin

Toi

Go Gi
ûo

Gco

Gc
ĉr

a)

ĉ

Gci

iˆin

b)

Fig. 2.6 Control block diagrams for output (a) and input (b) dynamics to evaluate the conditions for the
ideal transient performance.

Solving the output voltage from Fig. 2.6a yields
uˆo = Gio uˆin − Z oiˆo + Gco cˆ = ( Gio − GcoGcGi ) uˆin − ( Z o − GcoGcGo ) iˆo + GcoGc cˆr ,

(2.19)

where Gio − GcoGcGi and Z o − Gco GcGo are the new input-to-output transfer function and
output impedance of the IVFF and OCF-controlled converter, respectively. The
variations in input voltage would not propagate to output voltage, if the gain GcGi was
equal to Gio Gco . Similarly, the variations in output current would not propagate to
output voltage, if the gain GcGo was equal to Z o Gco . If both conditions are met, the
output voltage would be changed only due to the new control variable ĉr , which is
typically zero for converters regulating the output voltage at constant level.
It is evident that the implementation of the theoretically ideal gains (i.e., GcGi and
GcGo ) is not possible for non-minimum-phase converters such as boost and buck-boost
without causing instability, because the right-hand-plane (RHP) zeros of the control-tooutput transfer functions appear as poles in the feedforward path making the
feedforward gain unstable. On the other hand, if the input-to-output transfer function
and output impedance have the same zeros as the control-to-output transfer function, the
needed gains would be operation-point-dependent constants making the implementation
rather easy.
Solving the input current from Fig. 2.6b and replacing the gains GcGi and GcGo with
the corresponding ideal gains derived above results in the input current
⎛
G G
iˆin = ⎜ Yin − io ci
Gco
⎝

⎞
⎛
Z oGci
⎟ uˆin + ⎜ Toi +
Gco
⎠
⎝

⎞ˆ
⎟ io + GciGc cˆr = Yin −∞uˆin + Toi −∞ iˆo + GciGc cˆr , (2.20)
⎠

where Yin −∞ is the ideal input admittance discussed earlier in the case of source
interactions and Toi −∞ – hereafter, the ideal reverse current transfer function – a new
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parameter defining the reverse current transfer function from output current to input
current in the case of ideal OCF control. Its existence has not been discussed in
literature earlier. It can be shown that Toi −∞ is independent of load, control method or
state of the feedback, and it is specific for a given topology. Therefore, Toi −∞ (and also
Yin −∞ ) can be computed based on the open-loop transfer functions of a direct-duty-cycle
or VM-controlled converter.
The ideal transient performance can also be theoretically obtained with a feedback
system having the magnitude and gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain
infinite. Consequently, the closed-loop input-to-output and output impedances would be
zero also resulting in zero perturbed output voltage, as it can be concluded from (2.4).
Therefore, the closed-loop input admittance and reverse current transfer function would
be equal to the corresponding ideal parameters as shown in (2.21). It is evident that the
infinite magnitude and gain-crossover frequency are not possible in practice without
causing instability.
Yin −c = Yin −o −
Toi −c

Gio −o Gci −o Lv
Y
Y L " Lv =∞ "
G G
= in −o + in −∞ v = Yin −o − io −o ci −o = Yin −∞
Gco −o 1 + Lv 1 + Lv 1 + Lv
Gco −o

Z G
Lv
T
T L " Lv =∞ "
Z G
= Toi −o + o −o ci −o
= oi −o + oi −∞ v = Toi −o + o −o ci −o = Toi −∞
Gco −o 1 + Lv 1 + Lv 1 + Lv
Gco −o

(2.21)

According to (2.21), the closed-loop input admittance and reverse current transfer
functions for practical voltage-loop gains would track the corresponding ideal transfer
functions at frequencies where the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is much higher
than unity, and the corresponding open-loop transfer functions at frequencies where the
magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is much smaller than unity.
In [P6], the effect of IVFF control on a VM-controlled buck converter is analyzed. The
notation used in [P6] is slightly different from the one given here. For VM-controlled
converter the general control variable ĉ is equal to the perturbed duty-ratio d̂ and, in
addition, the feedback controller operates in voltage domain. Therefore, the duty-ratio
gain Fm , the IVFF gain qi and the control voltage ûco are used instead of Gc , Gi and
ĉr , respectively. Consequently, the g-parameter set describing the dynamics of a IVFFcontrolled open-loop converter becomes as shown in (2.22) and the ideal condition
resulting to zero input-to-output transfer function becomes Fm qi = Gio −o Gco −o .
According to (2.22), the IVFF control only affects the input-to-output transfer function
and input admittance leaving the output-current related transfer functions intact. Change
in control-related transfer functions is due to change in the control signal from d̂ to ûco .
⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ Yin −o − Fm qiGci −o
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio −o − Fm qiGco −o

Toi −o
− Z o−o

⎡ uˆ ⎤
FmGci −o ⎤ ⎢ in ⎥
iˆ
FmGco −o ⎥⎦ ⎢ o ⎥
⎢⎣uˆco ⎥⎦
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Similarly in [P4] and [P5], the effect of OCF control on PCM-controlled buck converter
is analyzed. Therefore, iˆco and ûco are used instead of ĉ and ĉr , respectively, to
represent the control variables. Consequently, Gc becomes equal to the modulator gain
Ga = 1 Rs1 , where Rs1 is the equivalent inductor-current-sensing resistor, and Go
becomes equal to Rs2 H i , where Rs2 is the equivalent output-current-sensing resistor and
H i is the output-current sensing gain. The resulting g-parameter set for the PCMcontrolled converter with OCF (PCMC-OCF) becomes as shown in (2.23) and the ideal
gain resulting in zero open-loop output impedance becomes Ga H i Rs1 = Z o −o Gco −o .
According to (2.23), the OCF control only affects the open-loop reverse current transfer
function and output impedance leaving the input-voltage related transfer functions
intact. Actually, the control related transfer functions are also left intact, because
multiplying the original transfer function by Ga only changes the control variable from
current to voltage as also used for PCM-controlled converters in practice.
⎡ iˆin ⎤ ⎡ Yin −o
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆo ⎦ ⎣Gio −o

Toi −o + Rs2 H iGa Gci −o

− ( Z o −o − Rs2 H iGa Gco −o )

⎡ uˆ ⎤
Ga Gci −o ⎤ ⎢ in ⎥
iˆ
Ga Gco −o ⎦⎥ ⎢ o ⎥
⎢⎣uˆco ⎥⎦

(2.23)

Another implication of the conditions for the ideal IVFF and OCF gains is that the
source and load interactions would be greatly reduced. According to Section 2.2, the
load interactions would be minimal, if Z o −o = 0 , i.e., the load impedance would not
change the output dynamics according to the bottom row of the load-affected transfer
function matrix shown in (2.5). However, the input dynamics would be affected, i.e., the
open-loop input admittance YinL−o and control-to-input transfer function GciL−o . Similarly,
if Gio −o = 0 , the source interactions would be minimal on the output dynamics as can be
concluded according to the bottom row of the source-affected transfer function matrix
shown in (2.7), because, according to (2.8), Yin −o = Yin −sc = Yin −∞ , when Gio −o = 0 . In
addition, the load interactions would not be reflected to the input side of a converter
according YinL−o in (2.5). Therefore, a converter that has the open-loop input-to-output
transfer function and output impedance zero would act as a dynamic buffer within a
system and prevent the interactions from propagating through the converter. Hence, the
transient dynamics of the converter would be ideal and, in addition, the converter would
be invariant to source or load interactions making the system analysis deterministic.

2.4 System-Level Analysis Method for Cascaded Subsystems
The load and source interactions considered so far have been derived to illustrate the
effect of non-ideal load and source impedances on switched-mode converters by means
of the general modified g-parameter sets and two-port networks. In this section, the
same formalism is reviewed for the general subsystems connected in cascade, which is
the typical situation in distributed power systems. The formalism is used to study the
internal and input-output stability of cascaded subsystems, which actually form the
foundation for the system-level analysis.
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2.4.1 Internal and Input-Output Stability
In [33] and [88], the formalism to analyze the internal and input-output stability is
derived by using the system theoretic and control engineering methods for multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) systems. The same methods can also be used for the single-input
single-output (SISO) systems with somewhat easier notations, i.e., each transfer
function is represented by a single transfer function instead of transfer-function matrix.
Fig. 2.7 shows a SISO system consisting of two subsystems connected in cascade. The
subsystems are named as source (S) and load (L) subsystems. The subsystems may be
either at open or closed loop. In both cases, the control variables are constant and,
therefore, the subsystems are independent of each other and the g-parameter sets
compose of four transfer functions given in (2.24).
iˆinS

iˆoS

ûinS

Source
subsystem

iˆinL

ûoS ûinL

iˆoL
Load
subsystem

ûoL

L

S

Fig. 2.7 Cascade of two independent subsystems S and L.

⎡ iˆinS ⎤ ⎡ S11 S12 ⎤ ⎡uˆinS ⎤
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥⎢ ˆ ⎥
⎣uˆoS ⎦ ⎣ S 21 S 22 ⎦ ⎣ ioS ⎦
⎡ iˆinL ⎤ ⎡ L11 L12 ⎤ ⎡uˆinL ⎤
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥⎢ ˆ ⎥
⎣uˆoL ⎦ ⎣ L21 L22 ⎦ ⎣ ioL ⎦

(2.24)

The mapping from the system input variables (i.e. ûinS and iˆoL ) to the system
intermediate variables (i.e. iˆx = iˆoS = iˆinL and uˆx = uˆoS = uˆinL ) can be solved as shown in
(2.25) by using the definitions in (2.24) in the SISO case [33]. Similarly, the mapping
from the system input variables to the system output variables (i.e. ûoL and iˆinS ) can be
solved as shown in (2.26).
⎡ S21 L11
⎡ iˆx ⎤ ⎢1 − S22 L11
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣uˆx ⎦ ⎢ S21
⎢1 − S L
⎣
22 11

L12 ⎤
1 − S 22 L11 ⎥ ⎡uˆinS ⎤
⎥
S22 L12 ⎥ ⎢⎣ iˆoL ⎥⎦
1 − S 22 L11 ⎥⎦

S12 S21 L11
⎡
S
+
11
1 − S22 L11
⎡ iˆinS ⎤ ⎢
⎢ ⎥=⎢
S21 L21
⎣uˆoL ⎦ ⎢
⎢ 1− S L
⎣
22 11

(2.25)

⎤
⎥ ⎡uˆ ⎤
⎥ ⎢ inS ⎥
S L L ⎥ iˆ
L22 + 22 12 21 ⎥ ⎣ oL ⎦
1 − S22 L11 ⎦
S12 L12
1 − S22 L11
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According to [33], the cascaded system is stable internally and in the input-output sense,
if the transfer functions in (2.25) and (2.26) are stable. If no RHP pole-zero
cancellations take place in S 22 L11 , then it is sufficient to verify the stability of one of the
transfer functions for stability to exist [33]. If the subsystems S and L are designed
originally to be stable (i.e., the transfer functions in (2.24) are stable), then the internal
and input-output stability can be analyzed by applying the Nyquist stability criterion to
− S 22 L11 [28].

2.4.2 Concept of Minor-Loop Gain
Middlebrook set forth the concept of minor-loop gain in the 1970s, when analyzing the
stability of a cascaded system consisting of an EMI filter and a switched-mode
converter [30]. Middlebrook defined the minor-loop gain as the ratio of output
impedance of the EMI filter and the closed-loop input impedance of the switched-mode
converter. Later, the ratio of the output impedance of a converter and the load
impedance are also used as minor-loop gain to study the load-imposed instability in
publications such as [35]–[38].
When the source and load subsystems in Fig. 2.7 are an EMI filter (i.e. S 22 = − Z of ,
where Z of is the output impedance of the EMI filter) and a switched-mode converter
(i.e. L11 = Yin −c ), the internal and input-output stabilities can be analyzed by determining
the stability of Z of Yin −c = Z of Z in −c , i.e., the same minor-loop gain that Middlebrook
defined in [30]. Similarly, if the source subsystem is a switched-mode converter (i.e.
S 22 = − Z o −c ) and the load subsystem is a load impedance (i.e. L11 = 1 Z L ), the internal
and input-output stabilities are determined by Z o −c Z L . This confirms that the minorloop gain can be used to determine the stability of general cascaded subsystems as also
stated in [28] and [33]. The generality means that the minor-loop gain can be defined at
an arbitrary interface within the overall system and it will still determine the stability of
the overall system perfectly. It should be noted that an interface between two dependent
systems is actually not an interface, which can be used for stability analysis as briefly
discussed in [89]. The subsystems are dependent of each other, when the control or
reference signal for one subsystem is taken from another subsystem. E.g., when outputvoltage remote sensing is used to take the feedback from the point-of-load, the converter
and the impedance block inside the feedback loop form dependent subsystems.
The IVFF and OCF controls can make the converter behave as a buffer in a system and
consequently make it invariant to the source and load interactions. However, such a
converter can still become unstable – although originally stable – at the presence of
arbitrary source impedance, if the minor-loop gain, i.e., Z sYin −c = Z sYin −∞ does not satisfy
the Nyquist stability criterion. The same implication does not hold at the load-side,
because the load-side minor-loop gain Z o −c Z L would be zero, because Z o −o = 0 .
Therefore, the system could not become unstable due to the load interactions.
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In this chapter, the stability and performance degradation of systems and converters are
discussed based on the publications [P1], [P2] and [P3] as well as previous publications
such as [30], [36], [42], [45], [53] and [55]. The existing methods to analyze stability
and performance degradation are overviewed and the ambiguities in them are clarified
and corrected based on the contribution of [P1] and [P2]. The effect of remote sensing
on converter dynamics and system performance is discussed based on theoretical
predictions and experimental measurements presented in [P3]. Many Bode diagrams are
shown in this chapter. These diagrams show frequency responses of three different
types, i.e., predictions, measurements or calculations. The predictions are obtained with
mathematical models and measurements with a frequency response analyzer from the
experimental systems or converters. The calculations are obtained computationally from
measurements, e.g., to remote the effect of a load impedance.

3.1 Forbidden-Region-Based Analysis Criteria
The prevailing practical methods to analyze the stability and performance degradation
of the cascaded subsystems are based on criteria stated in terms of forbidden regions in
the complex plane out of which the minor-loop gain function should stay. The forbidden
regions are typically defined by certain phase and gain margins of the minor-loop gain.
A comprehensive summary of the existing criteria is found in [43], where also the
conservativeness and simplicity of the different criteria are discussed. The
conservativeness of a criterion is typically evaluated by the area in the complex plane
that is considered to be forbidden. The simplicity of a criterion is evaluated by the
easiness of practical measurement.
Middlebrook’s famous criterion [30] defines the forbidden region as an area outside of a
circle at origin having radius equal to the inverse of gain margin. Determining the
violation of the forbidden region is simple, because only the relative magnitude of the
voltages or currents constituting the minor-loop gain needs to be measured [43].
However, the criterion is usually considered to be too restrictive and conservative
because it does not allow the impedances at an interface to overlap.
The GMPM criterion presented in [36] and [37] allows the impedances at an interface to
overlap with restrictions stated in terms of phase and gain margins of the minor-loop
gain. The forbidden region of the GMPM criterion can be defined as the intersection of
areas which are defined as the outside of a circle centered at origin having radius equal
to the inverse of a certain gain margin and as left-hand side of two sectors defined by a
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certain phase margin and the negative portion of the real axis. Therefore, if the
impedances at the interface are separated by the amount defined by the gain margin,
there are no restrictions for the phase of the minor-loop gain. On the other hand, when
the above criterion is not met, the phase difference between the impedances is not
allowed to be more than 180 − PM or equally less than −180 + PM .
The ESAC criterion proposed in [42] is said to be less conservative than the other
criteria and argued to be insensitive to component grouping. The forbidden region of the
ESAC criterion is defined as the area left to the lines connecting the points where the
phase and gain margins are defined, and two horizontal lines outside the unity circle
intersecting the other lines at the points where the phase margins are defined. The
benefit of ESAC criterion over GMPM criterion is that the lines defining the forbidden
region outside the unity circle have constant imaginary parts. The advantage of this is
explained in [42] with an example circuit showing that the GMPM criterion is always
violated in a certain situation, whereas the ESAC criterion is not, although the criterions
are defined by the same gain and phase margins. Common to GMPM and ESAC criteria
is that both the magnitude and phase of the signals constituting the minor-loop gain
needs to be measured to evaluate the violation of the criteria.
Other forbidden regions also exist, such as the opposing argument criterion introduced
in [39] and the criterion proposed in [43], which is based on the opposing argument and
Middlebrook’s criterion. The opposing argument criterion defines the forbidden region
by means of the real part of minor-loop gain, i.e., the real part is not allowed to be
smaller than a certain negative value defined by the inverse of a certain gain margin.
The criterion presented in [43] combines the opposing argument and Middlebrook’s
criteria to form a new forbidden region as follows: The opposing argument criterion is
used directly for the gain margins smaller than 2 (i.e., 6 dB). For higher gain margins,
the forbidden region is defined to be outside of a circle having the radius and center at
real axis defined as function of the gain margin. To determine violation of the opposing
argument criterion, both the magnitude and phase of the signals constituting the minorloop gain need to be measured. The combined criterion proposed in [43] is simpler
regarding to the measurement, because only magnitudes of the corresponding signals
need to be measured. Actually, violation of the opposing argument criterion can also be
determined by only measuring the magnitudes of the signals, when the gain margin is 2
[43].
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the differences between the Middlebrook, GMPM, ESAC and
opposing argument criteria defined by means of the same gain and phase margins.
According to Fig. 3.1, all the criteria prevent the minor-loop gain from encircling the
critical point (-1,0), but the conservativeness of the criteria is substantially different. It
should be pointed out that the stability of the system is ensured if the minor-loop gain
satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion. Therefore, even the ESAC criterion can be
violated and still the system can be stable.
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Fig. 3.1 The typical forbidden-region criterions defined for the same phase and gain margins.

The phase and gain margins defining the forbidden regions are typically required to be
the same as for output-voltage loop gain, i.e., PM of 60 degrees and GM of 6 dB [37]. It
is stated in [42] that the interpretation of the phase and gain margins changes meaning
when the minor-loop gain is defined at different interfaces. Therefore, the forbidden
regions as well as the phase and gain margins should actually be dependent of the
interface to ensure adequate performance and robust stability of a system. The phase
and gain margins are closely related to the peaking of a sensitivity function defined by
the minor-loop gain.

3.2 Stability Considerations
The minor-loop gain defined at an arbitrary interface within the system can be used to
study the stability of cascaded subsystems. The system is said to be stable if the minorloop satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion, i.e., the minor-loop gain must encircle the
point (-1,0) counterclockwise in a complex plane as many times as the minor-loop gain
has RHP poles [32]. Usually, the individual subsystems are designed so that no RHPpoles exist and the system is therefore stable when the minor-loop gain does not
encircle the critical point (-1,0).

3.2.1 Load-Imposed Instability
The minor-loop gain defined at the output of a closed-loop converter can be presented
as shown in (3.1), where Z o −c is the closed-loop output impedance of the converter, and
Z L is the load impedance and φZoc and φZL are the phases of the corresponding
impedances, respectively.

LM − L =

Z o −c Z o −c ∠φZoc Z o −c
=
=
∠ (φZoc − φZL )
ZL
Z L ∠φZL
ZL

(3.1)

When the load-side minor-loop gain LM − L is equal to -1 (i.e., Z o −c = Z L and φZoc − φZL
= 180 degrees), the system consisting of the converter and the load is said to be
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marginally stable [32]. If the magnitudes of the impedances further overlap (i.e.,
LM − L > 1 ), when the phase difference is 180 degrees, the minor-loop gain encircles the
point (-1,0) indicating instability (providing that no RHP-poles exist in the minor-loop
gain). Therefore, the Bode diagram of the closed-loop output impedance can be used to
determine the safe-load profile, which ensures stability, for a given converter as
discussed in [P1].
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Examples of closed-loop output impedances of buck converters under VMC (solid),
PCMC (dashed) and PCMC-OCF (dash-dotted) are shown in Fig. 3.2a. The converters
have the same power stages, operation points and essentially the same voltage-loop
gain-crossover frequencies [P1], [P4]. Examples of load impedances within distributed
power systems are shown in Fig. 3.2b. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3.2b represent
the input impedances of VM and PCM-controlled buck converters, respectively. The
dotted line (LC+VMC) represents the input impedance of a subsystem consisting of an
EMI filter and VM-controlled buck converter and the dash-dotted line (C) represents the
impedance of a capacitor with the effect of equivalent series resistance. An example
Matlab m-file to model the dynamics of a buck converter under different control
methods discussed in the thesis is shown in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.2 Examples of closed-loop output (a) and load (b) impedances within distributed systems.

As discussed in [P1], the buck converter under VMC is most susceptible to instability
due to capacitive loading (dash-dotted line in Fig. 3.2b), because of the phase behavior
of the closed-loop output impedance, i.e., the phase is near or above 90 degrees at the
same frequency range where the phase of the capacitive load is near -90 degrees. The
PCM-controlled converter may become unstable due to the capacitive loading only at
very low frequencies, where the magnitude of the closed-loop output impedance is the
lowest. The PCM-controlled converter with output-current feedforward may become
unstable due to the capacitive loading at the widest frequency range. However, the
magnitude of the output impedance of the converter under PCMC-OCF is much lower
at these frequencies making the impedance overlap less likely in practice.
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3.2.2 Source-Imposed Instability
The minor-loop gain defined at the input of a converter (i.e., internal EMI filters and
input capacitors are considered as parts of the source subsystem rather than parts of the
converter subsystem) can be presented as shown in (3.2), where Z s is the source
impedance seen by the converter and Z in −c is the closed-loop input impedance of the
converter. Similarly to load-imposed instability, the system is marginally stable, if
LM −S = −1 , and slight overlap of the impedances would result to an unstable system.

LM −S =

Z s ∠φZs
Zs
Zs
=
=
∠ (φZs − φZinc )
Z in −c Z in −c ∠φZinc Z in −c

(3.2)
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Fig. 3.3a shows examples of input impedances of VM (solid), PCM (dashed) and IVFFcontrolled (dash-dotted) buck converters. The power stages, operation points and the
voltage-loop gain-crossover frequencies of the converters are essentially the same.
Examples of source impedances within systems are shown in Fig. 3.3b, where the solid
and dashed lines represent the closed-loop output impedances of VM and PCMcontrolled buck converters, respectively. The dash-dotted line represents a typical
output impedance of a single-section LC filter.
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Fig. 3.3 Examples of closed-loop input (a) and source (b) impedances within distributed systems.

According to Fig. 3.3a, the buck converter under PCM and IVFF controls is most
susceptible to source-imposed instability at the whole frequency range due to the phase
behavior, i.e. the phase is close to -180 degrees. The buck converter under VMC is less
sensitive due to the increased input impedance at high frequencies. According to Fig.
3.3b, the source-imposed instability occurs most likely at the vicinity of resonant
frequency of the EMI filters due to the high peak of the output impedance or at the
vicinity of the peak of the output impedance, i.e., at the vicinity of the voltage-loop
gain-crossover frequency.
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3.3 Performance Degradation
As discussed in Chapter 1, the term performance can not be explicitly defined, because
criteria for it can vary from one application to another. When the individual converters,
which are designed to meet the performance criteria in a laboratory environment, are
interconnected to form a distributed system, it would be advantageous to have the
performance of the converters unaffected. On the other hand, some performance
degradation may be tolerated based on the criteria set for the subsystems, e.g., if the
distribution bus does not need to be tightly regulated [8], [9]. Therefore, methods with
which the performance of the system can be evaluated or predicted in practice are
important for system designers.
The forbidden-region-based criteria discussed in Section 3.1 are also used to evaluate
the performance degradation of converters. It should be noted that the forbidden region
of Middlebrook’s criterion was originally defined for the system consisting of an EMI
filter and a VM-controlled converter in CCM as a practical design rule to ensure
stability and possibly adequate performance of the converter. The forbidden regions of
the GMPM and opposing argument criteria are, however, typically defined for the
minor-loop gain at the output of a bus converter and, therefore, the performance
degradation analyses are focused on the bus converter. The ESAC criterion is not
defined at any specific interface and, therefore, the performance degradation analyses
are not discussed in [42]. Despite the different bases for the criteria, they are used
similarly to evaluate the performance degradation of cascaded systems [43].
Fig. 3.4 shows a system based on IBA, which consists of a bus converter, a POL
converter with an EMI filter and a load. The POL converter is usually equipped with
input capacitor Cin as shown in Fig. 3.4. The different interfaces, where minor-loop
gains can be determined, are depicted with A1 – A 5 .
Bus
Converter

=

Distribution
bus

EMI
filter

POL
Converter

=

Cin

=
A1

A2

A3

A4

Load

=
A5

Fig. 3.4 The different interfaces to determine minor-loop gains within a system.

It is obvious that the performance degradation of the bus converter due to the load
interactions can be most accurately analyzed by determining the minor-loop gain at the
interface A1 , i.e., the interface, where the output-voltage feedback is taken for the bus
converter. Similarly, interface A 5 would provide most accurate information on the load
interactions of the POL converter. These interfaces are also typically available for
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measurements in commercial converter modules. However, the situation is more
complex for source interaction analyses of the POL converter. According to [26], EMI
filters and input capacitors should be considered as parts of the source subsystem rather
than parts of the converter, when analyzing the source interactions. Hence, the interface
A 4 would be the key interface in source-interaction analysis of the POL converter as
also implicitly defined in [30] and [55]. However, the interface is seldom available for
measurement in commercial converter modules. The minor-loop gains at the physical
input of the POL converter (i.e., A 3 ) and at the other interfaces (i.e., A1 and A 2 ) may
not contain at all the information of the possible source-imposed performance
degradation of the POL converter as demonstrated in [P2]. In addition, the robustness of
stability should be evaluated with different phase and gain margins for different
interfaces as implicitly discussed in [42].
In this section, the performance-degradation of converters and the system based on them
are analyzed with the minor-loop gain defined at the key interfaces shown in Fig. 3.4,
i.e., A1 and A 5 for the load-interaction and A 4 for the source-interaction analysis. The
validity of the existing forbidden-region-based design rules for performance evaluation
and prediction are discussed, and the vagueness of them is clarified.

3.3.1 Effect of Minor-Loop Gain Stability Margins
In control theory [32], [34], [90], the performance of a feedback system is usually
addressed to transient response and disturbance rejection of the system in time and
frequency domains. Typically, it is required that the sensitivity and the complementary
sensitivity functions of the feedback system must stay below some predefined values for
robust stability and adequate transient-performance to exist. The phase and gain margins
associated with the feedback loop of the system are closely related to sensitivity and
complementary sensitivity functions [90].
According to Section 2.4, the minor-loop gain defined at an interface between two
general subsystems can be viewed as the system loop gain and, therefore, the system
performance degradation can be evaluated by studying the sensitivity function of the
minor-loop gain shown in (3.3), where LM represents either the load or source-side
minor-loop gain depending on which of the subsystems contains the converter of
interest. Subscripts “-L” and “-S” are used to distinguish the minor-loop gains (and
sensitivity functions) defined at the load or source-side of the converter, respectively.
Note that the discussion presented here for the sensitivity function is general, and
therefore can also be applied to voltage-loop gain analysis.

SM =

1
1 + LM

(3.3)

According to Chapter 2, the load-affected closed-loop output impedance ( Z oL−c ) and
input-to-output transfer function ( GioL−c ) of a converter can be expressed as shown in
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(3.4). According to Z o −c SM − L in the upper row in (3.4), the load-affected output
impedance would be higher than the corresponding internal closed-loop output
impedance, if the sensitivity function SM − L is higher than unity at some frequency
range. That indicates that the interactions have increased the impedance and, therefore,
the load-transient response may be deteriorated [91]. However, the transient response
may not be significantly deteriorated if the sensitivity function is higher than unity at
frequencies where the voltage-loop gain Lv is high, as can be concluded from the last
expression in the upper row in (3.4). Similar conclusions also apply for the loadaffected closed-loop input-to-output transfer function as shown in the bottom row in
(3.4).

Z oL−c =
L
io − c

G

Z oL−o
Z o−c
Z S
=
= Z o−c SM −L = o−o M −L
L
1 + Lv 1 + LM − L
1 + Lv

GioL−o
Gio −c
G S
=
=
= Gio −c S M − L = io −o M − L
L
1 + Lv 1 + LM − L
1 + Lv

(3.4)

The source-affected closed-loop input-to-output transfer function ( GioS −c ) and closedloop output impedance ( Z oS−c ) of a converter can be expressed as shown in (3.5). The
previous analysis of the load interactions also applies to the input-to-output transfer
function in the case of source interactions, as shown in the upper row in (3.5). However,
the effect of the source-side sensitivity function S M −S on the source-affected closed-loop
output impedance does not give the total effect of the source interactions, because the
interactions may also be reflected via the short-circuit input admittance, as shown in the
bottom row in (3.5).

GioS −c =
Z

S
o −c

GioS −o
Gio −c
G S
=
= Gio −c S M −S = io −o M −S
S
1 + Lv 1 + LM −S
1 + Lv

Z oS−o 1 + Z sYin −sc
Z o −c = (1 + Z sYin −sc ) Z o −c S M −S
=
=
1 + LSv
1 + LM −S

(3.5)

The relative stability margins of the minor-loop gain are of great importance regarding
the peaking of the corresponding sensitivity function SM . It can be shown that the
magnitude of the sensitivity function is related to the phase margin of the minor-loop
gain at the gain-crossover frequency f CG (i.e., the frequency, where the minor-loop gain
crosses 0-dB level) as shown in (3.6) and to the gain margin at the phase-crossover
frequency f CP (i.e., the frequency, where the phase of the minor-loop gain is equal to
180 or -180 degrees) as shown in (3.7) [90]. Similar equations are also used in [36] to
analyze the peaking of the bus impedance of a system, i.e., the load-affected output
impedance of the bus converter.

SM ( f CG ) =

1
2 (1 − cos ( PM ) )

=

1
2sin ( PM 2 )
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SM ( f CP ) =

1
1 − 1 GM

(3.7)

The magnitude of the sensitivity function as a function of phase and gain margin is
shown in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b, respectively. According to Fig. 3.5, the magnitude of the
sensitivity function can peak substantially due to the low phase and/or gain. Note that
the magnitude of the sensitivity function and the gain margin are expressed in terms of
real numbers in (3.6) and (3.7), whereas they are in dB in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 The magnitude of the sensitivity functions as a function of the phase (a) and gain (b) margin.

Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) define the peaking of the sensitivity function only at gain and
phase-crossover frequencies but the sensitivity function can also peak at other
frequencies depending on the magnitude and phase of the minor-loop gain. In control
theory [90], a more general requirement for the peak value of the sensitivity function
| SM |max is that it should be equal or lower than a certain predefined value M regardless
of frequency. When the minor-loop gain in (3.3) is expressed in real and complex parts
(i.e., LM = α + j β ), the inequality | SM |max ≤ M can be expressed in generally as
2

1
(α + 1) + β ≥ ⎜⎛ ⎞⎟ ,
⎝M ⎠
2

2

(3.8)

which represents an area outside of a circle that has the radius equal to 1 M at the point
(-1,0) in the complex plane. The implication is that, if the minor-loop gain stays out of
this circle in complex plane for the whole frequency range, the peak value of the
sensitivity function is always less than the value defined by M . E.g., when M is 2 (6
dB), the radius of the circle is 0.5. The corresponding peaking at the gain and phase
crossover frequencies is obtained with PM ≈ 29 degrees and GM = 6 dB, respectively.
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, where the solid line represents the circle defined
by (3.8), when M is 2. The forbidden regions of the GMPM (dashed line) and ESAC
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(dash-dotted line) criteria for the corresponding phase and gain margins calculated
above are also shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6 The sensitivity circle with a radius of 1/M at the point (-1,0) and the corresponding GMPM and
ESAC criterions.

According to Fig. 3.6, the forbidden region defined by the circle occupies much less
area in complex plane than the GMPM and ESAC criterions. However, within the unit
circle, the ESAC criterion is less restrictive than the criterion defined by the circle
implying that the sensitivity function can peak more than expected for certain PM and
GM values, when the ESAC criterion is used. On the other hand, the GMPM criterion is
typically more restrictive than the criterion defined by the circle implying less peaking,
when GMPM criterion is used. Both ESAC and GMPM criteria can be violated outside
the unit circle without inducing excess peaking of the sensitivity function (providing
that the criterion defined by the circle is not violated).
The GMPM criterion is clearly derived from the allowed peaking of the sensitivity
function at phase and gain-crossover frequencies, although not explicitly shown in [36].
In addition, the opposing argument criterion [39] and the combined criterion [43] are
also implicitly derived based on the allowed peaking of the complementary sensitivity
function, i.e., TM = LM (1 + LM ) , which is analyzed by M-circles in control theory [90].
However, the ESAC criterion is derived solely to maintain the stability with certain
phase and gain margins. According to (3.4) and (3.5), the sensitivity function SM
clearly has a physical meaning in the load and source interactions, while the
complementary sensitivity function does not. Therefore, the usefulness of the prevailing
forbidden-region-based criteria may be argued when the peaking of various closed-loop
transfer functions are of concern. In [92] and [93], the sensitivity-circle-based
performance analyses for output-voltage loop gains of switched-mode converters are
discussed, but the analyses are not focused on minor-loop gains. In [88], the importance
of the sensitivity function defined by the minor-loop gain regarding to robust stability
and performance is briefly discussed.
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The simplicity of measurement to determine the possible violation of the different
forbidden regions is an important issue [43]. Both the voltage and current perturbation
methods can be used to measure the necessary signals constituting the minor-loop gain
or the criterion on which the forbidden-region-based design rules are based [40]. The
original Middlebrook’s criterion and the new criterion proposed in [43] only need the
magnitude information of the voltage or current signals, whereas the other criteria, i.e.,
GMPM, ESAC and opposing argument criteria, need both the magnitude and phase
information. It can be shown that only magnitude information of the necessary voltage
or current signals need to be measured to evaluate violation of the sensitivity-circlebased criterion discussed above as done implicitly for the voltage perturbation method
in [40]. However, the measurement of only the magnitudes of the signals constituting
the sensitivity function does not provide information on the encirclement of the critical
stability point in complex plane.

3.3.2 Load-Side Minor-Loop-Gain-Based Voltage-Loop Analysis
So far, the effect of the stability margins of the minor-loop-gain on different closed-loop
transfer functions has been discussed with the sensitivity function. It is shown that the
system performance, i.e., the transient response and noise attenuation, can be
deteriorated due to the possible peaking of the sensitivity function and, consequently,
also peaking of the closed-loop output impedance and input-to-output transfer function.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the load and source interactions affect the dynamics of a
converter through the open-loop parameters. Especially, the voltage-loop gain of the
converter is affected via the open-loop output impedance. For good dynamic
performance to exist, both adequate phase and gain margins and the gain-crossover
frequency of the voltage-loop gain are important. Therefore, the relation between the
load-side minor-loop gain and the corresponding load-affected voltage-loop gain has
been studied intensively in publications such as [20], [36] and [45]–[48]. The analyses
done especially in [36] and [48] are basically correct but the conclusions the authors
come to are vague and misleading. Therefore, the relation between the load-side minorloop gain and the voltage-loop gain of the corresponding converter deserves to be
analyzed and the vagueness of the previous publications corrected.
Fig. 3.7 illustrates a system consisting of a closed-loop converter and a general load
subsystem. The converter is presented with the two-port and feedback networks. The
load subsystem is presented as the input-port of its two-port network representation. In
Fig. 3.7, Z o −c is the internal closed-loop output impedance of the converter, when it is
loaded with the ideal current sink (i.e., Z L = ∞ ), LLv is the voltage-loop gain of the
converter, when the effect of the load impedance Z L is included in the model, and Z oL−c
is the load-affected closed-loop output impedance, i.e., the parallel combination of Z o −c
and Z L , which can be expressed as shown in (3.9), where the load-side minor-loop gain
LM − L = Z o −c Z L .
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Fig. 3.7 The two-port network of a closed-loop converter and the input-port of a general load subsystem.
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(3.9)

The load-transient response of the system (i.e., the response of the output voltage ûo to
the changes in ĵo ) is characterized by the load-affected closed-loop impedance Z oL−c
and, therefore, excess peaking due to the minor-loop gain LM − L may result in
deteriorated transient response as discussed in Section 3.3.1. According to Chapter 2,
the load-affected closed-loop output impedance can also be expressed by the loadaffected open-loop output impedance and voltage-loop gain as shown in the last
expression in (3.9), where Z oL−o = Z o −o (1 + Z o −o Z L ) and the load-affected voltage-loop
gain as shown in (3.10). Therefore, the possibly deteriorated load-transient response of
the system can also be stated in terms of the load interactions on the open-loop output
impedance and the voltage-loop gain.
LLv =

Lv
1 + Z o−o Z L

(3.10)

There seems to be ambiquity in [36] and [48] concerning the relation between the
relative stability margins of the load-side minor-loop gain and the corresponding
margins of the voltage-loop gain of the loaded converter: it is stated that the stability
margins of the voltage-loop gain are equal to the corresponding margins associated to
the minor-loop gain. Moreover, it is stated that the minor-loop gain-crossover
frequencies also determine the crossover frequencies of the voltage-loop gain. However,
these assumptions are not generally true as demonstrated in [P1]. In [36], the voltageloop gain of the loaded converter (i.e., LLv ) is represented as a function of minor-loop
gain as shown in (3.11). It can be shown that (3.11) is equal to (3.10), when the closedloop output impedance is replaced by Z o −o (1 + Lv ) in the minor-loop gain indicating
that also (3.11) can be used to calculate the load-affected voltage-loop gain with
appropriate computational tools. However, the formula of LLv presented in (3.10) is
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much simpler than (3.11) and, therefore, it can be used more easily, e.g., with graphical
analysis. The authors of [45]–[47] derive the same equation for the load-affected
voltage-loop gain (i.e. (3.11)) and make the same vague conclusion as in [36].
LLv =

Lv

(3.11)

1 + LM − L (1 + Lv )

The analysis made in [36] with (3.11) is divided into four different cases:
1) The closed-loop output and load impedances at the output of the converter are
well separated and, hence, impedance overlap does not exist (i.e., LM − L  1 )
and the load-affected voltage-loop gain LLv is then equal to the internal voltageloop gain Lv .
2) The overlap (i.e., LM − L  1 ) occurs at frequencies well above the voltage-loop
gain-crossover frequency (i.e., typically Lv  1 ) and, hence, the load-affected
voltage-loop gain is approximately equal to Lv LM − L .
3) The overlap occurs at frequencies well below the voltage-loop gain-crossover
frequency (i.e., typically Lv  1 ) and, hence, the load-affected voltage-loop
gain is approximately equal to 1 LM − L .
4) The overlap occurs at the vicinity of the voltage-loop gain-crossover frequency,
which is simply considered to be a combination of cases 2 and 3, i.e., case 4 is
equal to case 3 at frequencies below the gain crossover frequency and equal to
case 2 at frequencies above the crossover.
According to [36], the load-affected voltage-loop gain LLv is equal to the internal
voltage-loop gain Lv , when the impedance overlap does not exist (i.e., the case 1).
However, this is not generally true, because the voltage-loop gain can change via the
open-loop output impedance although LM − L  1 as can be concluded from (3.10). A
good demonstration of this situation is found in [94]. Similarly, in case 4, it is not
comprehensively discussed and analyzed when the interactions occur at the vicinity of
the gain-crossover frequency, because the conclusions made for cases 2 and 3 do not
hold for frequencies where the voltage-loop gain is close to unity as discussed and
demonstrated in [P1].
Some of the vagueness of the conclusion concerning the load-affected voltage-loop gain
made in [36] is corrected in [48] with more precise analysis. The discussed cases are the
same as in [36], but the analyses are done with the magnitudes of LM − L and the product
LM − L Lv . Despite the more accurate analyses, the case where the interactions occur at the
vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain is discussed in the
same way as in [36] (i.e., case 4 is combination of cases 2 and 3). It is clearly stated in
[48], that the gain-crossover frequency and phase margins of the load-affected voltageloop gain are determined directly by the minor-loop gain. However, based on the
experimental example provided in [48], this is not evident. The load-affected voltage-
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loop gain and the inverse of the minor-loop gain are shown in Fig. 5b in [48] to
demonstrate the inverse relation between them. The magnitudes track each other quite
well from low frequencies to second gain-crossover frequency of the minor-loop gain.
However, the phase margins of the minor-loop and voltage-loop gains are roughly the
same but not identical at either gain-crossover frequency of the minor-loop gain.
Similarly, in Fig. 6d in [48] the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain is
reduced although the minor-loop gain is below unity at the frequency range near the
crossover. The phases of the corresponding voltage and minor-loop gains are not
shown, and therefore the possible change in phase margin cannot be determined.
The magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is an important factor when considering the
relation between the load-affected voltage-loop and the corresponding minor-loop gain
[P1]. The experimental examples provided in [36] and [48] are made so that the minorloop gain-crossover frequencies occur at frequencies where the voltage-loop gain is
relatively high or low compared to unity, and therefore the case of the voltage-loop gain
being close to unity is not actually considered. The impedance interactions usually
occur at the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain, i.e., the
frequency range, where the closed-loop output impedance is the highest. Therefore, the
case in which the load-side minor-loop gain is close to unity at the vicinity of this
frequency range should be analyzed carefully to determine the changes in gaincrossover frequency and the stability margins of the voltage-loop gain.
In [P1], the relation between the load-side minor-loop gain and the voltage-loop gain of
a loaded converter is analyzed in a different way. The load impedance for the converter
is expressed with the closed-loop output impedance and the phase and gain margins of
the minor-loop gain as shown in (3.12). The corresponding load-affected voltage-loop
gain was computed then with (3.10). The magnitude of the resulting load impedance is
always above (or below) the magnitude of the closed-loop output impedance by the
amount defined by the gain margin GM in dB. The phase difference of the closed-loop
output and load impedances is always less (or more) than 180 degrees defined by the
amount of PM in degrees. Consequently, the resulting minor-loop gain represents a
single point in the complex plane for the whole frequency range of interest.

Z L = Z L ∠φZL = 10

GM dB
20

Z o −c ∠ (φZo −c − 180° + PM )

(3.12)

Fig. 3.8 shows the internal (solid) and load-affected (dashed and dash-dotted lines)
voltage-loop gains of a VM-controlled buck converter, when the load impedances are
calculated by (3.12) with the gain margin of 0 dB and the phase margins of 60 (1,
dashed line) and -60 degrees (2, dash-dotted line). Therefore, Fig. 3.8 illustrates the
relation between the 60-degree phase margin of the minor-loop gain and the
corresponding load-affected voltage-loop gain at different frequencies (i.e. the
magnitude of the internal voltage-loop gain varies with the frequency being high at low
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frequencies and decreasing at mid frequencies and, eventually, becoming smaller than
unity at high frequencies).
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Fig. 3.8 Predicted load-affected voltage-loop gains of a VM-controlled buck converter, when the
artificial load impedance is calculated with GM = 0 dB and PM = 60 degrees (1, dashed line) and GM =
0 dB and PM = -60 degrees (2, dash-dotted line).

According to Fig. 3.8, the inverse relation LLv ≈ 1 LM − L only holds at low frequencies,
where the magnitude of the internal voltage-loop gain is very high. The inverse relation
diminishes rapidly when the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is approximately below
20 dB. Therefore, the phase margin of the minor-loop gain cannot determine the phase
margin of the load-affected voltage-loop gain in general, when the interactions take
place at the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the internal voltage-loop gain. In
addition, the highest gain-crossover frequency of the load-affected voltage-loop gain
can decrease (i.e., 2.5 kHz for line 1) or increase (i.e., 15.1 kHz for line 2) from the
original value (i.e., 9.3 kHz for line Lv ) as shown in Fig. 3.8.

Similar analysis is presented in [P1] for a PCM-controlled buck converter with the
identical power stage and operation conditions. The load impedances were calculated
with a gain margin of 6 dB and phase margins of 60 and 0 degrees. According to Fig. 8
in [P1], the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain can change eventhough
the impedances at the output of the converter do not even overlap (i.e. GM = 6 dB).
Experimental evidence of the situation is provided in [P1] with both VM and PCMcontrolled buck converters having the same power-stage, operation point and resonant
type load. The measured minor-loop gains at the output of the converters are shown in
Fig. 3.9a. The minor-loop gain for the VM-controlled converter indicates slight
impedance overlap at frequencies from 7.6 to 11.1 kHz, whereas the impedance overlap
is not present for the PCM-controlled converter. The phase margins of the minor-loop
gain for the VM-controlled converter are 132 and 155 degrees at the above gaincrossover frequencies, respectively. The internal and load-affected voltage-loop gains of
the converters are shown in Fig. 3.9b. The internal voltage-loop gains are shown as
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solid (PCMC) and dashed (VMC) lines and the load-affected voltage-loop gains as
dotted (PCMC) and dash-dotted (VMC) lines.

Magnitude (dB)

Magnitude (dB)

The gain-crossover frequencies of both of the internal voltage-loop gains are
approximately 11 kHz. According to Fig. 3.9b, the crossover frequencies are reduced
approximately to 6 kHz for the both converters and the phase margins are improved
(i.e., from 55 to 88 degrees for the PCM-controlled converter and from 47 to 63 degrees
for the VM-controller converter). Consequently, the relation between the crossover
frequencies and the phase margins of the minor-loop and voltage-loop gains are weak
when the interactions occur at the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the
internal voltage-loop gains.
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Fig. 3.9 The measured minor-loop gains (a) and the corresponding effects on the voltage-loop gains (b):
the internal voltage-loop gains (VMC: dashed line, PCMC: solid line) and load-affected voltage-loop
gains (VMC: dash-dotted line, PCMC: dotted line).

In summary, the relation between the minor-loop gain defined at the output of a
converter and the corresponding load-affected voltage-loop gain can be analyzed with
(3.10) and (3.11), both accurately predicting the voltage-loop gain when computational
software is used. However, the graphical analysis method can be used with (3.10) more
conveniently, because only the magnitudes and phases of the open-loop output and load
impedances have to be considered. The inverse relation between the minor-loop gain
and the voltage-loop gain only holds at the frequencies where the magnitude of the
voltage-loop gain is much higher than unity and, therefore, performance degradation at
the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain should be
considered carefully. The gain margin associated with the load-side minor-loop gain
should be increased at the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop
gain, if the crossover frequency is not allowed to change much [P1]. Information of the
internal properties (i.e., open-loop output impedance and voltage-loop gain) of a
converter is always needed when predicting the changes of the voltage-loop gain. The
load-side minor-loop gain provides useful information on the peaking of the closed-loop
output impedance and input-to-output transfer function. However, the peaking may not
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deteriorate the performance significantly if it occurs at the frequencies where the
voltage-loop gain is high. Therefore, performance degradation can not be accurately
analyzed solely by means of the load-side minor-loop gain.

3.3.3 Source-Side Minor-Loop-Gain-Based Voltage Loop and Output
Impedance Analysis
The stability and performance degradation analyses of loaded converters with the
minor-loop gain have received plenty of attention as discussed in the previous section.
On the other hand, the stability and performance degradation of converters with the
source-side minor-loop gain are not discussed as widely although the forbidden-regionbased criteria are clearly utilized in source-interaction analyses [35], [43]. In [30],
Middlebrook originally formulated the situation as an EMI-filter design problem by
defining design rules which ensure that the performance of the converter is unaffected
in the presence of an EMI filter. These rules are applicable only for basic VMcontrolled converters in CCM and are presented in such a way that the relation between
the source-side minor-loop gain and the source-affected voltage-loop gain cannot be
recognized. However, Middlebrook also defined a practical design rule based on the
minor-loop gain (i.e., it should stay inside the circle defined by the inverse of gain
margin as discussed in Section 3.1), which ensures stability and adequate performance
of the converter, if the gain margin is sufficiently large. In [49]–[51], Middlebrook’s
design rules have been modified to also be applicable for CM-controlled converters by
y-parameter representation of the converter at open loop. The formulation is, however,
not general and therefore not usable for all types of control methods. In [54], the inputfilter design procedure is generalized by EET [56] to converters that have non-zero
source impedance and an EMI filter at the input of the converters. The conditions for
unaffected performance are derived based on the parameters of a converter loaded with
resistive load and the parameters of the input filter, instead of considering the internal
dynamics or the minor-loop gain.
In [53], an experimental method to analyze the effect of source impedance on the
voltage-loop gain, closed-loop output impedance and input-to-output transfer function
has been derived. The expressions are derived as a function of the source-side minorloop gain. According to [53], the performance can be accurately predicted based on the
“nominal” transfer functions, i.e., closed-loop input impedance and two different
voltage-loop gains L0 and L∞ , which are the voltage-loop gains of the converter, when
the source impedance is assumed to be equal to zero and infinity, respectively.
However, the authors do not explicitly define the conditions where the nominal transfer
functions are obtained, e.g., what type of load has to be used or if there are additional
components such as an internal EMI filter or input capacitors connected at the input.
According to Fig. 7 in [53], the analyses are done at the interface between the external
source impedance and the internal input filter of the converter, which is loaded with a
resistive load, and not at the true input of the converter. The experimental results
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provided in [53] are obtained with a CM-controlled converter. However, the interface
and the type of the load where the analysis is done are not explicitly shown. In addition,
the effect of the slope of the compensation ramp is not discussed, although it
significantly affects the level of possible source interactions as discussed in [57] and
[63]. The use of the voltage-loop gain L∞ is also problematic as such a voltage-loop
gain does not exist in practice, because it represents the voltage-loop gain of a voltageinput converter when it is supplied by an ideal constant-current source. Therefore, it
cannot be directly measured and, consequently, indirect methods have to be used as also
proposed in [53]. The problem in indirect methods may be the errors induced by the
measurement inaccuracies of the loop-gains and impedances, which can cumulate
during the calculation process. Consequently, the analysis and experimental results
obtained in [53] remains ambiguous.
In [55], the expressions for the input-to-output transfer function, voltage-loop gain and
output impedance as well as input impedance of a system consisting of a converter and
an input filter are derived based on EET. The analysis is done at the true input of a
converter and the expressions are in general form. Therefore, they can be used with all
types of converters regardless of topology and control method. Naturally, the
expressions presented in [55] are the same as the expressions derived with basic circuit
theory according to Chapter 2. In [55], boost converters under VMC and PCMC are
used to demonstrate the typical input impedances of the converters through which the
source interactions reflect (i.e. open-loop, ideal, short-circuit and closed-loop input
impedances). However, the converters are loaded with resistive loads, and therefore the
true internal dynamics of the converters are hidden. E.g., the phase of the open-loop
input impedance of the PCM-controlled converter shown in Fig. 8 in [55] should start
from -180 degrees rather than from 0 degrees as can be concluded according to
appendix in [55].
The source-affected voltage-loop gain in (2.11) can also be expressed in terms of input
1
impedances (i.e., the ideal input impedance Z in −∞ = Yin−−∞
and the open-loop input
−1
impedance Z in −o = Yin −o ) as shown in (3.13). The resulting minor-loop gain at the
interface between the source impedance and the converter can be expressed as
LM −S = Z s Z in −c , where the closed-loop input impedance is defined in (3.14).
LSv =

1 + Z s Z in −∞
Lv
1 + Z s Z in −o

(3.13)
−1

−1
in − c

Z in −c = Y

⎛ 1
⎛ 1
G G
Lv ⎞
Lv ⎞
1
1
=⎜
− io −o ci −o
+
⎟ =⎜
⎟
Gco −o 1 + Lv ⎠
⎝ Z in −o
⎝ Z in −o 1 + Lv Z in −∞ 1 + Lv ⎠

−1

(3.14)

According to (3.13) and (3.14), the relation between the minor-loop gain and the sourceaffected voltage-loop gain is not as simple as for the load-side minor-loop gain and the
corresponding voltage-loop gain. Solving Z in −o or Z in −∞ from (3.14) and replacing it in
(3.13) with the new expression makes the analysis more complex and the relation
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between the minor-loop and the source-affected voltage-loop gain cannot be directly
recognized. However, at the frequencies where the magnitude of the internal voltageloop gain is much greater than unity (i.e., Lv  1 ), the closed-loop input impedance
resembles the ideal input impedance Z in −∞ . Consequently, the minor-loop gain is
LM −S ≈ Z s Z in −∞ and it appears in the numerator of the term multiplying the internal
voltage-loop gain. Similarly, at frequencies where Lv  1 , the closed-loop input
impedance resembles the open-loop input impedance Z in −o and the minor-loop gain
(i.e., LM −S ≈ Z s Z in −o ) appears in the denominator of the term multiplying the internal
voltage-loop gain. In both cases, the voltage-loop gain may also change via the openloop or the ideal input impedance, respectively. Therefore, direct relation between the
source-side minor-loop gain and the corresponding voltage-loop gain is hard to
recognize and, consequently, computational software has to be used to perform more
accurate analyses based on (3.13).
According to Chapter 2, the source-affected closed-loop output impedance can be
expressed as shown in (3.15). The last expression in (3.15) implies that the minor-loop
gain appears in the denominator of the term multiplying the internal closed-loop output
impedance. In addition, there may be interactions due to the short-circuit input
impedance Z in −sc . According to Z oS−o (1 + LSv ) in (3.15), the closed-loop output
impedance may change due to superimposed effect of the source-affected open-loop
output impedance and voltage-loop gain. Consequently, the source interactions on
converter dynamics are always combinations of the effects of the different impedance
ratios (i.e., Z s Z in −o , Z s Z in −sc , Z s Z in −∞ ) and the effects of them all have to be
considered, if accurate prediction of the source interactions is needed.
Z oS−c =

1 + Z s Z in −sc
1 + Z s Z in −sc
Z oS−o
Z o−o =
Z o −c
=
S
S
1 + Lv (1 + Z s Z in −o ) (1 + Lv )
1 + Z s Z in −c

(3.15)

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the source-affected closed-loop output impedance is not
mathematically defined by the last expression in (3.15) for a converter that has the
closed-loop output impedance equal to zero such as the buck converter with ideal OCFcontrol. Hence, another expression has to be used, i.e., Z oS−c = Z o −c +
Gio −cToi −c Z s (1 + Z sYin −c ) . The last expression in (3.15) can be also derived by means of
EET as done in [55], where the applicability of the expression is not, however, generally
discussed.
The practical converter modules are typically equipped with input capacitors or even
with internal EMI filters. Therefore, the true input of the converter where the sourceinteraction analyses shall be made [26] may be inaccessible for measurement. In
addition, the parameter values of the input capacitors or filters may be unknown to the
customer or system designer and, therefore, the calculation of the source impedance
seen by the converter may not be possible. According to Chapter 2, PCM and IVFFcontrolled converters can be designed so that the open-loop input-to-output transfer
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function becomes equal to zero. Hence, the different input impedances defining the
source interactions as well as the closed-loop input impedance becomes equal to the
ideal input impedance Z in −∞ and, consequently, the effect of source impedance on the
voltage-loop gain and the closed-loop output impedance would be cancelled according
to (3.13) and (3.15). This means that the converter is invariant to the source interactions
and the only issue which needs to be considered is the stability of the system by means
of the source-side minor-loop gain. According to system theory [33], this can be
evaluated at the physical input of the converter. However, robustness of stability can not
be accurately determined without information on the inner properties of the converter
[P2].
For converters which are not designed to be invariant to source interactions, some
design rules can be still derived that can be utilized at the physical interface to maintain
the performance of the original converter unaffected. Fig. 3.10 shows a system
consisting of a source subsystem, an arbitrary impedance block (e.g., input filter) and a
POL converter. A possible input capacitor is considered as part of the impedance block
and, therefore, the true input of the converter is at interface A1 . The interface before the
impedance block is A 2 , which represents the physical input of the converter, when it
has an internal input capacitor or filter.
Source
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Fig. 3.10 A system consisting of a source subsystem, an impedance block and a POL converter.

The corresponding minor-loop gains at the interfaces A1 and A 2 are LM −S1 and LM −S2 ,
respectively, as shown in (3.16) and (3.17), where Yinc , Gioc , Toic and Z oc are the gparameters of the impedance block and Yinc−sc is its short-circuit input admittance. When
Z sYinc is solved from (3.17) and substituted in (3.16) with the new expression, the
minor-loop gain at the interface A1 becomes as shown in (3.18).

LM −S1 =

S
oc

Z
Z in −c

⎛
G T ⎞
1 + Z s ⎜ Yinc + ioc oic ⎟
Z oc ⎠ Z oc 1 + Z sYinc−sc
Z
⎝
= oc
=
1 + Z sYinc
Z in −c
Z in −c 1 + Z sYinc
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LM −S2 =

LM −S1 =

⎛
Zs
Zs
GiocToic ⎞
=
= Z s ⎜ Yinc +
⎟
−1
L
Z inc ⎛
Z in −c + Z oc ⎠
⎝
GiocToic ⎞
⎜ Yinc +
⎟
Z in −c + Z oc ⎠
⎝

Z oc
Z in −c

Z sGiocToic Z in −c
Z in −c + Z oc Z oc
ZG T
1 + LM −S2 − s ioc oic
Z in −c + Z oc

(3.17)

1 + LM −S2 +

(3.18)

Even if LM −S2  1 (i.e., no impedance overlap is present at interface A 2 ), the minorloop gain at interface A1 can still change due to the other terms shown in (3.18). and,
hence, the performance of the converter may be deteriorated. On the other hand, if
LM −S2  1 (i.e., impedance overlap at interface A 2 exists) and the latter terms in the
denominator and numerator of (3.18) are negligible compared to LM −S2 , the minor-loop
gain at interface A1 becomes approximately equal to Z oc Z in −c . This means that the
impedance overlap is not present at interface A1 , if Z oc < Z in −c despite the overlap at
interface A 2 . Any other special relation between the minor-loop gains is difficult to
recognize, except the condition for a marginally stable system, i.e., when LM −S2 = -1 also
LM −S1 becomes -1, which clearly confirms that the minor-loop gain can be used to
determine the stability at an arbitrary interface within a system.
The voltage-loop gain and the closed-loop output impedance of the converter shown in
Fig. 3.10 can be expressed as shown in (3.19) and (3.20), when the supply subsystem
has non-zero source impedance. If the impedance block (e.g., an internal EMI filter) is
designed appropriately to maintain the dynamics and performance of the converter
adequate, when the source impedance is absent, then by having Z s  Z inc −sc and
Z s  Z inc the voltage-loop gain and closed-loop output impedance stay intact in the
presence of the source impedance. However, these design rules may be too restrictive to
obtain in practice, although the needed impedances (i.e., Z inc −sc and Z inc ) could be
determined. Consequently, the design of a system composing of commercial converter
modules remains difficult.

1 + Z ocS Z in −∞
L =
1 + Z ocS Z in −o
S
v

Z oS−c =

Z oc 1 + Z s Z inc −sc
1+
Z in −∞ 1 + Z s Z inc
Lv =
Lv
Z oc 1 + Z s Z inc −sc
1+
Z in −o 1 + Z s Z inc

1 + Z ocS Z in −sc
Z o −c
1 + Z ocS Z in −c

Z oc 1 + Z s Z inc −sc
Z in −sc 1 + Z s Z inc
=
Z o −c
Z oc 1 + Z s Z inc −sc
1+
Z in −c 1 + Z s Z inc

(3.19)

1+
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The above theoretical analysis clearly indicates that the minor-loop gain is a weak
source of information on the level of source interactions, despite the interface where it is
derived. Therefore, the claimed conservatism of Middlebrook’s criterion is clearly
unfounded. This is also demonstrated in [P2] with the experimental system shown in
Fig. 3.11 with the interface and impedance definitions. In the experimental system, a
bus converter supplies two identical POL converters (the other converter is not shown in
Fig. 3.11) via the main bus. The POL converters are VM-controlled buck converters
operating approximately at 425 kHz. The converter of interest was loaded with a
resistive load of 1.25 Ω and its input capacitor was a 35-µF ceramic capacitor with ESR
of 3 mΩ. The inductance of the connection cable was approximately 60 nH.
Photographs of the laboratory measurement setup and the experimental converters are
shown in Appendix D in Figs. A.1 and A.2, respectively. List of equipments used in
measurements are shown in Appendix D in Table A.1. The schematics of the POL
converters are shown in Appendix D in Fig. A.3.
Bus
Converter

=

Main Bus

Zs

Z ca

Cin

12V

=

Z inL - c

A4

A3

A2

A1

=

5V

=

Load
20W

POL Converter

Fig. 3.11 The experimental system used in [P2] with interface and impedance definitions.

Three different minor-loop gains were measured at interfaces A 2 , A 3 and A 4 (i.e.,
LM −S2 , LM −S3 and LM −S4 , respectively) as shown in Fig. 3.12a as Nyquist plot and in Fig.
3.12b as Bode plot. The minor-loop gain at interface A1 could not be directly measured
because the interface was physically inaccessible due to the input capacitor.
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Fig. 3.12 The measured minor-loop gains of the experimental system as Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots.
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The minor-loop gains measured at different interfaces give different information
concerning the robustness of stability and performance degradation of the POL
converter as shown in Fig. 3.12. The minor-loop gain measured at the output of the bus
converter (i.e., at interface A 4 , LM −S4 in Fig. 3.12) indicates impedance overlap at the
frequencies from 30 to 140 kHz with phase margins of 95 and 41 degrees at the gaincrossover frequencies. Hence, the bus converter and the system are stable although the
performance of the bus converter is affected. According to LM −S3 measured at interface
A 3 , the impedance overlap exists at frequencies higher than 30 kHz. The corresponding
phase margin is approximately 84 degrees also indicating stability of the system.
Similarly, the minor-loop gain measured at interface A 2 indicates impedance overlap at
the frequencies above the gain-crossover frequency of 140 kHz. The corresponding
phase margin is approximately 15 degrees indicating that the system is stable, but with
very low phase margin.
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Fig. 3.13a shows the predicted input impedances of the converter and the calculated
source impedance from the measurements indicating that the impedances are well
separated and, therefore, the dynamics of the converter should stay intact. The measured
voltage-loop gains of the converter shown in Fig. 3.13b in stand-alone operation (1,
solid line) and as part of the experimental system (2, dashed line) confirm the
unaffected dynamics as the impedances in Fig. 3.13a also imply.
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Fig. 3.13 The predicted and calculated impedances at the interface A1 (a) and the measured voltage-loop
gains of the POL converter in stand-alone operation and as part of the experimental system (b).

The experimental results obtained with the system used in [P2] clearly indicate that the
minor-loop gain defined at an arbitrary interface within a system may not at all contain
the necessary information to predict the performance degradation of POL converters as
the theoretical analysis predicted. The relation between a minor-loop gain and the
parameters defining the level of performance degradation is weak if the minor-loop gain
is not defined at the true input of the converter, i.e., internal input filters or capacitors
are considered as part of the supply system and not as part of the converter. It was also
demonstrated in [P2] that if the minor-loop gain at the true input of the experimental
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converter satisfies Middlebrook’s criterion defined by the gain margin of 6 dB, the
transient response of the converter can still be substantially deteriorated.
In [P2], the relation between the source-side minor-loop gain (i.e., at interface A1 ) and
the voltage-loop and closed-loop output impedance of the experimental converter were
analyzed theoretically with artificial source impedances computed from the closed-loop
input impedance of the converter with (3.21). The magnitude of the resulting source
impedance is always below (or above) the magnitude of the closed-loop input
impedance by the amount defined by GM in dB. Similarly, the phase difference
between the source and closed-loop input impedances is always less (or more) than 180
degrees by the amount defined by PM . Therefore, the resulting minor-loop gain
represents a single point in complex plane for the whole frequency range of interest.
The source-affected voltage-loop gain and closed-loop output impedance were then
calculated with (3.13) and the second expression in (3.15), respectively.

Z s = Z s ∠φZs = 10

− GM dB
20

Z in −c ∠ (φZin −c + 180° − PM )

(3.21)
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Fig. 3.14a shows the predicted source-affected voltage-loop gains of the same
experimental POL converter used in the system shown in Fig. 3.11 for different source
impedances calculated with (3.21), when GM = 0 dB and PM = -60 degrees (1,
dashed line), GM = 6 dB and PM = 0 degrees (2, dash-dotted line), GM = 12 dB and
PM = 0 degrees (3, dotted line). The internal voltage-loop gain Lv is also shown in
Fig. 3.14a with a solid line. The predicted source-affected closed-loop output
impedances of the experimental converter are shown in Fig. 3.14b for the same gain and
phase margin pairs as for the voltage-loop gain. The internal closed-loop output
impedance Z o −c is shown in Fig. 3.14b with a solid line.
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Fig. 3.14 Predicted effect of the artificial source impedances on the voltage-loop gain (a) and closed-loop
output impedance (b) for source impedances calculated with GM = 0 dB, PM = -60 degrees (1) and
PM = 0 degrees, when GM = 6 dB (2) and GM = 12 dB (3).
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According to Fig. 3.14a, the voltage-loop gain is subject to both increase and decrease
in magnitude depending on the value of gain and phase margins. The typical tendency is
that the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is increased above the gain-crossover
frequency. Therefore, the converter can easily become unstable due to the
unintentionally high gain-crossover frequency caused by the component variations or
changes in operation point. At the vicinity of the converter resonant frequency (i.e.,
approximately 8 kHz), the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is most susceptible to
decrease. According to Fig. 3.14b, the magnitude of the closed-loop output impedance
is most susceptible to increase at the whole frequency range of interest, making the
converter more prone to load interactions. Similar analyses are also presented in [P2] for
slightly different gain and phase margin pairs.
The safe source profile of the experimental POL converter was also discussed in [P2].
The intention of the profile is to maintain the dynamics of the converter close to the
original (i.e. in stand-alone operation without the source interactions) by defining
maximum allowed value for the magnitude of the source impedance based on the
closed-loop input impedance. The maximum value was actually defined by the
magnitude of the voltage-loop gain based on extensive analysis with different
theoretical source impedances calculated with (3.21). For the experimental converter,
the margin between the source and closed-loop input impedance was defined to be 6 dB
at all frequencies, except for those where the internal voltage-loop gain decreases from
24 dB to -24 dB including the resonant peak, and the margin was defined to be 12 dB.
As a result, the minor-loop gain stays inside a circle having radius equal to 0.5 or 0.25
(i.e., 1 (106 20 ) or 1 (1012 20 ) , respectively) at different frequencies depending on the
magnitude of the voltage-loop gain as defined above. The derived source profile is only
applicable to the experimental VM-controlled buck converter and, therefore, the profile
has to be derived separately for other control methods and converter topologies.

Fig. 3.15 shows the maximum and minimum envelopes (solid lines) for the sourceaffected voltage-loop gains (i.e., Fig. 3.15a) and closed-loop output impedances (i.e.,
Fig. 3.15b) calculated for different source impedances with a magnitude between the
level defined by the safe source profile and the level defined by a 60-dB margin
between the source and closed-loop input impedances. The magnitude of the source
impedance was increased from the lower bound to the safe source profile in 1 dB
increments. The phase of the source impedance was varied between -90 and 90 degrees
in 5 degree increments. The nominal voltage-loop gain and closed-loop output
impedance are shown in Fig. 3.15a and 3.15b as dashed lines, respectively.
According to Fig. 3.15a, the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain can vary
between 55 and 94 kHz (the nominal crossover is 80 kHz). The corresponding
minimum phase margins are 47 and 37 degrees (the nominal phase margin is 60
degrees), respectively. It should be noted that the gain-crossover frequencies and the
corresponding phase margins may not occur for the same source impedance, and
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therefore the actual minimum phase margins may be increased from the above values
for practical source impedances. According to Fig. 3.15b, the maximum value of the
closed-loop output impedance is increased by 3.5 dBΩ at the vicinity of the nominal
gain-crossover frequency and the peak value is increased approximately from -27 dBΩ
(at 50 kHz) to -21.6 dBΩ (at 1.3 kHz), which corresponds to 5.4 dBΩ increase, i.e., the
maximum value of the output impedance is nearly doubled.
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Fig. 3.15 The predicted maximum and minimum envelopes of the source-affected voltage-loop gains (a)
and closed-loop output impedances (b) for arbitrary source impedances satisfying the safe source profile
of the experimental converter.

As a summary, the source-side minor-loop gain determined at an arbitrary interface can
be used to determine the stability of a system. However, it does not provide much
information regarding to the robustness of stability or performance degradation of the
converters, especially, if the minor-loop gain is not defined at the true input of the
converter as demonstrated in [P2]. The exact effect of arbitrary source impedance on the
dynamics of a converter can always be calculated by the source interaction formalism
presented in Chapter 2 or the other methods presented in [30] and [49]–[55]. However,
the exact calculations always require information on the inner properties of the
converter of interest, i.e., the different input admittances (or impedances) Yin −o , Yin −sc ,
Yin −∞ and the internal voltage-loop gain. Therefore, accurate performance prediction of
commercial converter modules is practically impossible, as such information is not
usually available or it can not be measured without altering the feedback circuitry. The
source-interaction analyses become deterministic and quite easy when the converters are
designed to be invariant to source interactions. In this case, only the stability of the
minor-loop gain needs to be determined. The safe source profile defined in [P2] for the
experimental converter is not general and needs to be defined separately for the other
type of control methods or converter topologies.
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3.4 Effect of Output-Voltage Remote Sensing on Performance
and Stability
The supply voltage requirements of many modern electric loads are stringent in terms of
static accuracy and transient response [5], [6]. Therefore, external capacitors are usually
added to the output of a converter to improve the transient response [84], [95]. To
further improve the static accuracy and transient response of the load voltage, outputvoltage remote sensing is typically applied. Although the application of the remote
sensing is evident in many publications, the analyses are usually only focused on output
dynamics, i.e., output impedance, voltage-loop gain and transient response [85], [86].
Hence, the effects of the remote sensing on input dynamics are not considered at all,
although adverse effects on input dynamics may make the converter more prone to
source interactions and instability. The theoretical formalism to analyze the effects of
the output-voltage remote sensing on all the parameters defining the dynamics of a
converter is presented in a consistent way in [P3].
According to [P3] and Section 2.2.3, the open-loop output impedance of the cascaded
system consisting of an open-loop converter and the connection impedance block can be
expressed as shown in (3.22). The superscript “RS” is used to distinguish the impedance
from source or load-affected impedances, although the output-voltage feedback is not
connected from either terminal of the system, i.e., the output of the converter or the
point of load.

Z oRS−o =

1 + Z o −oYinc−sc
Z oc
1 + Z o −oYinc

(3.22)

When the feedback is taken directly from the load voltage instead of the output voltage
of the converter, the closed-loop output impedance of the cascaded system can be
expressed as shown in (3.23), where the new voltage-loop gain is shown in (3.24) as a
function of the internal voltage-loop gain of the converter, when the feedback is taken
from the output of the converter. Therefore, the closed-loop output impedance Z oRS−c may
contain the superimposed effects via the open-loop output impedance Z oRS−o and the
voltage-loop gain LRS
v . The magnitude of the closed-loop output impedance may
−1
increase or decrease due to the impedance interactions via Z o −o and Z inc = (Yinc ) as
−1
well as Z o −o and Z inc −sc = (Yinc−sc ) . The input-to-output transfer function of the
connection impedance block Gioc also affects the closed-loop output impedance via the
voltage-loop gain.

Z oRS−c =

LRS
v =

Z oRS−o
1 + LRS
v

(3.23)

Gioc
Lv
1 + Z o −oYinc

(3.24)
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According to [P3] and Section 2.2.3, the open-loop input admittance of the cascaded
system can be expressed as shown in (3.25) indicating that the input impedance of the
connection impedance block Z inc is reflected to the input side of the converter via the
input-to-output and reverse current transfer functions and, therefore, possibly changing
the input admittance of the converter. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the source
interactions on converter dynamics also reflect via the ideal and short-circuit input
admittances. These admittances are shown in (3.26) for the cascaded system.

YinRS−o = Yin −o +

Gio −oToi −o
Z o −o + Z inc

YinRS−∞ = YinRS−o −

GioRS−oGciRS−o
= Yin −∞
GcoRS−o

YinRS−sc

(3.25)

G RS T RS
G T
= YinRS−o + io −oRSoi −o = Yin −o + io −o oic−o
Z o −o
Z o −o + Z in −sc

(3.26)

According to (3.26), the ideal input admittance of the cascaded system is equal to the
ideal input admittance of the converter and is, therefore, left intact. The short-circuit
input admittance of the cascaded system is equal to the load-affected input admittance
of the converter when the load impedance is equal to the short-circuit input admittance
of the impedance block. The closed-loop input admittance of the cascaded system is
shown in (3.27) as a function of the ideal and open-loop input admittances and voltageloop gain of the cascaded system, indicating that the closed-loop input admittance may
contain the superimposed effects of the open-loop input admittance and voltage-loop
gain. Consequently, the input dynamics of the converter may change substantially from
the original dynamics when the connection impedance block is connected at the output
of the converter and the output-voltage feedback is taken from the point of load.

YinRS−c =

YinRS−o
YinRS−∞ LRS
v
+
RS
L
+
1 + LRS
1
v
v

(3.27)

In [P3], the theoretical findings were demonstrated with two VM-controlled buck
converters operating approximately at 100-kHz and 430-kHz switching frequencies. The
low-frequency converter was the same conventional buck converter that was also used
in analyses in [P1] and in Section 3.2.2. The high-frequency converter was the
synchronous buck converter also used for source interactions analyses in [P2] and
Section 3.2.3. The effects of a pure connection cable (Fig. 4a in [P3]) and a T-type LCL
circuit (Fig. 4b in [P3]) were analyzed on the output dynamics of the conventional and
synchronous converters, respectively. It was discussed in [P3] that a pure connection
cable would only change the output impedance and the short-circuit input admittance of
the converter, whereas the T-type LCL-circuit would change all the parameters defining
the dynamics of the resulting system making it more prone to source interactions.
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Therefore, the high-frequency synchronous buck converter with the T-type LCL circuit
is used here to demonstrate the possible effects of the remote sensing on converter
dynamics. However, the effects on the input dynamics could not be measured due to the
internal input capacitor of the converter and, therefore, only predictions are shown here.
For the same reason, the affected input dynamics of the converter are not discussed in
detail in [P3]. An example Matlab m-file is shown in Appendix B, which was used to
evaluate the effect of the remote sensing on converter dynamics, based on the measured
load impedance and predicted g-parameters of the converter and the impedance block.
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The measured open and closed-loop output impedances of the high-frequency converter
and the cascaded system with and without the output-voltage remote sensing are shown
in Figs. 3.16a and 3.16b, respectively. The open-loop output impedance of the standalone converter (1, solid line) and cascaded system (2, dashed line) are shown in Fig.
3.16a. In Fig. 3.16b, the closed-loop output impedance of the stand-alone converter is
shown as the solid line (1). The closed-loop output impedance of the cascaded system,
when the output-voltage feedback is taken from the output of the converter, is shown as
the dash-dotted line (2) in Fig. 3.16b and, similarly, when the output-voltage feedback is
taken from the load terminals, the closed-loop output impedance is shown as the dashed
line (3). The load impedance of the constant-current load with a 4-µF input capacitor
used in the analysis is also shown in Figs. 3.16a (3, dotted line) and 3.16b (4, dotted
line).
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Fig. 3.16 The different measured output impedances of the synchronous buck converter and the cascaded
system at open (a) and closed (b) loop with the load impedances.

According to Fig. 3.16a, the T-type LCL circuit increases the open-loop output
impedance substantially at high frequencies making the impedance inductive (i.e., the
phase is near 90 degrees and the magnitude increases approximately with 20 dB/decade
slope). Similarly, the closed-loop output impedances shown in Fig. 3.16b exhibit
inductive nature at high frequencies (i.e., above the voltage-loop gain-crossover
frequency approximately 20 kHz). Therefore, the use of remote-sensing with the T-type
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LCL circuit has made the converter sensitive to capacitive loading as can be concluded
from the discussion presented in Section 3.1.
According to Fig. 3.16b, the magnitude of the closed-loop output impedance at low
frequencies is substantially increased (i.e., approximately from -68 dBΩ to -36 dBΩ or
correspondingly from 0.4 mΩ to 15.8 mΩ) due to the additional impedances between
the converter and the load, when the remote-sensing is not used (2, dash-dotted line).
When the feedback is taken from the remote-sensing interface, the magnitude of the
output impedance (3, dashed line) is decreased at low frequencies (i.e., -46 dBΩ or 5
mΩ) compared to the case where remote-sensing is not used. However, the lowfrequency magnitude is still higher than compared to the original closed-loop output
impedance of the converter. The reason for this is that the control circuitry of the
experimental converter did not have differential output-voltage measurement circuit.
The output or load voltage was only measured from the high-side of the output or load
terminals with respect to the ground of the converter and, therefore, the low-side trace
of the connection impedance block is not included inside the feedback loop and some
residual resistance is left, which is visible in the output impedance measurement in Fig.
3.16b. The problem was recognized at an early stage before the experimental analysis
and, consequently, the low-side trace of the connection impedance block was made as
short as possible to minimize the induced errors.
The measured voltage-loop gains of the different feedback and system configurations
are shown in Fig. 3.17. The voltage-loop gain of the stand-alone converter (i.e. without
remote-sensing and the T-type LCL circuit) with the constant-current load is shown as a
solid line (1). The voltage-loop gain of the converter within the cascaded system
without (2) and with (3) remote sensing are shown as dashed and dash-dotted lines,
respectively. Actually, the voltage-loop gain of the converter without remote sensing (2,
dashed line) represents the load-affected voltage-loop of the converter, when the load
consists of the constant-current sink and the connection impedance block.
According to Fig. 3.17, the voltage-loop gains of the stand-alone converter (1, solid
line) and the converter within the cascaded system without remote sensing (2, dashed
line) are quite similar except at the vicinity of the resonant frequency of the converter
(i.e., the resonant frequency is shifted to lower frequency due to the T-type LCL
circuit). The magnitude of the voltage-loop gain of the converter within the cascaded
system with remote sensing (3, dash-dotted line) is quite similar to the other voltageloop gains at frequencies below the gain-crossover frequency. However, above the gaincrossover frequency the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain peaks and the phase
decreases rapidly, indicating that the gain margin of the voltage-loop gain is
substantially decreased.
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Fig. 3.17 Measured voltage-loop gains of the stand-alone converter (1) and the converter within the
cascaded system without (2) and with (3) the output-voltage remote sensing, when the converter is loaded
with a constant-current-sink load.

The gain-crossover frequencies as well as the phase and gain margins of the different
voltage-loop gains shown in Fig. 3.17 are summarized in Table 3.1. According to it, the
gain-crossover frequency of the converter within the cascaded system is slightly
decreased from the nominal value without remote sensing (2) and stays intact, when
remote-sensing is used (3). However, the use of remote sensing clearly somewhat
decreases the phase margin and substantially decreases the gain margin, making the
converter more prone to instability due to the component and operation point variations.
Actually, the capacitor of the T-type LCL circuit had to be lossy (i.e. the ESR of the
capacitor was quite high) to maintain the stability of the experimental converter. Of
course, the controller of the converter could be redesigned for more robust operation at
the presence of the LCL circuit and load.
Table 3.1 The gain-crossover frequencies and the phase and
gain margins of the voltage-loop gains shown in Fig. 3.17.
Voltage-loop

Gain-crossover

gain shown in

frequency

Fig. 3.17

(kHz)

1

Phase margin

Gain margin

(degrees)

(dB)

23.7

71

25

2

19.8

76

22

3

23.7

67

7

The effect of remote sensing on the time domain transient response of the experimental
system was also analyzed in [P3]. It was shown that when the LCL circuit was
connected between the converter and load, the load-transient response of the loadvoltage was deteriorated (i.e., the initial voltage dip was increased and the static voltage
level was decreased). When the remote sensing was applied, the static accuracy of the
load voltage was improved as the closed-loop output impedances in Fig. 3.16b imply.
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However, the transient dynamics remained nearly intact. Hence, the application of the
remote sensing itself does not necessarily improve the transient dynamics. Of course,
the connection impedance block could be redesigned otherwise to improve the transient
dynamics. However, it may not be possible to design the connection impedance block in
every application and, therefore, the use of remote sensing may only improve the static
accuracy of the load voltage.
Fig. 3.18a shows the predicted closed-loop input impedances of the converter within the
cascaded system analyzed in [P3] without remote sensing (2, dashed line) and with it (3,
dash-dotted line). The internal closed-loop input impedance of the stand-alone converter
(1, solid line) and the ideal input impedance of the converter and the cascaded system
( Z in −∞ , dotted line) are also shown in Fig. 3.18a. The use of remote sensing
substantially decreases the input impedance at frequency range of 30–200 kHz,
compared to the input impedance of the stand-alone converter or the converter within
the cascaded system, when the output-voltage feedback is taken directly from the output
of the converter. In addition, the input impedance is slightly decreased at frequencies
from 1 to 10 kHz for the converter within the cascaded system with and without the
output-voltage remote sensing. The implication of the Fig. 3.18a is that the use of
remote sensing may make the converter more prone to source interactions as the above
theoretical discussion implies. Hence, the effects of the remote sensing need to be
carefully analyzed on the input dynamics as well as the output dynamics.
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The predicted short-circuit input impedances of the stand-alone converter ( Z in −sc , solid
line) and of the converter within the cascaded system ( Z inRS−sc , solid line) are shown in
Fig. 3.18b indicating that the connection impedance block slightly affects the shortcircuit input impedance. Especially at low frequencies, the magnitude of Z inRS−sc is higher
than the magnitude of Z in −sc , indicating that the possible source interactions to the
output impedance of the cascaded system are reduced slightly.
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Fig. 3.18 Predicted closed-loop (a) and short-circuit (b) input impedances for the stand-alone converter
and the converter within the cascaded system without and with the output-voltage remote sensing.
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4 Application of Invariance to Reduce Interactions
As discussed in Chapter 3, the source and load interactions can affect and deteriorate the
transient performance and stability of a converter. Therefore, special attention has to be
paid to the design of EMI filters, converters and systems composing of them. It is not
always possible or even practical to design the systems so that the impedance
interactions are not present. Consequently, possible performance degradation and
stability become important issues and need to be analyzed by proper methods described
in Chapters 2 and 3. Accurately predicting the converter and system impedances
constituting the source and load interactions may not always be possible, especially in
the case of commercial converter modules due to a lack of necessary information.
Therefore, the methods with which the interactions can be reduced or totally removed
are of great importance. As discussed in Chapter 2, the feedforward control methods can
be used to improve the converter dynamics. Even the ideal transient performance can be
achieved theoretically. As a consequence of these, the load and source interactions are
also reduced or totally removed. The application of these methods has to be done in the
design phase of the converter and, therefore, can not be applied to commercial converter
modules afterwards.
In this chapter, the practical application of such control methods that can achieve nearly
ideal transient performance and also reduce the impedance interactions within systems
are discussed, based on the contribution of the publications [P4]-[P7]. The control
methods to be discussed are input-voltage feedforward control and PCM-control with
output-current feedforward, which were applied to a basic buck converter in [P6] and in
[P4], [P5], respectively. The PCM-controlled fourth-order step-down converter known
as superbuck introduced in [P7] is used to demonstrate the effect of different topology
on the dynamical profile and the characteristic parameters defining the level of possible
interactions.

4.1 Supply Invariance of PCM and IVFF-controls in Practice
It was observed in the 70’s [58], that the use of PCM-control in a buck-derived
converter greatly improves the noise attenuation of the converter. Later on, the reason
for this peculiar behavior is shown to be the decreased magnitude of the input-to-output
transfer function due the proper value of slope of the compensation-ramp in duty-cycle
generation [61], [63]. The research on input-voltage feedforward for switched-mode
converters also started in the late 70’s. It was noticed that the source interactions could
be substantially reduced [64] and the input-to-output transfer function could be made
zero [66] for certain converters under IVFF-control. Similar behavior is also observed
with the buck-derived converters under boundary-conduction-mode [96] and hysteretic63
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current-mode control [65]. The basis for ideal transient response of a converter using
input-voltage and output-current feedforward is presented in [65] for current-mode
controlled converters. The supply or input invariance is analyzed in [57] by means of
simulations for the same buck converter under PCM and IVFF-controls. The practical
evidence of the reduced interactions are provided for a buck converter under PCM in
[97] and under IVFF-control in [73] without profound experimental frequency domain
analysis. The general theoretical treatment and experimental frequency domain analyses
of an IVFF-controlled buck converter are provided in [P6].

4.1.1 Input-to-Output Attenuation
The input-to-output transfer functions of a buck converter under PCM and IVFFcontrols can be expressed as shown in (4.1) using the same notation as in [P5] and [P6].
In (4.1), FmPCMC and FmIVFF are the duty-ratio gains for PCM and IVFF-controls,
respectively. Similarly, qiPCMC and qiIVFF are the input-voltage feedforward gains,
U E = U in + U D + I o ( rD − rDS ) and rE = rL + DrDS + D ' rD , where D is the steady-state duty
ratio. The meaning of the other power-stage parameters in (4.1) can be deduced from
Fig. 4 in [P5] and Fig. 5 in [P6].
1
( D − FmPCMC qiPCMCU E ) (1 + srCC )
PCMC
LC
Gio −o =
FmPCMCU E + rE + rC
1
2
s +s
+
L
LC
1
D − FmIVFF qiIVFFU E ) (1 + srCC )
(
LC
GioIVFF
−o =
r +r
1
s2 + s E C +
L
LC

(4.1)

According to Section 2.3.3, the general condition for the zero open-loop input-to-output
transfer function was Fm qi = Gio −o Gco −o , which reduces, according to (4.1), to
Fm qi = D U E ≈ D U in for both the PCM and the IVFF-controlled buck converters. The
same gain (i.e., D U in ) for the buck converter is found in [66], where the ideal gains are
also derived for the other basic topologies (i.e., boost and buck-boost). In [67], the ideal
feedforward gains that result in zero input-to-output transfer function at DC are derived
for the basic topologies and also for topologies that have quadratic conversion ratios.
However, the stability issue of non-minimum-phase converters to obtain the ideal gains
is not discussed in either publication.
The duty-ratio and IVFF gains of the buck converter under PCM-control are shown in
(4.2), where M c is the slope of the artificial compensation ramp and Ts is the switching
cycle [P5]. By having M c equal to DU E ( 2 L ) ≈ U o ( 2 L ) , the above condition for zero
input-to-output transfer function of the PCM-controlled buck converter can be obtained
[63]. A nearly similar requirement can also be derived for the PCM-controlled
superbuck introduced in [P7]. However, the zero input-to-output transfer function can
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be obtained only at low frequencies due to the resonant characteristics of the transfer
function as discussed in [P7]. The PCM-control is implemented by controlling the peak
value of the sum of the individual inductor currents flowing to output capacitor node.
Therefore, the requirement for the slope of the compensation ramp becomes
M c ≈ U o ( 2 LP ) , where LP is the inductance value of a parallel combination of the
individual inductors. The expressions for the duty-ratio and IVFF gains of the PCMcontrolled superbuck converter can be found in [P7].

FmPCMC

⎛ ⎛
D ' − D )U E
(
= ⎜ Ts ⎜ M c +
⎜ ⎜
2L
⎝ ⎝

qiPCMC =

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

−1

(4.2)

DD 'Ts
2L

The practical implementation of the IVFF-control method has decisive effect on the
obtainable level of attenuation of the input-to-output transfer function. Different
implementation approaches are discussed in [68]-[72]. Typically, the IVFF scheme for a
buck converter is implemented by making the slope of the PWM ramp directly
proportional to input voltage by a positive constant factor k as shown in Fig. 4 in [P6]
−1
resulting to the duty-ratio and IVFF gains: FmIVFF = ( kU inTs ) and qiIVFF = kDTs . As a
result, FmIVFF qiIVFF is equal to D U in and the ideal condition for the zero input-to-output
transfer function is closely met. However, it may not be possible to make the slope of
the PWM ramp directly proportional to the input voltage due to the availability of such
circuits. E.g., the PWM-circuit used in [73] makes the PWM-ramp slope proportional to
k ( uin − 3.5V ) . Therefore, the implementation is not ideal and the zero input-to-output
transfer function condition can not be met. Another simple method is to make the
PWM-ramp signal by charging a capacitor Cx from the input voltage through a resistor
Rx and discharging the capacitor during the off time of the converter. Consequently, the
ramp signal is an exponential function instead of a constant ramp. In this case, the
corresponding duty-ratio and IVFF gains become as shown in (4.3) meaning that the
ideal condition can not be exactly met and, therefore, the resulting input-to-output
transfer function would deviate from zero [P6].

FmIVFF =

DTs
Rx Cx

Rx Cx e
TsU in

qiIVFF = 1 − e

(4.3)

DTs
−
Rx Cx

When the time constant Rx Cx is much larger than the switching cycle Ts , the exponent
function e x can be approximated by Taylor series by 1 + x [98] and, consequently,
FmIVFF qiIVFF ≈ D U in as can be deduced from (4.3). In practice, the time constant Rx Cx
can not be made much larger than the switching cycle due to the inner properties of the
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modulator and the noise problems caused by the resulting slowly increasing ramp
voltage. However, the attenuation of the input-to-output transfer function can be greatly
improved compared to the converter under VMC as demonstrated in [P6], despite the
imperfections of the practical implementation.
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Fig. 4.1a shows the measured or calculated (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines)
internal open-loop input-to-output transfer functions of the same buck converter under
VM, PCM and IVFF-controls. The power stages and operation points of the converters
are the same for efficient comparison [P6]. The measured Gio −o for the PCM-controlled
buck converter shown in Fig. 8 in [P6] is erroneously presented as internal or nominal
measurement. Actually, it is the measured load-affected open-loop input-to-output
transfer function GioL−o , when the load is a resistor. The PCM-controlled converter
operates as a current-source at open loop and, therefore, it can not operate with
constant-current load and a resistive load has to be used. The effect of the load resistor
has to be removed from the measurement to get the internal or nominal transfer
function. The internal input-to-output transfer function of the PCM-controlled buck
converter calculated from measurements is shown in Fig. 4.1a with the corresponding
prediction. Similarly, Fig. 4.1b shows the calculated (solid line) and predicted (dashed
line) open-loop input-to-output transfer functions of the superbuck converter under
PCMC introduced in [P7] for comparison.
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Fig. 4.1 Measured or calculated (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) input-to-output transfer
functions of the VM, PCM and IVFF-controlled buck converters (a) and the PCM-controlled superbuck
converter (b).

According to Fig. 4.1a, the attenuation at low frequencies is approximately -10 and -30
dB for the PCM and the IVFF-controlled converters, respectively. The attenuation is
approximately -5 dB for the same buck converter under VMC. The resonant behavior
typical to VM-controlled converter is present in the IVFF-controlled converter but
absent in the PCM-controlled converter as expected. Therefore, at the vicinity of the
resonant frequency of the converter’s output filter, the input noise attenuation of the
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PCM-controlled converter is better. However, the attenuation is improved more for the
IVFF than the PCM-controlled converter at low frequencies. The PCM-controlled
converter had to be overcompensated (i.e., the value of M c had to be higher than the
ideal value, which would result to zero input-to-output transfer function) to get the
converter to work correctly without subharmonic oscillations during transients. Hence,
the product FmPCMC qiPCMC is approximately 60 % of the ideal value, i.e., D U E .
Similarly, FmIVFF qiIVFF for the IVFF-controlled converter is approximately 108 % of the
ideal value due to the imperfections of the practical implementation. Consequently, the
phase of the input-to-output transfer functions should start from 180 degrees (or equally
from -180 degrees) for the IVFF-controlled converter and 0 degrees for the PCMcontrolled converter as can be concluded by (4.1). The measurements and predictions
shown in Fig. 4.1a confirm the above expectation.
According to Fig. 4.1b, the low-frequency input-voltage attenuation of the superbuck
converter under PCMC is slightly higher in comparison to the conventional buck
converter under PCMC due to more ideal compensation. The PCMC method used for
the superbuck converter does not damp all the resonances in the input-to-output transfer
function as shown in Fig. 4.1b. The reason for this is that the peak value of the sum
current (i.e., the current flowing to output-capacitor node) is controlled instead of the
individual currents. Therefore, the currents of the individual inductors can fluctuate
freely within the sum, implying that resonant behavior exists at the input because the
input current is equal to the current of one inductor. An examble Matlab m-file, which
was used to predict the transfer functions of a superbuck converter, is shown in
Appendix C. The experimental superbuck converter is shown in a photograph in
Appendix D in Fig. A.2.

4.1.2 Source Interactions
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the zero input-to-output transfer function substantially
reduces the source or supply interactions by making the different input admittances (i.e.,
Yin −o , Yin −sc , Yin −∞ and Yin −c ) equal. The ideal input admittance Yin −∞ is independent of
control method and load, but specific for a topology. Therefore, it can be expressed for a
buck converter as shown in (4.4) by replacing the open-loop transfer functions with the
corresponding expressions of the VM-controlled buck converter. When the zero
condition for the input-to-output transfer function is met, the different input admittances
are equal and can be expressed with (4.4). When the implementation of the zero
condition is not exactly met, the short-circuit Yin −sc and open-loop input admittances
Yin −o would differ from the ideal input admittance. In addition, the control method used
affects the short-circuit and open-loop input admittances. The short-circuit input
admittance can be expressed for the buck converters under VMC, PCMC and IVFF
control as shown in (4.5).
Yin −∞ = Yin −o −

Gio −oGci −o
DI
I
I
= − o ≈ − in = − D 2 o
Gco −o
UE
U in
Uo
67
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YinVMC
− sc =

D2
rE + sL

YinPCMC
− sc =
IVFF
in − sc

Y

D 2 − FmPCMC ( qiPCMC ( DU E + I o rE ) + DI o ) − sLFmPCMC qiPCMC I o

(4.5)

FmPCMCU E + rE + sL

D 2 − FmIVFF qiIVFF ( DU E + I o rE ) − sLFmIVFF qiIVFF I o
=
rE + sL

The short-circuit input admittances of the PCM and IVFF-controlled converters become
equal to the ideal input admittance shown in (4.4), when Fm qi is equal to D U E (i.e.,
the zero condition for the input-to-output transfer function) in (4.5) confirming the
theoretical prediction. The expressions of the corresponding open-loop input
admittances can be found for PCM-controlled and IVFF-controlled buck converters in
[P5] and [P6], respectively. The open-loop input admittance for the VM-controlled buck
converter can be found by replacing qiIVFF with zero in the expression of open-loop
input admittance of the IVFF-controlled buck converter.
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The predicted (dashed lines) and measured or calculated (solid lines) open-loop input
impedances of the buck converters under VM, PCM and IVFF-controls are shown in
Fig. 4.2a. The corresponding predicted short-circuit input impedances (VMC: solid line,
PCMC: dashed line, IVFF: dash-dotted line) and the ideal input impedance ( Z in −∞ ,
dotted line) are shown in Fig. 4.2b.
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Fig. 4.2 Predicted (dashed lines) and measured or calculated (solid lines) open-loop input impedances
(a) and predicted short-circuit input impedances and the ideal input impedance (b) of the buck converters
under VM, PCM and IVFF controls.

The predictions match well with the measurements in Fig. 4.2a except at high
frequencies, where the pulsating input current starts to affect the measurements. The
open-loop input impedances of the PCM and IVFF-controlled converters track quite
well the ideal input impedance, i.e., magnitude of 24 dBΩ and phase of -180 degrees,
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except at low frequencies, where the magnitude of Z in −o of the PCM-controlled
converter is slightly higher than the ideal input impedance. Similarly, the magnitude of
Z in −o of the IVFF-controlled converter is slightly smaller than the ideal input impedance
at the vicinity of the resonant frequency of the converter’s output filter.
It is obvious that the measurement of the short-circuit input impedance is not possible in
practice without changing the operation point, i.e., short-circuiting the output of the
converter. Another method would be to use a very large capacitor, which has very low
equivalent series resistance, in parallel with the load to nearly short-circuit the output in
dynamic sense, i.e., Z L  Z o −o at the frequency range of interest. Hence, the measured
load-affected input impedance would be approximately equal to the short-circuit input
impedance. The needed value of the capacitance would be very high (in the range of
few farads) and, therefore, the short-circuit input impedances were not measured.
According to Fig. 4.2, the source interactions would be greatly reduced for the PCMcontrolled converter, because the open-loop (in Fig. 4.2a) and short-circuit (in Fig. 4.2b)
input impedances match quite well with the ideal input impedance Z in −∞ in Fig. 4.2b.
Therefore, the effect of a source impedance would be nearly cancelled in the sourceaffected output impedance and control-to-output transfer function as can be concluded
from the source-affected description of a converter in (2.7). The source interactions
would also be reduced for the IVFF-controlled converter. However, the open-loop and
short-circuit impedances do not follow the ideal input impedance as well as for the
PCM-controlled converter.
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Fig. 4.3a shows the predicted open-loop (solid line), short-circuit (dashed line) and ideal
(dash-dotted line) input impedances of the PCM-controlled superbuck converter. The
measured open (dashed line) and closed-loop (solid line) input impedances at the same
operation point are shown in Fig. 4.3b.
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Fig. 4.3 Predicted open-loop, short-circuit and ideal input impedances (a) and measured open and
closed-loop input impedances (b) of the experimental superbuck converter.
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According to the input impedances shown in Fig. 4.3a, resonant behavior also exists in
short-circuit and ideal input impedances, which represents a behavior that is totally
different from what would be expected based on the characteristic behavior of the
conventional buck converter. The voltage-loop gain-crossover frequency is
approximately 63 kHz for the superbuck converter as shown in Fig. 13 in [P7].
Therefore, the closed-loop input impedance would follow the ideal input impedance at
frequencies lower than 63 kHz (i.e., where Lv  1 ) and the open-loop input impedance
at higher frequencies (i.e., where Lv  1 ) as can be concluded from the closed-loop
input impedance shown in (3.14). This is also clearly seen by comparing Figs. 4.3a and
4.3b.
As demonstrated in [P7], the output dynamics of the PCM-controlled superbuck
converter are first-order like and, hence, similar to the output dynamics of the
conventional buck converter under PCMC. However, the results in Fig. 4.3 clearly
indicate that the input dynamics of the superbuck converter are totally different from the
conventional buck converter. Therefore, generalizing the results and design rules
obtained with the conventional converters such as buck, boost, and buck-boost for other
topologies with similar steady-state characteristics may lead to totally wrong
conclusions due to the peculiar characteristics the higher order converters may have. It
is also analyzed in [P7] that transfer functions of the superbuck converter may also have
RHP-zero or zeros and possibly also poles depending on the power-stage parameters
and operation conditions, which may affect the design of the converters profoundly.

4.2 Load and Supply Invariance of PCMC-OCF in Practice
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the ideal load-transient response is achieved when the
feedforward gain from the output current to the general control variable, Fm qo , is equal
to Z o Gco . Clearly, the implementation of the ideal gain is only possible for the
minimum-phase converters such as buck. The use of output-current feedforward is most
advantageous with PCMC due to increased open-loop output impedance [P5]. By using
the same notation as in Chapter 2 and [P5], the ideal condition for the PCM-controlled
buck converter at open loop can be stated as shown in (4.6), where Ga is the gain from
the control voltage to the control current and is equal to inverse of the equivalent
inductor-current-sensing resistor Rs1 , H i is the output-current sensing gain and Rs2 is
the equivalent output-current-sensing resistor. The ideal gain presented in (10) in [P4] is
actually incorrect, but it is correct in [P5].
Ga H i Rs2 =

Z o −o FmPCMCU E + rE + sL
=
Gco −o
FmPCMCU E

(4.6)

According to (4.6), the ideal gain for the PCM-controlled buck converter is dependent
on the operation point and power stage parameters and, therefore, practical
implementation would be challenging. The ideal gain, which results in zero output
impedance, derived in [75] is basically the same as in (4.6) although it is not presented
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in general form. Moreover, the experimental results presented in [75] are provided with
a buck-type converter and, hence, the issue of non-minimum phase converters is not
discussed.
In [79], OCF-control is applied to a VM-controlled buck converter. The output current
is measured directly by the current transformer. The transformer can only provide
information on the output-current perturbations and, therefore, the feedforward
decreased the output impedance only at high frequencies. The optimum design is based
on the optimum value of the feedforward current gain by means of the integral of
output-voltage squared error. The sensitivity of the different current transformer
parameter values is analyzed. However, the ideal feedforward gain is not derived as a
function of the transfer functions of the converter. In [81] and [82], the output-current
feedforward is used to obtain resistive load-line for voltage-regulator modules
supplying microprocessors.
The DC-gain of the ideal feedforward gain shown in (4.6) is close to unity and,
therefore, the unity feedforward implementation (i.e., H i = 1 and Rs2 = Rs1 ) would
provide a practical method to reduce the output impedance as demonstrated in [65] and
[74]. The conclusions presented in [74] are basically correct but the statement that the
output impedance of a PCM-controlled converter with unity output-current feedforward
would be the same as the output impedance of the corresponding VM-controlled
converter is not generally true as can be concluded based on simulations presented in
[76] and experimental evidence provided in [P4] and [P5].

4.2.1 Effect of Unity Output-Current Feedforward on Output
Dynamics
According to [P4] and [P5], the output-current feedforward only affects the output
impedance and the control-to-output transfer function as far as the output dynamics are
concerned. However, the control-to-output transfer function is actually left intact,
because the gain multiplying it (i.e., Ga = iˆco uˆco = 1 Rs1 ) only changes the control signal
from current to voltage domain, which is typically also used for the PCM-controlled
converters due to easier practical implementation of the control circuitry.
According to [P5], when unity OCF is used (i.e., H i = 1 ), the open-loop output
impedance of the PCM-controlled buck converter becomes

Z oPCMC-OCF
=
−o

⎞
⎛ Rs2 ⎞ PCMC
1 ⎛
⎜ rE + ⎜1 −
⎟ Fm U E + sL ⎟ (1 + srCC )
LC ⎝
⎝ Rs1 ⎠
⎠
FmPCMCU E + rE + rC
1
s +s
+
L
LC
2
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According to the open-loop output impedance shown in (4.7), the following conclusions
can be made:
•

The output impedance would resemble the output impedance of the VMcontrolled buck converter without the resonant behavior, when Rs2 = Rs1 .
The output impedance would be zero at low frequencies, when
rE + (1 − Rs2 Rs1 ) FmPCMCU E = 0 , i.e., Rs2 Rs1 = 1 + rE ( FmPCMCU E ) , which is an
operation-point-dependent constant close to unity.
The magnitude of the output impedance would approach the output impedance
of the corresponding PCM-controlled converter along the increase in the
mismatch between the equivalent sensing resistors.
The phase of the output impedance would start from 180 degrees at low
frequencies, when the ratio Rs2 Rs1 is higher than 1 + rE ( FmPCMCU E ) , indicating
negative resistance behavior. Similarly, the phase would start from 0 degrees at
low frequencies, when the ratio Rs2 Rs1 is smaller than 1 + rE ( FmPCMCU E ) .

•

•

•
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Fig. 4.4a shows the measured (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) open-loop
output impedances of the VM-controlled buck converter and PCM-controlled buck
converter without and with the OCF (i.e., Rs2 ≈ 0.998 ⋅ Rs1 ). Fig. 4.4b shows the effect of
the equivalent sensing resistors mismatch on the open-loop output impedance. The
mismatch is approximately -1 %, +0 % and +2 % (the plus sign means that Rs2 > Rs1
and the minus sign that Rs2 < Rs1 ) for dashed, solid and dotted lines, respectively. A
photograph of the experimental buck converter used in the analysis is shown in
Appendix D in Fig. A.2 with the PCMC-OCF control circuitry.
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Fig. 4.4 Measured (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) open-loop output impedances of a buck
converter under VMC, PCMC and PCMC-OCF (a) and the measured effects of equivalent sensing
resistors mismatch on the output impedance of the same converter under PCMC-OCF (b).

The measurements agree quite well with the predictions for the VM and PCMcontrolled converters as shown in Fig. 4.4a. The measured output impedance of the
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converter under PCM-control with OCF is slightly higher at frequencies above 100 Hz
due to the parasitic effects of the output terminals of the experimental converter.
However, the OCF has significantly decreased the magnitude of the open-loop output
impedance and, hence, also decreased the closed-loop output impedance, because the
voltage-loop gain of the converter is left intact. The improved load transient response of
the converter under PCMC-OCF is clearly seen in the Fig. 6 in [P5].
According to Fig. 4.4b, the conclusion made by (4.7) holds, i.e., the output impedance
resembles the output impedance of the PCM-controlled converter along the increase in
the mismatch of the equivalent sensing resistors and the negative resistance like
behavior is clearly seen from the phase behavior of the dotted line, i.e., when Rs2 is
approximately 2 % than larger Rs1 . Similar behavior also exists for the closed-loop
output impedance shown in Figs. 10 and 9 in [P4] and [P5], respectively. Consequently,
the load transient response exhibits overshoot as shown in Fig. 8 in [P5], when Rs2 is 10
% larger than Rs1 . The negative-resistance-like behavior can also make the OCFcontrolled converter more prone to instability due to the capacitive loading as discussed
in [P5].
The practical implementation of the OCF-control in [P4] and [P5] was conducted so that
the output current was measured at low-side of the output terminal of the converter by a
simple resistor, which was actually considered to be a part of the load rather than the
converter. Therefore, the measurements could be compared to other measurements of
the VM and PCM-controlled converters which did not have the output-current sensing
resistor. In practice, the sensing resistor would affect the load voltage adversely as
discussed also in [65]. If a resistor R is used to measure the output current, the outputvoltage feedback should be taken at the load-side of the resistor to compensate the
voltage drop. Therefore, the resistor appears in series with the open-loop output
impedance resulting in the nominal closed-loop output impedance shown in (4.8).
Z oPCMC-OCF
=
−c

Z oPCMC-OCF
+R
−o
1 + Lv

(4.8)

Another possibility is to use other methods to measure the output current. The method
proposed in [65] and later also used in [74] only uses the current of the output capacitor
measured with a current transformer. This simplifies the design of PCM-control with
OCF, because the capacitor current is the difference between the inductor and load
currents and, consequently, the inductor current does not need to be measured
separately. Therefore, the PCM and OCF controls are provided with the same current
signal. However, the method introduces additional resistance in series with the output
capacitor, which can affect the output-voltage ripple adversely in some applications. In
addition, if additional capacitors are connected at the output of the converter, the current
of these capacitors is not used for PCM or OCF-control and, therefore, the dynamics of
the converter may change adversely.
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4.2.2 Effect of Unity Output-Current Feedforward on Input Dynamics
Typically, the effect of output-current feedforward is only linked to the output dynamics
of a converter. However, the feedforward also affects the reverse current transfer
function Toi −o and the control-to-input transfer function Gci as derived in Chapter 2 and
in [P4] and [P5]. The control-to-input transfer function is virtually left intact due to the
same reason as discussed in Section 4.2.1 for control-to-output transfer function and,
therefore, the output-current feedforward affects only the reverse current transfer
function.
When the ideal output-current feedforward gain derived in Section 2.3.3 is used, the
reverse current transfer function corresponds to the ideal reverse current transfer
function Toi −∞ , which for a buck converter can be expressed as shown in (4.9). For the
unity OCF implementation, when the gain H i = 1 , the open-loop reverse current
transfer function becomes as shown in (4.10), where the coefficients a, b and c are
defined in (4.11). It is obvious that the ratio of the equivalent sensing resistors Rs2 Rs1
affects the location of the zeros and, consequently, the shape of the reverse current
transfer function significantly. According to (4.9) and (4.10), the reverse current transfer
function can not be identical to Toi −∞ when unity feedforward is used due to the different
number of poles and zeros.
Toi −∞ =

DU E + rE I o + sLI o
UE

ToiPCMC-OCF
=
−o

a = FmPCMC I o

(4.9)

as 2 + bs + c
F PCMCU E + rE + rC
1
s2 + s m
+
L
LC

(4.10)

Rs2
Rs1

b=

⎞
⎛
Rs2 PCMC ⎞ Rs2 PCMC
1⎛
PCMC
Fm U E ⎟ +
Fm I o ( rE + rC + FmPCMCU E ) ⎟⎟ (4.11)
⎜⎜ ( D − Fm I o ) ⎜ rC +
L⎝
Rs1
⎝
⎠ Rs1
⎠

c=

⎛ Rs2 ⎞ ⎞
1 ⎛
PCMC
⎜⎜ D − Fm I o ⎜1 −
⎟ ⎟⎟
LC ⎝
⎝ Rs1 ⎠ ⎠

Fig. 4.5a shows the predicted open-loop reverse current transfer functions of the PCMcontrolled buck converter with unity OCF implementation, when the ratio of the
equivalent sensing resistors, Rs2 Rs1 , is varied. Dash-dotted, solid and dashed lines
represent the cases where Rs2 is equal to 1.05 ⋅ Rs1 (+5 %), 1.00 ⋅ Rs1 (+0 %) and
0.95 ⋅ Rs1 (-5 %), respectively. The slope of the artificial compensation ramp is the same
as discussed in Section 4.1 (i.e., the product FmPCMC qiPCMC is 60 % of the ideal value).
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Mismatch between the equivalent sensing resistors affects the magnitude and phase of
Toi −o mainly at low frequencies as shown in Fig.4.5a.
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Fig. 4.5b shows the predicted (1, dashed line) and measured (2, solid line) open-loop
reverse current transfer functions of the same converter, when Rs2 = 0.998 ⋅ Rs1 . The
predicted ideal reverse current transfer function Toi −∞ is also shown in Fig. 4.5b as the
dotted line. Despite the unity feedforward implementation and a slight mismatch
between the equivalent sensing resistors, Toi −o follows the corresponding ideal transfer
function quite accurately up to 10 kHz although the symbolic transfer functions
presented in (4.9) and (4.10) would indicate larger differences.
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Fig. 4.5 (a): Predicted effect of mismatch between the sensing resistors Rs2 and Rs1 on the open-loop
reverse current transfer functions, (b): Predicted (1) and measured (2) Toi − o , when Rs2 = 0.998 ⋅ Rs1 with
the ideal reverse current transfer function ( Toi −∞ ).

According to Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 10 in [P5], the unity OCF increases the magnitude of the
reverse current transfer function at high frequencies compared to the PCM-controlled
converter. This may result in increased sensitivity to source interactions, because the
load interactions can reflect to the source side more easily via the load-affected input
admittance ( YinL−o ) shown in the load-affected description of a converter in (2.5), if the
converter is not compensated to have input-to-output transfer function close to zero.
The output-current feedforward also affects the level of source interaction reflected to
the load side indirectly by changing the short-circuit input admittance, when the inputto-output transfer function is not exactly zero. The short-circuit input admittance of the
PCM-controlled buck converter with unity OCF can be derived by the symbolic transfer
functions presented in [P5] as shown in (4.12).
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YinPCMC-OCF
=
− sc
⎛
⎛ R ⎞⎞
D 2 − FmPCMC ⎜ qiPCMC ( DU E + I o rE ) + DI o ⎜ 1 − s2 ⎟ ⎟ − sLFmPCMC qiPCMC I o
⎝ Rs1 ⎠ ⎠
⎝
⎛ R ⎞
FmPCMCU E ⎜1 − s2 ⎟ + rE + sL
⎝ Rs1 ⎠

(4.12)

When the ratio of the equivalent sensing resistors is unity, the short-circuit input
admittance resembles the short-circuit input admittance of the IVFF-controlled buck
converter as can be concluded by comparing (4.5) to (4.12). The short-circuit input
admittance becomes equal to the ideal input admittance regardless of ratio Rs2 Rs1 ,
when the input-to-output transfer function is zero (i.e., FmPCMC qiPCMC = D U E ).

Magnitude (dBΩ)

The predicted short-circuit input impedances of the PCM-controlled buck converter
with OCF are shown in Fig. 4.6, when Rs2 is equal to 1.00 ⋅ Rs1 (+0 %, solid line),
0.95 ⋅ Rs1 (-5 %, dashed line) and 1.05 ⋅ Rs1 (+5 %, dash-dotted line). The slope of the
compensation ramp is the same as in predictions shown in Fig. 4.5 and, therefore, the
input-to-output transfer function is not zero and the short-circuit input impedance would
differ from the ideal input impedance. The magnitude of Z in −sc depends highly on the
ratio of the equivalent sensing resistors at low frequencies as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Consequently, the unity OCF implementation has made the converter more prone to
source interactions than the corresponding converter under PCMC, because the source
interactions reflect to the output impedance more easily via the smaller short-circuit
input impedance at low frequencies as can be concluded by comparing Figs. 4.2b and
4.6.
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Fig. 4.6 The predicted effect of mismatch between the equivalent sensing resistors Rs2 and Rs1 on the
short-circuit input impedance, when FmPCMC qiPCMC is 60 % of the ideal value.

Fig. 4.7a shows the different predicted input impedances of the buck converter under
PCMC and PCMC-OCF, i.e., open-loop input admittances of the both converters (1,
solid line) and short-circuit input admittances of the PCM-controlled (2, dashed-line)
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and PCM-controlled converter with unity OCF (3, dash-dotted line). The measured
source impedance ( Z s , dotted line) represent the output impedance of single-section LC
filter also used in the experimental measurements in [P4] and [P6]. Fig. 4.7b shows the
measured source-affected (solid lines) and nominal (dashed lines) open-loop output
impedances of the same converters.
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Fig. 4.7 The different predicted input impedances of the converters under PCMC and PCMC-OCF and

the source impedance seen by the converter (a), measured source-affected (solid lines) and nominal
(dashed lines) open-loop output impedances of the same converters (b).

According to Fig. 4.7a and the source-affected description of the converter in (2.7), the
open-loop output impedance of the PCM-controlled converter with OCF should peak at
the vicinity of 500 Hz due to the impedance overlap between the source and the shortcircuit input impedances (i.e., Z s and 3, dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively). Fig.
4.7b confirms the predicted peaking of the output impedance. However, the sourceaffected open-loop output impedance of the PCM-controlled converter with OCF is
significantly smaller than the corresponding impedance of the PCM-controlled
converter indicating that the closed-loop output impedance would also be smaller for
the converter under PCMC-OCF at the whole frequency range. The reason for this is
that the source-affected voltage-loop gains are the same for the both converters as
shown in Fig. 11 in [P4].
According to this section, the unity OCF implementation can actually make the PCMcontrolled converter more prone to source interactions by increasing the magnitude of
the reverse current transfer functions at high frequencies and by decreasing the
magnitude of the short-circuit input impedance, if the inductor current feedback is not
properly compensated to obtain nearly zero input-to-output transfer function. In
addition, the application of the unity OCF should also be carefully considered, e.g., for a
VM-controlled buck converter as used in [79], because the input-to-output transfer
function of it can not be designed to be small.
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5 Conclusions
This chapter provides short summaries of the publications [P1]–[P7] as well as final
conlusions and remarks. The contribution of the thesis is recapitulated and future topics
are also briefly discussed.

5.1 Summary of the Publications
[P1]
The stability and performance of a converter with an arbitrary load is analyzed by its
closed-loop output impedance and the minor-loop gain defined at the output of the
converter. System theory is used to verify that the minor-loop gain can be used to
analyze internal and input-to-output stability of cascaded source and load subsystems.
Hence, the closed-loop output impedance is used to define the safe load profile to avoid
instability. It is shown that the stability margins of the load-side minor-loop gain do not
generally match with the margins of the corresponding output-voltage loop gain of the
converter. It is stated that the margins associated with the minor-loop gain should be
increased at the vicinity of the voltage-loop gain-crossover frequency to avoid
performance degradation of the converter, i.e., changes in stability margins and
crossover frequencies. Experimental analyses are provided with VM and PCMcontrolled buck converters having the same power stage and operation conditions.
[P2]
The stability and performance of a regulated converter is analyzed under source
interactions. The validity of the forbidden-region-based design rules to ensure stability
and performance a converter supplied by an arbitrary source subsystem is discussed.
The relations between the minor-loop gain defined at the true input of a converter and
the voltage-loop gain as well as closed-loop output impedance of the converter are
discussed. It is shown that the forbidden-region-based design rules would ensure
stability but do not necessarily provide information to maintain sufficient transient
dynamics. Middlebrook’s criterion is discussed to be useful, but in need of refinement
to also ensure adequate transient dynamics. Hence, a safe source profile that ensures
both stability and adequate performance of the experimental VM-controlled buck
converter is derived. Frequency and time domain measurements are provided to support
the theoretical findings.
[P3]
The effect of output-voltage remote sensing on converter dynamics is analyzed by a
general and consistent formalism. Two-port representation and g-parameters are used to
model the system consisting of a converter and an impedance block introduced within
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the feedback loop by the application of remote sensing. The interaction formalism is
derived to analyze the effect of remote sensing on all the g-parameters defining the
internal open-loop dynamics of a converter. It is shown that remote sensing may change
the converter dynamics profoundly and make the converter prone to instability and
performance degradation due to other source and load interactions. Frequency and time
domain measurements of two different VM-controlled buck converters are provided to
support the theoretical discussion.

[P4]
Methods that would reduce or totally remove the source and load interactions within
interconnected systems are discussed. The load and source interaction formalisms are
derived by two-port representations and basic circuit theory. It is stated that a converter
having zero output impedance and absolute attenuation of input-voltage noise would
provide the high invariance to load and source interactions. A PCM-controlled buck
converter with unity OCF is shown to have high invariance to the interactions also in
practice. Frequency and time domain measurements of an experimental PCM-controlled
buck converter with unity OCF are provided and compared to the measurement of the
same converter under only PCM and VM controls.
[P5]
The paper provides consistent theoretical and experimental analysis of the PCMcontrolled buck converter with unity OCF. The load and source interactions formalisms
are derived by two-port representations and basic circuit theory. The conditions for the
load and source invariance are stated. The effect of output-current feedforward on
internal dynamics of a converter is analyzed with the g-parameter presentation of the
converter. A PCM-controlled buck converter is modeled and its internal g-parameter set
is given to evaluate the effects of the unity OCF comprehensively. The effects of
imperfections in the practical implementation on the obtainable level of invariance are
discussed both theoretically and experimentally. Experimental measurements in
frequency and time domains are provided to compare the dynamics of the PCMcontrolled converter with OCF to the dynamics of the same converter under PCM and
VM controls.
[P6]
The paper provides consistent formalism to analyze the effect of IVFF control on
internal dynamics of a converter. The general condition for source or input invariance is
derived. An IVFF-controlled buck converter is modeled and its internal g-parameter set
is given in the paper. The effect of practical implementation of the IVFF scheme is
discussed and analyzed. Frequency domain measurements of the converter are provided
to analyze the improved attenuation of the input-voltage noise and to compare its
dynamics to the same converters under VM and PCM controls. The improved source
invariance is demonstated with EMI filter interactions. Time domain measurements are
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provided to show the deteriorated load-transient response of the IVFF-controlled
converter due to the input-voltage-dependent maximum duty-ratio.

[P7]
A PCM-controlled fourth-order step-down converter known as superbuck operating in
CCM is modeled in a consistent way by first developing the model for the
corresponding VM-controlled converter. The internal dynamics of the PCM-controlled
superbuck are analyzed with the symbolic transfer functions of the converter, because
such models are not presented previously in literature and the dynamic features of the
converter are unknown. It is shown that the converter may have similar characteristics
to the conventional PCM-controlled buck converter such as first-order-like output
dynamics, high input-to-output noise attenuation and insensitivity to source interactions
providing that the inductor-current feedback is properly compensated. The analyses,
however, show that the converter may be more susceptible to source-imposed
instability, because the input dynamics are not free of resonances. The reason for this is
shown to be the type of the inductor-current feedback. Frequency and time domain
measurements are provided with an experimental 440-kHz converter.

5.2 Final Conclusions and Remarks
The efficient and reliable conversion of electricity from a distribution network or other
sources to different DC loads with stringent requirements in terms of static accurary and
transient response has necessitated the use of switched-mode converters and distributed
power supply systems. Despite the many advantages of the distributed systems, they
have also presented challenges for system designers in guaranteeing reliable operations,
stability and performance of the systems in terms of different design issues and
impedance interactions that need to be considered. The methods to model and analyze
the converters and the systems composed of them have received plenty of attention
during the past decades. It was noticed quite early that it is the different impedances
within the systems that may compromise the stability and performance of the individual
converters and systems. Consequently, a concept of minor-loop gain composing of the
ratio of output and input impedances of arbitrary source and load subsystem connected
in cascade has been introduced as a tool to analyze the interactions. During the past
years, different forbidden-region-based design rules have been developed for the minorloop gain to ensure stability and adequate performance of the system. The forbidden
regions are usually defined based on certain gain and phase margins of the minor-loop
gain so that the regions do not allow the minor-loop gain to encircle the critical point (1,0) in the complex plane, which would result in instability according to the Nyquist
stability criterion (providing that no RHP poles exist in the minor-loop gain). The
different criteria are usually compared by evaluating the area they occupy in the
complex plane and the simplicity of the measurement, i.e., do both the magnitude and
phase of certain voltages or currents need to be measured to evaluate the violation of the
forbidden region.
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It is well known that the minor-loop gain defined at an arbitrary interface within a
system provides information on the stability of the system. However, as discussed and
analyzed in the thesis, the minor-loop gain may not at all contain the necessary
information on performance degradation of converters and systems. The minor-loop
gain contains the necessary information on the load-imposed performance degradation
only, if it is defined at the true output of a converter, i.e., the interface from which the
output-voltage feedback is taken. The load-transient response and input-to-output noise
attenuation of a converter may be deteriorated due to excess peaking of the loadaffected closed-loop output impedance and input-to-output transfer function. Generally,
it is the peaking of the sensitivity function defined by the load-side minor-loop gain that
induces the peaking on the transfer functions. According to Chapter 3, this can be
avoided by a forbidden region, which is defined as a circle centered at point (-1,0). The
radius of the circle can be directly determined as inverse of the allowed peaking. The
criterion occupies much less area in the complex plane than the other prevailing criteria,
and the violation of the criterion can be evaluated directly by only measuring the
magnitudes of the signals constituting the sensitivity function. However, if the
encirclement of point (-1,0) needs to be determined, both magnitude and phase
information of the signals have to be measured.
The relation between the load-side minor-loop gain and load-affected voltage-loop gain
of a converter has been analyzed and discussed in various publications such as [36],
[47] and [48]. The analyses are based on the same equation of the load-affected voltageloop gain, which has been derived as a function of the load-side minor-loop gain.
However, the conclusions made based on the derived equation are vague in [36] and
[48]: it has been stated that the load-affected voltage-loop gain is equal to the inverse of
the corresponding minor-loop gain when the load interactions occur at frequencies
below and near the gain-crossover frequency of the internal voltage-loop gain.
Consequently, it has also been stated that the stability margins of the minor-loop gain
also determine the stability margins of the voltage-loop gain. However, the inverse
relation holds only at frequencies where the magnitude of the nominal voltage-loop gain
is very high, i.e., typically higher than 20 dB, and diminishes rapidly when the
magnitude is smaller. Therefore, the minor-loop gain can not generally determine the
stability margins of the voltage-loop gain when the interactions occur at the vicinity of
the gain-crossover frequency as discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 3.
When the source interactions are considered, the performance degradation can not be
directly determined by the minor-loop gain defined even at the true input of a converter,
i.e., additional input capacitors and internal EMI filters are considered as part of the
source system rather than part of the converter. The reason for this is that the
interactions reflect via the different input admittances on the converter dynamics. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the peaking of the sensitivity function defined by the sourceside minor-loop gain also induces peaking on the source-affected closed-loop output
impedance and input-to-output transfer function of the converter. However, the output
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impedance may also be affected via the interactions with the short-circuit input
admittance of the converter. In addition, the source interactions reflect to the voltageloop gain via the interactions with the open-loop and ideal input admittances of the
converter. Consequently, the effect of all the input admittances (i.e., open-loop, shortcircuit and ideal) need to be considered to predict the effect of source interactions on the
converter dynamics. The minor-loop gains defined at other interfaces may not at all
contain the correct information on source-imposed performance degradation as
discussed in Chapter 3.
A common deficiency of the prevailing forbidden-region-based design criteria has been
that the frequency information of the impedance interactions or overlap is lost, when the
analysis results are only expressed as Nyquist plots in the complex plane. Although the
possible peaking of certain closed-loop transfer functions can be determined, the
frequency range where the peaking occurs is not known. E.g., if the load-side minorloop gain implies peaking at the frequency range where the internal voltage-loop gain is
high, the load-transient response of the converter may only be affected slightly and it
can still be sufficient to meet the requirements. On the contrary, if the same peaking
occurs at the vicinity of the voltage-loop gain-crossover frequency, the load-transient
response can be affected substantially and the requirements may not be met. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the gain margins associated with the load and source-side
minor-loop gains should be increased at the vicinity of the gain-crossover frequencies of
the internal voltage-loop gains to avoid performance degradation, i.e., the changes in
stability margins and crossover frequencies. Therefore, the frequency information of the
minor-loop gain is important in interaction analysis.
An accurate prediction of source and load interactions with mathematical models of
converters and other subsystems can be made conveniently with the consistent
interaction formalisms overviewed in Chapter 2. The formalisms are based on gparameters and two-port representations of converters and subsystems. It is shown that
the different open-loop input admittances and output impedance of a converter are the
key parameters determining the effects of arbitrary source and load impedances on
converter dynamics. When analyzing the interactions on commercial converter modules,
such information is rarely available and the converters can be characterized only by
measuring the closed-loop transfer functions. In addition, the converter modules may
have internal input capacitors and additional filters and, therefore, it may not be possible
to determine the impedances or the minor-loop gain at the true input and output
interfaces. Consequently, accurately predicting source and load interactions becomes
almost impossible without extensive laboratory experiments.
The effect of output-voltage remote sensing on the internal dynamics of a converter has
been discussed and analyzed in the thesis due to the lack of comprehensive theoretical
treatment in literature. The analysis formalism has been derived by the two-port
representations of the converter and the impedance block connected in cascade. It has
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been shown that the impedance network connected within the feedback loop may
change the dynamics of a converter profoundly when remote sensing is applied.
Therefore, the use of remote sensing may make the converter more prone to other
source and load interactions, which can further deteriorate the transient performance or
even stability of the converter.
The load and source interactions on converter dynamics can be reduced or even totally
removed by proper design of the control system. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
transient dynamics of a converter can be made nearly ideal with feedforward of input
voltage and output current. It has been shown that the ideal feedforward gains that
would result in ideal transient dynamics can be implemented only for the converters
with minimum-phase control dynamics such as buck converters. It has been discussed
that the ideal gains would also make the converter invariant to source and load
interactions. Dynamically, this means that the open-loop input-to-output transfer
function and output impedances of a converter are ideally zero. The system design
would become deterministic and easy because such a converter would actually behave
as a buffer within the system preventing the interactions propagating through the
converter. The only issue that would need to be verified is the stability of the sourceside minor-loop gain of the converter.
It has been shown and analyzed in the thesis that the PCM and IVFF-controlled buck
converters would have high invariance to source interactions if the implementations of
the control systems are made correctly, i.e., the inductor-current feedback is
compensated properly in the PCM-controlled converter and the feedforward gain is
made as close to the ideal as possible in IVFF-controlled converter. Similarly, the
output-current feedforward can be used to improve the load-transient response and
reduce the load interactions on output dynamics. It has been demonstrated in the thesis
that the unity OCF in a PCM-controlled buck converter would provide such features
although the ideal conditions can not be met exactly. However, if the inductor-current
feedback of the PCM-controlled converter with unity OCF is not compensated properly,
the unity OCF can actually make the converter more prone to source interactions due to
the increased magnitude of the reverse current transfer function and the short-circuit
input admittance.
The dynamic features of conventional second-order converters such as buck, boost and
buck-boost are well treated and analyzed in literature. However, the higher-order
converters are widely used, e.g., in interfacing solar arrays due to their characteristic
features such as continuous currents both at the input and output. The fourth-order stepdown converter known as superbuck has been modeled and analyzed under PCMC in
[P7]. Similarly to the conventional buck converter, the superbuck converter can have
high invariance to source interactions, but the input dynamics are not free of resonances,
which makes the converter more prone to source-imposed instability. The reason for
this has been shown to be the type of the current-feedback signal, which is composed of
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the sum of the inductor currents flowing to the output capacitor node. Therefore, the
output dynamics are similar to those of the buck converter (i.e., close to first-order) but
the input dynamics are not free of resonances, because the input current is only the
current of the one inductor. Consequently, the characteristic dynamics of conventional
converters should not be generalized to other topologies with similar steady-state
characteristics.
The main scientific contribution of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
•

It is shown that the minor-loop gain provides perfect information on the stability
of systems regardless at the interface where it is determined, but does not
necessarily provide information on the performance degradation of the system at
all. Consequently, the usefulness of prevailing forbidden-region-based design
rules for performance analysis is argued.

•

The peaking of sensitivity function defined by the minor-loop gain is shown to
cause peaking in various closed-loop transfer functions of a converter. However,
information on the inner properties of the converter is needed to evaluate the
level and importance of the peaking on performance of the converter.

•

It is shown that the inverse relation between the load-side minor-loop gain and
the voltage-loop gain of the corresponding converter only holds at the
frequencies where the magnitude of the voltage-loop gain is very high.
Therefore, the margins set for the minor-loop gain should be increased at the
vicinity of the gain-crossover frequency of the voltage-loop gain to ensure
adequate stability margins and gain-crossover frequency.

•

It is shown that the performance degradation of a converter due to source
interactions can be accurately analyzed only by the open-loop, ideal and shortcircuit input admittances of the converter and not by the minor-loop gain.

•

Comprehensive formulation is derived to analyze the effect of output-voltage
remote sensing on converter dynamics. Such formulation is not found in
literature.

•

Theoretical basis for obtaining source and load invariance is established. It is
shown experimentally that the theoretical findings also hold in practice.

•

The concept of ideal reverse current transfer function is introduced. It is shown
to be an important parameter in defining the ideality of the output-current
feedforward.
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5.3 Future Topics
This and the recently published [26] theses together form the basis for small-signal
modeling and analysis of individual converters and systems composing of them. The
advantages of the dynamic profile as a tool for evaluating the suitability of a topology or
a control method for a certain converter and for analyzing performance and stability of
converters are currently only recognized in the academic world. Therefore, interest of
the industry should be raised by organizing seminars and courses to the designers.
In the thesis, only voltage-input voltage-output converters and corresponding systems
were focused on and the system-level analysis formalism was presented only for
systems connected in cascade. A number of systems also exists, where the converters
are voltage-input current-output converters. The converters can also be connected in
parallel or series configurations. The dynamic profile of voltage-input current-output
converter and its load and source interaction formalism are introduced in [26]. However,
the other system configurations are not discussed comprehensively in literature.
Consequently, the analyses and results presented in this thesis and in [26] should be
extended to other types of system configurations to form a comprehensive set of tools
for analyzing the stability and performance of all kinds of systems.
The experimental analyses were carried out by buck converters under different control
methods in the thesis. In addition, the PCM-controlled superbuck converter was
discussed to demonstrate its peculiar internal dynamics. There are also numerous other
higher-order converters such as superboost, Ćuk and Sepic, but their internal dynamics
are not comprehensively discussed in literature. Therefore, the dynamic profiles of the
other basic and higher-order topologies should be derived and the applicability of the
converters in different systems should be studied.
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Appendices
Appendix A
%========================================================================%
% Nominal small-signal models for a buck converter under VM, PCM,
%
% PCMC-OCF and IVFF controls
%
% Copyright Matti Karppanen
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% 2008
%
%========================================================================%
s = tf('s');

% Laplace variable 's'

% Converter parameters
L = 105e-6;
% Inductor value
r_L = 60e-6;
% ESR of the inductor
C = 316e-6;
% Capacitor value
r_c = 33e-3;
% ESR of the capacitor
u_d = 0.3;
% Diode forward voltage drop
r_d = 55e-3;
% Diode on-time resistance
r_ds = 0.4;
% Switch on-time resistance
% Operation point parameters
Uin = 50;
% Input voltage
Uo = 10;
% Output voltage
Io = 2.5;
% Nominal output current
f_s = 100e3;
% Swithing frequency
Ts = 1/f_s;
% Swithing period
Io = Io;
% Average current of inductor
D = (Uo+r_L*Io+r_d*Io+u_d)/(Uin-r_ds*Io+r_d*Io+u_d); % Duty ratio
Iin = D*Io;
% Average input current
% Additional parameters
UE = Uin+u_d+(r_d-r_ds)*Io;
rE = r_L+D*r_ds+(1-D)*r_d;
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Nominal open-loop g-parameters for VMC
det_vmc = s^2+s*(rE+r_c)/L+1/(L*C);
% Determinant
Yin_o_vmc = (D^2*s/L)/det_vmc;
% Input admittance
Tji_o_vmc = (D*(1+s*r_c*C)/(L*C))/det_vmc;
% Output-to-input TF
Gio_o_vmc = (D*(1+s*r_c*C)/(L*C))/det_vmc;
% Input-to-output TF
Zo_o_vmc = (((rE+s*L)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_vmc; % Output impedance
Gci_vmc = (D*UE*s/L)/det_vmc+Io;
% Control-to-input TF
Gco_vmc = ((UE*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_vmc;
% Control-to-output TF
% Special input admittances
Yin_sc_vmc = (D^2)/(rE+s*L);
Yin_inf_vmc = tf(-(D*Io)/UE);

% Short-circuit input admittance
% Ideal input admittance

% Controller component values and transfer function for VMC
R1_vmc = 7.87e3;
R2_vmc = 3e3;
R3_vmc = 1.15e3;
C1_vmc = 47e-9;
C2_vmc = 470e-12;
C3_vmc = 11e-9;
Gcc_vmc = 1/(R2_vmc*(C1_vmc+C2_vmc)) ...
*((1+s*(R1_vmc*C1_vmc))*(1+s*((R2_vmc+R3_vmc)*C3_vmc))) ...
/(s*(1+s*(R3_vmc*C3_vmc))*(1+s*(R1_vmc*C1_vmc*C2_vmc/(C1_vmc+C2_vmc))));
% Nominal closed-loop g-parameters for VMC
Vm = 3;
% Peak-to-peak amplitude of the PWM-ramp voltage
Ga_vmc=1/Vm;
% Modulator gain
L_vmc=Ga_vmc*Gco_vmc*Gcc_vmc;
% Voltage-loop gain
Yin_c_vmc=Yin_o_vmc-L_vmc/(1+L_vmc)*Gci_vmc*Gio_o_vmc/Gco_vmc;
Tji_c_vmc=Tji_o_vmc+L_vmc/(1+L_vmc)*Gci_vmc*Zo_o_vmc/Gco_vmc;
Gio_c_vmc=Gio_o_vmc/(1+L_vmc);
Zo_c_vmc=Zo_o_vmc/(1+L_vmc);
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%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Duty-ratio constrains
Mc = 8e4;
% Slope of the compensation ramp in A/s
qi_pcm = (D*(1-D)*Ts)/(2*L);
% Input-voltage feedforward gain
Fm_pcm = 1/(Ts*(Mc+(UE*(1-D-D))/(2*L))); % Duty-ratio gain
% Nominal open-loop g-parameters for PCMC
det_pcm = s^2+s*(rE+r_c+Fm_pcm*UE)/L+1/(L*C);
Yin_o_pcm =(((D-Fm_pcm*UE*qi_pcm)*(D-Fm_pcm*Io)*s)/L)/det_pcm ...
- Fm_pcm*Io*qi_pcm;
Tji_o_pcm =(((D-Fm_pcm*Io)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_pcm;
Gio_o_pcm =(((D-Fm_pcm*UE*qi_pcm)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_pcm;
Zo_o_pcm =(((rE+Fm_pcm*UE+s*L)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_pcm;
Gci_pcm =((Fm_pcm*UE*(D-Fm_pcm*Io)*s)/L)/det_pcm + Fm_pcm*Io;
Gco_pcm =((Fm_pcm*UE*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_pcm;
% Special input admittances
Yin_sc_pcm = (D^2-Fm_pcm*(qi_pcm*(D*UE+Io*rE)+D*Io) ...
-s*L*Fm_pcm*qi_pcm*Io) ...
/(Fm_pcm*UE+rE+s*L);
% Short-circuit input admittance
Yin_inf_pcm = tf(-(D*Io)/UE);
% Ideal input admittance
% Controller component values and transfer function for PCMC and PCMC-OCF
R1_pcm = 33e3;
R2_pcm = 20e3;
C1_pcm = 22e-9;
C2_pcm = 470e-12;
Gcc_pcm = 1/(R2_pcm*(C1_pcm+C2_pcm))* ...
(1+s*(R1_pcm*C1_pcm))/(s*(1+s*(R1_pcm*C1_pcm*C2_pcm/(C1_pcm+C2_pcm))));
% Nominal closed-loop g-parameters for PCMC
R_s1 = 7.5/100;
% Equivalent inductor-current sensing resistor
Ga = 1/R_s1;
% Modulator gain
L_pcm = Ga*Gco_pcm*Gcc_pcm;
% Voltage-loop gain
Yin_c_pcm = Yin_o_pcm-L_pcm/(1+L_pcm)*Gci_pcm*Gio_o_pcm/Gco_pcm;
Tji_c_pcm = Tji_o_pcm+L_pcm/(1+L_pcm)*Gci_pcm*Zo_o_pcm/Gco_pcm;
Gio_c_pcm = Gio_o_pcm/(1+L_pcm);
Zo_c_pcm = Zo_o_pcm/(1+L_pcm);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% OCF parameters
R_s2 = 1.0*R_s1;
% Equivalent output-current sensing resistor
% Nominal open-loop g-parameters for PCMC-OCF
det_ocf = s^2+s*(rE+r_c+Fm_pcm*UE)/L+1/(L*C);
Yin_o_ocf = (((D-Fm_pcm*UE*qi_pcm)*(D-Fm_pcm*Io)*s)/L)/det_ocf ...
- Fm_pcm*Io*qi_pcm;
Tji_o_ocf = (((D-Fm_pcm*Io)*(1+s*C*(r_c+(R_s2/R_s1)*Fm_pcm*UE)))/(L*C)) ...
/det_ocf + R_s2/R_s1*Fm_pcm*Io;
Gio_o_ocf = (((D-Fm_pcm*UE*qi_pcm)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_ocf;
Zo_o_ocf = ((rE+(1-R_s2/R_s1)*Fm_pcm*UE+s*L)*(1+s*r_c*C)/(L*C))/det_ocf;
Gci_ocf = ((1/R_s1*Fm_pcm*UE*(D-Fm_pcm*Io)*s)/L)/det_ocf ...
+ 1/R_s1*Fm_pcm*Io;
Gco_ocf = ((1/R_s1*Fm_pcm*UE*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_ocf;
% Special input admittances
Yin_sc_pcm = (D^2-Fm_pcm*(qi_pcm*(UE*D+Io*rE)+D*Io*(1-R_s2/R_s1)) ...
-s*L*Fm_pcm*qi_pcm*Io) ...
/(Fm_pcm*UE*(1-R_s2/R_s1)+rE+s*L); % Short-circuit input admittance
Yin_inf_ocf = tf(-(D*Io)/UE);
% Ideal input admittance
% Nominal closed-loop g-parameters for PCMC-OCF
L_ocf = Gco_ocf*Gcc_pcm;
Yin_c_ocf = Yin_o_ocf-L_ocf/(1+L_ocf)*Gci_ocf*Gio_o_ocf/Gco_ocf;
Tji_c_ocf = Tji_o_ocf+L_ocf/(1+L_ocf)*Gci_ocf*Zo_o_ocf/Gco_ocf;
Gio_c_ocf = Gio_o_ocf/(1+L_ocf);
Zo_c_ocf = Zo_o_ocf/(1+L_ocf);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
%IVFF parameters
C_x=1e-9;
R_x=36.5e3;
qi_ivff = 1 - exp(-(D*Ts/(R_x*C_x)));
% IVFF gain
Fm_ivff = R_x*C_x*exp(D*Ts/(R_x*C_x))/(Ts*Uin); % Duty-ratio gain
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% Nominal open-loop g-parameters for IVFF
det_ivff = s^2+s*(rE+r_c)/L+1/(L*C);
Yin_o_ivff = ((D*s*(D-qi_ivff*Fm_ivff*UE))/L)/det_ivff-qi_ivff*Fm_ivff*Io;
Tji_o_ivff = (D*(1+s*r_c*C)/(L*C))/det_ivff;
Gio_o_ivff = (((D-qi_ivff*Fm_ivff*UE)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_ivff;
Zo_o_ivff = (((rE+s*L)*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_ivff;
Gci_ivff = Fm_ivff*((D*UE*s/L)/det_ivff+Io);
Gco_ivff = Fm_ivff*((UE*(1+s*r_c*C))/(L*C))/det_ivff;
% Controller component values and transfer function for IVFF
R1_ivff = 13e3;
R2_ivff = 1.4e3;
R3_ivff = 154;
C1_ivff = 27e-9;
C2_ivff = 800e-12;
C3_ivff = 47e-9;
Gcc_ivff = 1/(R2_ivff*(C1_ivff+C2_ivff)) ...
*((1+s*(R1_ivff*C1_ivff))*(1+s*((R2_ivff+R3_ivff)*C3_ivff))) ...
/(s*(1+s*(R3_ivff*C3_ivff)) ...
*(1+s*(R1_ivff*C1_ivff*C2_ivff/(C1_ivff+C2_ivff))));
% Nominal closed-loop g-parameters for IVFF
L_ivff = Gco_ivff*Gcc_ivff;
% Voltage-loop gain
Yin_c_ivff = Yin_o_ivff-L_ivff/(1+L_ivff)*Gci_ivff*Gio_o_ivff/Gco_ivff;
Tji_c_ivff = Tji_o_ivff+L_ivff/(1+L_ivff)*Gci_ivff*Zo_o_ivff/Gco_ivff;
Gio_c_ivff = Gio_o_ivff/(1+L_ivff);
Zo_c_ivff = Zo_o_ivff/(1+L_ivff);
%%%
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Appendix B
%========================================================================%
% M-file to evaluate the effect of output-voltage remote sensing and the %
% load on converter g-parameters
%
% Copyright Matti Karppanen
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% 2008
%
%========================================================================%
% Converting the data of the measured load impedance (ZL_measured)
% to frequency and complex vectors f and M_ZL
f = transpose(ZL_measured(:,1));
% frequency data to vector f
mag = 10.^(transpose(ZL_measured(:,2))/20); % magnitude in real numbers
phase = pi/180*transpose(ZL_measured(:,3)); % phase in radians
M_ZL = mag.*(cos(phase)+j*sin(phase));
% resulting complex vector
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Open and closed-loop g-parameters of the converter specified by another
m-file converted to complex vectors by means of a function tf2cmplx as
follows:
function [cmplx_tf] = tf2cmplx(tf,f)
[mag2,phase2] = bode(tf,2*pi*f); % TF to magnitude and phase
mag = mag2(:,:);
% mag as real numbers
phase = phase2(:,:);
% phase as degrees
phase_rad = pi/180*phase;
% phase as radians
cmplx_tf = mag.*(cos(phase_rad)+j*sin(phase_rad));

P_Yino = tf2cmplx(Yin_o,f);
P_Toio = tf2cmplx(Toi_o,f);
P_Gci = tf2cmplx(Gci,f);
P_Gioo = tf2cmplx(Gio_o,f);
P_Zoo = tf2cmplx(Zo_o,f);
P_Gco = tf2cmplx(Gco,f);
P_Lv = tf2cmplx(Lv,f);
P_Yinc = tf2cmplx(Yin_c,f);
P_Toic = tf2cmplx(Toi_c,f);
P_Gioc = tf2cmplx(Gio_c,f);
P_Zoc = tf2cmplx(Zo_c,f);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Open-loop input admittance
Open-loop output-to-input TF
Control-to-input TF
Input-to-output TF
Open-loop output impedance
Control-to-output TF
Voltage-loop gain
Closed-loop input admittance
Closed-loop output-to-input TF
Closed-loop input-to-output TF
Closed-loop output impedance

% G-parameters of the connection impedance block speficied by
% another m-file converted to complex vectors
P_Yin_CIB = tf2cmplx(Yin_CIB,f);
% Input admittance
P_Toi_CIB = tf2cmplx(Toi_CIB,f);
% Output-to-input TF
P_Gio_CIB = tf2cmplx(Gio_CIB,f);
% Input-to-output TF
P_Zo_CIB = tf2cmplx(Zo_CIB,f);
% Output impedance
P_Yinsc_CIB = tf2cmplx(Yinsc_CIB,f);
% Short-circuit input admittance
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Cascaded system consisting of the converter at open-loop and the
% connection impedance block
C_Yin_CSo = P_Yino+(P_Gioo.*P_Toio.*P_Yin_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Toi_CSo = (P_Toio.*P_Toi_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Gci_CSo = P_Gci+(P_Gco.*P_Toio.*P_Yin_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Gio_CSo = (P_Gioo.*P_Gio_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Zo_CSo = (1+P_Zoo.*P_Yinsc_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB).*P_Zo_CIB;
C_Gco_CSo = (P_Gco.*P_Gio_CIB)./(1+P_Zoo.*P_Yin_CIB);
% Load-affected TFs (Load impedance for the system is M_ZL)
C_Yin_CSo_L = C_Yin_CSo+(C_Gio_CSo.*C_Toi_CSo)./(M_ZL+C_Zo_CSo);
C_Toi_CSo_L = C_Toi_CSo./(1+C_Zo_CSo./M_ZL);
C_Gci_CSo_L = C_Gci_CSo+(C_Gco_CSo.*C_Toi_CSo)./(M_ZL+C_Zo_CSo);
C_Gio_CSo_L = C_Gio_CSo./(1+C_Zo_CSo./M_ZL);
C_Zo_CSo_L = C_Zo_CSo./(1+C_Zo_CSo./M_ZL);
C_Gco_CSo_L = C_Gco_CSo./(1+C_Zo_CSo./M_ZL);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Cascaded system consisting of the converter at closed-loop and the
% connection impedance block
C_Yin_CSc = P_Yinc+(P_Gioc.*P_Toic.*P_Yin_CIB)./(1+P_Zoc.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Toi_CSc = (P_Toic.*P_Toi_CIB)./(1+P_Zoc.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Gio_CSc = (P_Gioc.*P_Gio_CIB)./(1+P_Zoc.*P_Yin_CIB);
C_Zo_CSc = (1+P_Zoc.*P_Yinsc_CIB)./(1+P_Zoc.*P_Yin_CIB).*P_Zo_CIB;
% Load-affected TFs (Load impedance for the system is M_ZL)
C_Yin_CSc_L = C_Yin_CSc+(C_Gio_CSc.*C_Toi_CSc)./(M_ZL+C_Zo_CSc);
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C_Toi_CSc_L = C_Toi_CSc./(1+C_Zo_CSc./M_ZL);
C_Gio_CSc_L = C_Gio_CSc./(1+C_Zo_CSc./M_ZL);
C_Zo_CSc_L = C_Zo_CSc./(1+C_Zo_CSc./M_ZL);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Cascaded system consisting of the converter at closed-loop and the
% connection impedance block with the effect of the load
% Loaf-affected g-parameters of the connection impedance block
C_Yin_CIB_L = P_Yin_CIB+(P_Gio_CIB.*P_Toi_CIB)./(M_ZL+P_Zo_CIB);
C_Toi_CIB_L = P_Toi_CIB./(1+P_Zo_CIB./M_ZL);
C_Gio_CIB_L = P_Gio_CIB./(1+P_Zo_CIB./M_ZL);
C_Zo_CIB_L = P_Zoi_CIB./(1+P_Zo_CIB./M_ZL);
% Transfer functions of the cascaded system
C_Yin_CS = P_Yinc+(P_Gioc.*P_Toic.*C_Yin_CIB_L)./(1+P_Zoc.*C_Yin_CIB_L);
C_Toi_CS = (P_Toic.*C_Toi_CIB_L)./(1+P_Zoc.*C_Yin_CIB_L);
C_Gio_CS = (P_Gioc.*C_Gio_CIB_L)./(1+P_Zoc.*C_Yin_CIB_L);
C_Zo_CS = (1+P_Zoc.*C_Yinsc_CIB_L)./(1+P_Zoc.*C_Yin_CIB_L).*C_Zo_CIB_L;
C_Lv_L = P_Lv./(1+P_Zoo.*C_Yin_CIB_L);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Cascaded system consisting of the converter with output-voltage remote
% sensing applied over the connection impedance block and the load
% Remote-sensing affected closed-loop TFs
C_Lv_RS = (P_Gio_CIB.*P_Lv)./(1+P_Zoo.*C_Yin_CIB);
C_Yinc_RS = C_Yin_CSo-(C_Gio_CSo.*C_Gci_CSo)./(C_Gco_CSo) ...
.*(C_Lv_RS./(C_Lv_RS));
C_Toic_RS = C_Toi_CSo+(C_Zo_CSo.*C_Gci_CSo)./(C_Gco_CSo) ...
.*(C_Lv_RS./(C_Lv_RS));
C_Gioc_RS = C_Gio_CSo./(1+C_Lv_RS);
C_Zoc_RS = C_Zo_CSo./(1+C_Lv_RS);
% Load-affected TFs (Load impedance for the system is M_ZL)
C_Lv_RS_L = C_Lv_RS./(1+C_Zo_CSo./M_ZL);
C_Yinc_RS_L = C_Yinc_RS+(C_Gioc_RS.*C_Toic_RS)./(M_ZL+C_Zoc_RS);
C_Toic_RS_L = C_Toic_RS./(1+C_Zoc_RS./M_ZL);
C_Gioc_RS_L = C_Gioc_RS./(1+C_Zoc_RS./M_ZL);
C_Zoc_RS_L = C_Zoc_RS./(1+C_Zoc_RS./M_ZL);
%%%
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Appendix C
%========================================================================%
% Nominal small-signal model for a PCM-controlled superbuck converter
%
% Copyright Matti Karppanen
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% 2008
%
%========================================================================%
% Power stage component values
L1 = 15e-6;
% Inductor 1 value
rL1 = 80e-3;
% ESR of the inductor L1
L2 = 15e-6;
% Inductor 2 value
rL2 = 55e-3;
% ESR of the inductor L2
C1 = 20e-6;
% Capacitor 1 value
rC1 = 100e-3;
% ESR of the capacitor C1
C2 = 25e-6;
% Capacitor 2 value
rC2 = 10e-3;
% ESR of the capacitor C2
UD = 0.3;
% Diode forward voltage drop
rD = 50e-3;
% Diode on-time resistance
rDS = 0.25;
% Switch on-time resistance
% Operation point parameters
Uin = 15;
% Input voltage
Uo = 10;
% Output voltage
Io = 2.5;
% Output current
Fs = 440e3;
% Switching frequency
Ts = 1/Fs;
% Switching period
%========================================================================%
% Duty-ratio calculation
co2 = (rL1+rL2-rC1)*Io;
co1 = -Uin-UD+(rC1+rDS-rD-2*rL2)*Io;
co0 = Uo+UD+(rL2+rD)*Io;
% solution for: co2*D^2 + co1*D + co0 = 0
if ( ( co1 == 0 ) && ( co2 == 0 ) ) % 0th order solution
dussym_co = solve('co0=0','x');
elseif ( co2 == 0 )
% 1st order solution
dussym_co = solve('x*co1+co0=0','x');
else
% 2nd order solution
dussym_co = solve('x^2*co2+x*co1+co0=0','x');
end
dus = eval(dussym_co);
% Duty ratios
ind=zeros(1,length(dus));
% Determines if the duty ratio is out of range
for index=1:length(dus)
if ( (real(dus(index)) < 1) && (real(dus(index)) > 0) ...
&& (imag(dus(index)) == 0) )
ind(index)=1;
end
end
% Chooses the duty ratio if only one solution found
if ( (sum(ind) == 1) )
for index2=1:length(ind)
if (ind(index2)==1)
D=real(dus(index2));
% Duty ratio
Dp=1-D;
% Complementary duty ratio
end
end
% More than 1 or none correct duty-ratios
else
error('incorrect duty-ratio!')
return
end
%========================================================================%
% Other steady-state values
UC1 = Uin-(D*rL1-Dp*rL2)*Io;
% Average voltage of capacitor C1
UC2 = Uo;
% Average voltage of capacitor C1
IL1 = D*Io;
% Average current of capacitor L1
IL2 = Dp*Io;
% Average current of capacitor L1
Iin = IL1;
% Average input current
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% Additional parameters for the model
Lp = L1*L2/(L1+L2);
% Parallel combination of L1 and L2
R1 = rL1+rC2+D*rDS+Dp*(rD+rC1);
R2 = rC2+D*rDS+Dp*rD;
R3 = rL2+rC2+D*(rDS+rC1)+Dp*rD;
U1 = Uin+UD+(rD-rDS+D*rC1-D*rL1+Dp*rL2)*Io;
U2 = Uin+UD+(rD-rDS-Dp*rC1-D*rL1+Dp*rL2)*Io;
% Duty-ratio constrains
qL1 = 1+( (D*Dp*Ts)/2 )*( (rC1+rD-rDS)/L1+(rD-rDS)/L2 );
qL2 = 1+( (D*Dp*Ts)/2 )*( (rD-rDS)/L1+(rD-rDS-rC1)/L2 );
qC1 = D*Dp*Ts*(L1+L2)/(2*L1*L2);
M12 = ( U1/L1 + U2/L2 );
Mc = 8.35e5;
% Slope of the compensation ramp in A/s
Dmax = 0.5+Mc/M12;
% Mode limit
Fm = 1/(Ts*Mc+(((Dp-D)*Ts)/2)*(M12) ); % Duty-ratio gain
%========================================================================%
% PCM state-space matrixes
Aa = ...
[-(R1+Fm*qL1*U1)/L1,-(R2+Fm*qL2*U1)/L1,-(Dp+Fm*qC1*U1)/L1,-1/L1;
-(R2+Fm*qL1*U2)/L2,-(R3+Fm*qL2*U2)/L2,(D-Fm*qC1*U2)/L2,-1/L2;
(Dp+Fm*qL1*(IL1+IL2))/C1,-(D-Fm*qL2*(IL1+IL2))/C1,(Fm*qC1*(IL1+IL2))/C1,0;
1/C2,1/C2,0,0];
Be = ...
[1/L1,rC2/L1,(Fm*U1)/L1;
0,rC2/L2,(Fm*U2)/L2;
0,0,-(Fm*(IL1+IL2))/C1;
0,-1/C2,0];
Ce = ...
[1,0,0,0;
rC2,rC2,0,1];
De = ...
[0,0,0;
0,-rC2,0];
SYSss = ss(Aa,Be,Ce,De);
TFS = tf(SYSss);

% Open-loop state-space model
% Open-loop transfer-function matrix

Yino = TFS(1,1);
Toio = TFS(1,2);
Gci = TFS(1,3);
Gioo = TFS(2,1);
Zoo = -TFS(2,2);
Gco = TFS(2,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop

input admittance
output-to-input TF
control-to-input TF
input-to-output TF
output impedance
control-to-output TF

Yin_inf = minreal(Yino-(Gioo*Gci)/Gco); % ideal input admittance
Yin_sc = minreal(Yino+(Gioo*Toio)/Zoo); % short-circuit input admittance
%========================================================================%
Rs = 10/100;
% Equivalent inductor-current sensing resistor
Ga = 1/Rs;
% Modulator gain
% Controller parameter values and transfer function
R1c = 3.3e3;
R2c = 3.9e3;
R3c = 16e3;
C1c = 68e-9;
C2c = 220e-12;
C3c = 100e-12;
Z1 = 1/(R1c*C1c);
Z2 = 1/((R2c+R3c)*C3c);
P1 = 1/(R3c*C3c);
P2 = 1/((R1c*C1c*C2c)/(C1c+C2c));
K = 1/(R2c*(C1c+C2c));
s = tf('s');
% Laplace variable 's'
Gcc = K*((1+s/Z1)*(1+s/Z2))/(s*(1+s/P1)*(1+s/P2)); % Controller TF
% Nominal closed-loop g-parameters
Lv = Gcc*Ga*Gco;
% Voltage-loop gain
Yinc = Yino-((Gioo*Gci)/Gco)*(Lv/(1+Lv));
Toic = Toio+((Zoo*Gci)/Gco)*(Lv/(1+Lv));
Gioc = Gioo/(1+Lv);
Zoc = Zoo/(1+Lv);
%%%
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Appendix D

Fig. A.1 Laboratory measurement setup.

Fig. A.2 The experimental converters.
Table A.1 Manufacturers and models of the equipments used in the thesis.
Equipment

Manufacturer

Model

Frequency response analyzer

Venable Instruments

3120

Linear amplifier

Venable Instruments

VLA 1000

Electric load

Chroma

Supply system

Xantrex

Current probe

Tektronix
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Main frame: 6312
Load unit: 63103
XHR 100-10
Amplifier: TCPA300
Probe: TCP312
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a)
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b)
Fig. A.3 Example schematic of a synchronous buck converter: Power stage and gate drive (a), PWM and

control circuit (b).
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